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Abstract 

Electronic commerce is relatively a new concept in developing countries 

like Palestine. This paper aims to determine the potential factors affecting 

buyers' trust in e-commerce through conducting a quantitative approach 

research. Five potential factors were considered including website design 

attitudes, reliability fulfillment, security and privacy attitudes, customer 

satisfaction fulfillment and perception of governmental factors. The study 

population was the Palestinian employees in public and private sector. Data 

was collected through paper and electronic forms of the research 

questionnaire, 358 questionnaire were valid for analysis. The findings 

revealed that security/privacy attitudes, customer satisfaction fulfillment, 

and perception of governmental factors had significant influence on 

trusting e-commerce. A main regression model was built as well as three 

regression models for trust' sub factors integrity, benevolence and ability. 

These findings are useful for practitioners who plan to enter the e-

commerce environment, and researchers interested in trust in e-commerce 

as well. Some recommendations were suggested to the official authorities, 

as well as to the owners of electronic shops or those who maintain them, 

thus increasing the level of trust among buyers in Palestine. 
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Chapter One 

 

Introduction 
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1.1 Background 

In the business environment, online transactions represent the new form of 

transactions that emerged as a consequence of the development in the 

information technology and the internet applications. This form of 

transactions became common in the developed countries by the time of 

using the internet for commercial and marketing purposes (Shergill and 

Chen, 2005).  

E- Commerce is relatively a new concept that has changed the traditional 

business and has its great influence on the economy (Varela et al., 2017; 

Nanehkaran, 2013). Globalization and the boom in communication sector 

are the motivators for the adoption of e-commerce (Katic and Pusara, 

2004). In countries with high internet penetration, a dramatic increase in 

the shopping habits of customers in noticed. The percentage of online 

customers increased from 45% to 85% over the years 2011 to 2015 

(Kwarteng and  Pilík, 2016). On the other hand, despite the evolution in 

communication, wireless technology and the high potential of Business to 

Customer (B2C) commerce, and compared to the offline commerce the 

percentage of people using online purchases is low in the developing 

countries. A report by Pew Research Center released in March, 2015, 

indicated that in the Middle East the percentage of internet users who 

conducted online purchases ranged from 2%-27% only.   

Palestine is one of those countries that have recently experienced the 

benefits of the adoption of e-commerce. According to the statistics 
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published by the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics on its official website, the 

percentage of internet users in Palestine reached 51.4% of the population in 

2014, though; only 0.5% used the internet for online shopping as shown in 

Figure 1  

 

        

 

 

 
Figure 1: Percentage Distribution of Internet users based on purpose of use, 2014 

Source: Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics 

This small percentage could be attributed to various factors; cultural 

factors, lack of required skills to conduct an online transactions among 

Palestinian people, and one of those factors that have been studied in a 

wide scale in the developed countries is "Trust". 

A repeated factor for not purchasing from internet vendors is the lack of 

trust in e-commerce websites (Huang and Chang ,2017; Najafi and Kahani, 

2016; Kim et al, 2009,b; Zhang, 2009; Nefti et al., 2005; Pennanen, 2005; 

Patton and Josang, 2004). People are willing to take risk when they trust 

the other parties, the lack of trust is a result of the absence of physical 

interactions. Customer services applications are more important in online 

environment to overcome the lack of face-to-face interaction. Thus, there is 

a need to promote trustful e-commerce environment (Cazier et al, 2006). 
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Trust building process is gradual and evolve over time, usually people tend 

to trust others based on their personal past experience with them or based 

on other parties' recommendations. The same rule applies in online 

environment, a customer start with a single transaction in a website, then 

based on his experience he judges the e-vendor trustworthiness. Or a 

website is recommended by another person (third party) as a trusted site 

which encourages him to try it.  

Judging the trustworthiness of the e-vendor depends to several factors; 

factors related to the website itself, environmental factors, and personality 

and nature of the customers. The aim of this study is to assess the potential 

factors that are responsible for promoting buyers' trust on e-commerce in 

Palestine.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

In Palestine, traditional commerce is the common form. Palestinians are 

used to go to the shopping centers, see the product, and examine it before 

buying.  

Recently, e-commerce started to emerge. Many businesses these days have 

been established online without having a physical presence, others have 

their traditional commerce presence in parallel with their online website. 

As a result, buyers as well as business owners started to experience the 

benefits of e-commerce. Among the benefits for buyers are time saving, 

ease of use, and conducting transactions anytime, anywhere (Turban et al., 
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2015; Shafiyah et al, 2013). On the other hand, some of the benefits for 

businesses include cost reduction since no actual presence is necessary 

(Turban et al., 2015; Shafiyah et al, 2013), increased profits and revenues 

(Shafiyah et al, 2013), and wider market expansion (Turban et al., 2015) 

In e-commerce the shopping context is different, the customers order the 

products after seeing it on a screen only. People in Palestine are not 

familiar with online shopping as the statistics above showed. Familiarity 

with an Internet vendor and its processes and trust in the vendor influence 

the customers (Akhter et al., 2005; Gefen, 2000). In addition, Many 

scholars emphasized the effect of culture on societies and individual. 

Palestinian society in general avoids uncertainty (Jaber, 2015).  Therefore, 

due to the recency of the e-commerce in Palestine compared to developed 

countries, and the absence of physical interactions between the customers 

and the online vendors some ambiguity might be created, as a result, it is 

difficult to establish trust with customers. 

Online trust is key antecedent for achieving business success (Hong and 

Cho, 2011; Awad and Ragowsky, 2008) 

Thus, it is important to identify the potential factors that may influence and 

promote buyers' trust in e-commerce. 

1.3 Research Objective 

The main objective of this study is to identify and assess the factors that 

may help in establishing trust in e-commerce environment from customers' 
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perspective and to investigate the importance of each factor in promoting 

customers' trust on online purchases. 

1.4 Research Questions   

The research questions are mainly the following two questions: 

Q1: What are the important potential factors for enhancing buyers trust in 

e-commerce? 

Q2: What is the relative significance of each factor in promoting buyers' 

trust in online purchases? 

1.5 Significance of the study 

Although that the traditional commerce is the common form in Palestine, 

the technological developments in the information technology field and the 

wide spread of the internet these days help in transforming the commerce 

into its electronic form (e-commerce). According to the Palestinian Central 

Bureau of Statistics, the percentages of males and females internet users in 

Palestine have dramatically increased over the years from 2000 to 2014. 

Males percentage increased from 7.9% to 59.6%, where as females 

percentage from 2.8% to 47.5%. Therefore, to maintain business growth 

and prosperity, the owners should cope with these technological 

advancement in an attractive and trustworthy way. This study will help in 

identifying the factors influencing buyers trust in e-commerce, thus 

offering business owners the chance to benefit from the study findings in 

gaining buyers trust and eventually improving their businesses.  
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1.6 Scope of the study 

Due to the difficulty of applying the study to the whole Palestinian society, 

the study population is limited to the Palestinian employees in public and 

private sector who have experienced online shopping in Palestine as a 

representative sample of the Palestinian society. Hence, the study 

population is well defined. 

In addition, the current study covers different types of products and 

services that buyers may buy online form local or international online 

stores. The only restriction is that they should conduct the purchase from 

Palestine.   

1.7 Thesis structure 

This study consists of five chapters. The first chapter is the introduction 

where the background, problem statement, research objectives, research 

questions and the scope of the study are introduced. Chapter two defines 

the concept of electronic commerce and its different types, as well as 

introducing the literature review and summarizing the previous studies 

about trust in electronic commerce. 

The third chapter presents the research methodology and identify the 

research population, sample, data collection tool as well as the data analysis 

software package to be used in analyzing the gathered data. Chapter four 

presents data analysis and discussion. Finally, chapter five derives 

conclusions and presents some recommendations.     
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Chapter Two  

 

Literature Review 
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2.1 Overview  

In this chapter, the theoretical background of the research is to be discussed 

in addition to literature review of the previous studies. Furthermore, the 

proposed research model and hypotheses are presented. 

  2.2 E-commerce Definition 

E-commerce in its abroad sense is using computer networks to increase 

profitability, improve the performance of organizations, attaining market 

share and enhance customers' satisfaction level (Watson et al, 2013). E-

commerce is the internet and intranet usage to buy, sell, or merchandise 

services, goods or data (Turban et al., 2015). On the other hand, Vladimir 

(1996) emphasized that e-commerce is not only selling or buying goods or 

services, but also all the processes required to achieve the goals within a 

company or firm. He defined e-commerce as the sharing of business-related 

information, preserving business relationships and doing business deals and 

transactions through telecommunication networks. 

According to World Trade Organization (WTO) e-commerce is defined as 

"The production, distribution, marketing, sale or delivery of goods and 

services by electronic means". This definition of e-commerce is adopted in 

this research.   

The term e-commerce is not a replacement nor analogous to the term e-

business. E-business is wider in scope than e-commerce (Chaffey, 2004).  

E-business encompasses other activities like collaboration with business 

partners, servicing customers, and conducting electronic processes (Turban 
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et al., 2003; Van der Vorst et al., 2002). Rayport, and Jaworski (2002) 

contradict this view, they argued that e-commerce covers all of the 

organization's electronic activities. 

An e-commerce vendor interact with his customers through a website. The 

website represents a "full representation of the shopping" (Qin, 2007). An 

online vendor website is defined as a mediated tool of interaction that 

implements a marketing strategy that is used in an intelligent way by a 

player in the buying process (Bezes, 2009 referring to Reix, 2003 work in 

French). Therefore, a website for any e-commerce business represents the 

front face of the business through which different transactions are 

conducted. In short, it is the channel between the two parties; sellers and 

buyers, whether these are businesses or individuals.  

Many researchers studied the pros and cons of e-commerce. Turban et al. 

(2015) emphasized the benefits of e-commerce and classified them into 

three main categories; organizational; consumers' benefits; and societal. 

Whereas Pires and Aisbett (2003) Classified the Implications for business 

from adopting e-commerce into three categories: internal factors; market 

factors; and competitive. Table (1) summarizes the most common 

advantages and disadvantages of e-commerce adoption: 
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Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of e-commerce 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Buyers can conduct business any 

time, anywhere. (Alsharif, 2013) 

Lack of standardized specifications 

that are applicable in all countries 

(Alsharif, 2013) 

Increased profits and revenues  

(Mirani et al., 2001; Kalakota 

and Whinston, 1996; Shafiyah et 

al, 2013). 

More powerful in large businesses 

(Hodkinson and Keil ,1996). 

Cost Reduction 

(Garicano and  Kaplan, 

2001;Turban et al., 2015; Mirani 

et al., 2001; Kalakota and 

Whinston, 1996; Evans and 

King,1999;Shafiyah et al, 2013) 

Recruiting skilled employees. 

(Shafiyah et al, 2013; Lee, 2001; 

Hodkinson and Keil ,1996; Evans and 

King,1999)  

Better control over industry 

supply chains 

(Kalakota and Whinston,1996; 

Segev et al.,1998; Turban et al., 

2015; Kothandaraman and 

Wilson,2001) 

Security problems   

(Udo,2001;Hodkinson and Keil, 

1996; Honeycutt and Flaherty, 1998; 

Evans and King,1999) 

Market expansion (Global reach) 

(Turban et al.,2015; Honeycutt 

and Flaherty, 1998; Evans and 

King,1999) 

Cultural impediments  

(Shafiyah et al, 2013; Evans and 

King,1999) 

Better customer service 

(Evans and King,1999; Turban 

et al.,2015,Katic and 

Pusara,2004;Shafiyah et al, 

2013) 

Benefits and costs are hard to 

quantify 

(Haltiwanger and Jarmin, 1999; 

Shafiyah et al, 2013; Evans and 

King,1999) 

Ease of use and accessibility 

(Katic and Pusara,2004; Turban 

et al.,2015; Shafiyah et al, 2013) 

Delays in deliveries, lack of physical 

interaction, and technical failures may 

affect the process 

(Alsharif,, 2013, Gould et al.,1998) 
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2.3 E-commerce types 

Scholars identified different types of e-commerce. Shim et al. (2000)stated 

that there are two major types of e-commerce; Business-to-Business (B2B) 

and Business-to-Customers (B2C).Turban et al. (2015) and Katic and 

Pusara (2004) defined various types of e-commerce including; B2B; B2C; 

Consumer-to-consumer (C2C); Collaborative commerce (c-commerce); 

Consumers to businesses (C2B); B2E (business to its employees); 

Government-to-citizens (G2C); Business-to-Business-to-Consumer 

(B2B2C); and Mobile commerce (m-commerce).  Others like (Shafiyah et 

al, 2013) classified e-commerce into five main types, all of which are 

contained in Turban et al.(2015) types. The most popular forms of e-

commerce are defined next. 

 Business-to-Consumer (B2C):   

It is the type of e-commerce between a company and its customers in which 

organizations are the sellers and individuals are the buyers (Chugh and 

Grandhi, 2012; Katic and Pusara, 2004). The transactions between the two 

parties take place at the vendor website. Most of B2C websites create a 

virtual community that consists of all customers sharing their opinions 

about the vendors; products and services. Web sites owners provide 

customers with web searching tools and other services like emails, chatting 

rooms, and rental of advertising areas in order to make enough profit 

needed for the free services expenditures (Shafiyah et al, 2013). B2C e-

commerce encompasses various sectors such as retailing, travel booking, 
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banking, real estate, trading of securities (stocks, bonds), job matching, 

travel, and other services (Nemat ,2011; Turban et al., 2003).The various 

future benefits of B2C are constrained by different factors. These factors 

include; the ability to communicate with a wider audience, the ability to 

present a variety of distinguished products that differ from those of offline 

commerce products; the ability of adaptation to customer needs and 

interactions; and reducing the cost of intermediaries (Ginsburg, 2000). B2C 

e-commerce is ranked second after B2B e-commerce (Alsharif, 2013).  

B2C type of e-commerce is the focus of this study. 

 Business-to-Business (B2B):     

In this type, both parties are businesses, that is, a business sells products or 

services to another business. The relationship between manufacturer and 

wholesalers, between wholesalers and retailers are examples of B2B 

transactions. Thus, the expected volume of the business can be very large 

(Shafiyah et al, 2013;Nemat, 2011; Lucking–Reiley and  Spulber, 2001, 

Turban et al., 2003). 

According To Turban et al. (2015), 85% of the e-commerce today is in 

B2B. They mentioned that all of Dell's wholesales is B2B. Garicano and 

Kaplan (2001) studied the reduction in transaction costs that results from 

using the internet as a transaction median for doing business. Their findings 

proved potentially large process improvement and marketplace benefits, 

and little support that informational asymmetric is more important in the 
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electronic marketplace compared to the traditional one. Shafiyah et al. 

(2013) pointed out other benefits of B2B including  the efficiency of 

managing payments between a business and its partners, reduced number of 

clerical errors, and the shorter time in processing invoices. They also 

mentioned that this type of e-commerce requires high security needs. One 

of the major challenges that face companies in B2B e-commerce is the 

development of software and communications standards (Lucking–Reiley 

and  Spulber,  2001). 

 Consumer to Consumer (C2C): 

In C2C e-commerce, individuals sell products or services to other 

individuals. In this type, the transactions take place through online 

auctions, chatting rooms, third party consumer listing, and web forums 

(Jones and Leonard, 2008).  The owners of the websites are working as 

intermediaries only, the customers themselves are responsible for 

organizing the deliveries between them, and that C2C e-commerce is more 

popular than B2C (Wang et al 2002). Jones and Leonard (2006) argued that 

C2C e-commerce encompasses a lot more than auctions; they conducted a 

study to determine the factors influencing customer satisfaction in C2C e-

commerce. The findings revealed that Reliability, responsiveness, and 

empathy have a significant influence on customer satisfaction in e-

commerce. One of the most popular sites in this type of e-commerce is 

eBay.com that offers different features to its users. Ebay promotes for 
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virtual communities as well by offering "About Me" Feature that allow 

users to create their own homepages (Subramani and Walden, 2001). 

 Mobile Commerce (M-Commerce): 

Is e-commerce carried out in a wireless environment such as using cell 

phones. GSMA (2013) reported that the number of mobile phone users is 

more than half of the world's population. A variety of transactions could be 

conducted using m-commerce including B2C, B2B, money transfer, mobile 

learning and others. M-commerce positively affects organizations and 

individual. Organizational benefits include increased revenues since sales 

are higher due to the fact that customers can do their orders anytime and 

anywhere; improved customer loyalty and satisfaction; and m-commerce 

represents an opportunity for organizations to reach a wider scope of 

customers (Venkatesh et al.,2003);  For individuals m-commerce offers 

flexibility, expediting banking services; and saves time and effort.  

2.4 Trust Definition 

Trust is a complex concept to define. There are dozens of definitions in 

literature. The reason for the multi-definitions is that each discipline 

defines trust from its own perspective. However, all of these definitions are 

similar to some extent, every discipline added new features to the concept. 

Pavlou and Fygenson (2006) defined trust as the belief that the trusted 

party actions will be toward full filling the trusting party needs without 

misusing its vulnerability. 
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Scholars defined trust from three primary perspectives: psychology, 

sociology and economic (organizational). 

 Psychological Perspective 

Psychologists view trust as a psychological state of an individual in which 

s/he is willing to risk the action of others (Tyler, 1990). Rousseau et al 

(1998) distinguished between three facets of trust; Cognitive, Emotive and 

Behavioral. The cognitive facet involves taking a decision to trust others 

based on the evaluation of the trustee. The emotive facet reflects the 

emotional drive to trust a trustee. On the other hand, behavioral trust 

involves conducting an action that show trust in a trustee. 

In general, psychologists conceptualize trust as feelings, beliefs, and 

expectations that are deeply rooted in the personality of an individual. 

Personal attributes of trusting party and trustees are the basics for 

trustworthiness evaluation (Rotter 1967; Tyler 1990). 

 Sociological Perspective 

Sociologists view trust as a dynamic element between and within groups 

(Granovetter 1985) or institutions (Zuker, 1986). Lewis and Weigent 

(1985) argued that trust is an attribute of the social groups in which the 

members of the group act accordingly, they also distinguished between 

interpersonal and system trust. A system trust is essential in the modern 

society as it is impractical to depend on interpersonal trust. 
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 Economic Perspective 

In economy, trust is viewed as either calculative (Williamson, 1993), or 

institutional (North, 1990). In the calculative trust, how human actors are 

described and the perception of contracting processes are both vital to the 

development of a science of organization.  That is, it is necessary to 

examine the systems' context within which contracts are established. On 

the other hand, the institutional trust refers to the organizational and social 

environment surrounding contracting processes. Although that institutional 

trust seems non-calculative, contracts and transactions are governed 

according to the institutional environment. Kenneth (1997) in his review of 

Fukuyama's book revealed that Fukuyama's view states that cooperative 

economic behavior is stimulated principally by culture specifically, by a 

culture of trust.  Fukuyama suggests that trust is important primarily 

because it enables the formation of large privately owned corporations. 

 

Therefore, by integrating the various definitions of trust in various 

disciplines, we come out with a comprehensive definition of trust 

(Rousseau et al., 1998). 

2.5 Trust Framework and Theories 

The theoretical ground for this study is based on three elements; Social 

Exchange Theory; Global evaluation theory and signaling theory. 
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2.5.1 Social Exchange Theory 

Transactions' exchanges in online environments between the buyers and 

online vendors have similar components to that of social exchange, using 

social exchange theory helps in understanding trust (Chang et al, 2013). 

Argün (2012) referring to Thibaut and Kelley, 1959 book, stated that 

"individuals get exchange relationships on the ground of trust. Out of these 

exchange relationships, the ones which probably cost greater than the 

probable reward will be prevented". 

In social exchange theory, individuals are motivated  by rewards they 

expect to get to establish voluntary interaction with others Blau (1964). In 

e-commerce environment, the first party is the buyer, while the other party 

is the vendor website, buyers have to measure the benefits they are 

expecting to gain and compare it to the risk level their privacy is exposed to 

(Gurung, 2006). According Chang et al. (2013), in  social exchange theory, 

the process of building trust is gradual; it starts with minor transactions that 

involves a small level of risk and consequently requires a small level of 

trust. Each time the customers voluntarily provide some personal 

information to the e-vendor, he should be rewarded with more customized 

products and richer experience (Dayal et al., 2003). The outcome of trust is 

a long term exchange relationship between the two parties (Ganesan, 1994; 

Doney and Cannon 1997). Similarly, Morgan and Hunt (1994) believed 

that cooperation is the expected outcome of trust. 
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2.5.2 Global Evaluation Theory 

Chen (2007) proposed Global Evaluation Theory. It is based on previous 

studies (Czepiel et al., 1974; Garbarino and Johnson 1999; Ostrom and 

Iacobucci 1995) in marketing field. The core of this theory is that in order 

to evaluate a specific construct, evaluations of component attributes or 

processes "component attitudes” are prerequisites (Garbarino and Johnson, 

1999).In other words, global evaluations are influenced by component 

attitudes (Chen, 2007). For example, overall customer satisfaction is a 

construct (Czepiel et al., 1974; Westbrook, 1981), in order to evaluate 

customer satisfaction, evaluations of its components (i,e component 

attitudes toward price, quality, friendliness, and customization (Ostrom and 

Iacobucci, 1995); component attitudes toward life insurance (Crosby and 

Stephens ; 1987)) are necessary. 

Garbarino and Johnson (1999) indicated that for marketing organizations, 

consumer decision-making process is guided by global evaluations. 

Regarding the current study, global evaluation theory is a key player in 

identifying factors affecting buyers trust in e-commerce since each 

construct is evaluated depending on the evaluation of its components. 

2.5.3 Signaling theory 

Information economics under certain circumstances in which both parties 

vendors and consumers possess different level of information about a 

specific transaction forms the basis of signaling theory (Spence 1974). In e-

commerce, the sellers of the products have full information about the 

characteristics of the product before selling it, whereas consumers usually 
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don‟t have such information before buying the product and actually start 

using it. Therefore, the level of information that both parties have is 

asymmetric before the transaction takes place, in most cases, this 

asymmetry is an advantage for the selling party (Mishra et al., 1998). 

Internet buyers are placed in a situation in which they have to take their 

decision of whether to conduct a transaction or not based on inferential 

information (signals) which involves a certain level of risk. Signals are 

"perceivable indicators of otherwise hidden qualities", the purpose of using 

signals is to deliver a certain unobservable quality or feature to the 

customer in order to trigger behavior Donath (2007).    

In their attempts to gain customers' trust, online vendors have to provide 

their customers with the necessary information regarding their products, 

capabilities and intentions toward the personal information of their 

customers. Porter (1980) considered any piece of information or action 

from the vendor's side regarding its products and abilities to be a signal.  

Consumers would like to have pre-purchase signals that help them 

distinguish between the trustworthy vendors and those who are not.  

In e-commerce environment various types of trustworthiness' signals have 

been investigated in literature. Wang et al. (2004) studied five signals 

including seals of approval, return policy, awards from neutral sources, 

security disclosures, and privacy disclosures. The result showed that 

security disclosures and awards from neutral sources enhanced cue-based 

trust, seals of approval and privacy disclosures encouraged customers to 

provide personal information, and awards from neutral sources were found 
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to directly encourage bookmarking intentions. On the other hand, Biswas 

and Biswas (2004) conducted experimental studies to analyze the effect of 

perceived advertising expenses, vendor reputation, and warranties as 

signals; the outcome of the studies revealed that these signals are stronger 

in reducing risk for the non-digital products (e.g jeans, shirts), but have a 

limited if no effect for digital products as music CD's. Aiken and Boush 

(2006) focused on three signals: objective-source rating (i.e., a review from 

Consumer Reports magazine), a third-party certification (i.e., a 

"trustmark"), and an implication of investment in advertising, trustmarks 

were found to possess the largest influence on vendors' trustworthiness. 

In this study signaling theory concepts are involved. Different signals for 

trust worthiness of the e-vendors have been examined including return 

policy of the vendor, availability of trustmarks on e-vendor website, 

security attitudes of the website, ad privacy policy and attitudes towards the 

shared customers' personal information.   

As a summary for the theoretical basis, (1)Just like the case of offline 

commerce, the relationship between the online buyer and online vendor is 

an example of exchange relationships. Buyers expect the web vendor to 

provide them with products that match their expectations, whereas web 

vendor is eager to win buyer's trust and loyalty. Buyers are willing to share 

their information, and make themselves vulnerable to risks if they trust the 

online vendor, and expect that the benefits be worth it. (2) Chen (2007) 

Global Evaluation Theory is adopted for analyzing and measuring 

component attitudes of the construct "buyers' trust in e-vendors" in order to 
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attain an overall evaluation of it. This analysis depends on reviewing 

previous research papers and articles to choose the most significant 

attitudes to be included in the proposed model. (3) The availability of 

trustworthiness signals on the e-vendor website are examined as motivators 

for customers to trust online vendors.  

  2.6 Previous Trust Model 

Several researchers studied the factors that have an impact on buyers' trust 

in e-vendors. Table (2) shows some of these models.  

Table 2: Some previous trust models 

Researchers Dimensions 

Kim and Prabhakar (2000) 

- Trusting party propensity to trust  

- Word-of-mouth referrals  

- Institutional characteristics 

Shankar et al.  (2002) 

- Website characteristics (e.g., navigation;  

   friendliness)  

- User characteristics   

- Other characteristics (e.g.,firm size;  

   firm trustworthiness) 

Yoon (2002) 

- Technical aspects: web searching, technology    

   and  presentation 

- Transactions' uncertainty and security: security   

   assurance   

- Competency aspects: fulfilment, reputation, and  

   interactions. 

Flavia´n et al.  (2006) 

- Usability       

- Satisfaction     

- Loyalty 

Lowry et al. (2008) 
- Brand alliances       

- Website quality   

Karimov et al. (2011) 

- Visual design (graphic, structure)    

- Social cue design ( human-like features,  

assistive interface, social media) 

- Content design (informativeness,  

brand alliances,  e-assurances)  

Ganguly et al. (2011)  

- Communication     

- Social presence     

- Security     
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- Privacy      

- Self efficacy   

Kumari and Kumari (2012) 

 

- Professionalism ( Professional Graphics  

  (Web Design),   Usability,  Proper Branding) 

- Trustworthiness of Company Reputation 

- Technologic Incentives (Security  ,   

   User‟s Information Privacy,   Payment Systems) 

Matthew  and Turban 

(2014) 

 

- Trustworthiness of Internet Merchant        

- Trustworthiness of Internet Shopping Medium 

- Technical competence  

- Reliability 

- Medium understanding   

- Contextual Factors 

- Effectiveness of third party certification      

- Effectiveness of security infrastructure 

Riquelme and Román 

(2014) 

-  Perceived privacy 

-  Perceived security 

Ajmal and Yasin (2015) 

- Security factors                                   

- Privacy factors 

- Ethical and legal issues factors               

- Intellectual property rights factors 

- Loyalty factors 

Agag and El-Masry (2016) 

- Consumer based (experience, propensity  

   to trust) 

- Company based (reputation of website,  

   perceived size of website) 

- Website based (perceived ease of use,  

   perceived usefulness,  perceived quality)  

Najafi and Kahani (2016) 

 

 

- Firms Readiness (E-Service,Quality of  

Website/Web Portal, Information, EC System) 

- Information Security Readiness 

- Interpersonal or Humans Readiness 

- Technical and Infrastructure Readiness 

- Legal and Laws Readiness 

- Live Chats, Forums, EC in Social Networks 

Toufaily and Pons (2017) 

- Functional characteristics of  the website  

(design, ease of use,  security, interactivity) 

- Relational characteristics of the website  

 (personalization, support quality,  social  

  presence and virtual community) 

Corbitt et al (2003) investigated a number of key factors that may have an 

impact on trust in the B2C context. The findings revealed that customers 

are more likely to buy from an online vendor "if they perceive a higher 
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degree of trust in e-commerce and have more experience in using the web". 

The trust level of the customers is affected by the level of perceived market 

orientation, site quality, technical trustworthiness and user web experience. 

The study suggested three main tactics for reducing risk level among 

customers including: Money back warranty, positive „word of mouth‟, and 

partnerships with well-known business partners. 

Akhter et al. (2005) visualized trust as a function of security, and 

familiarity. The results indicated that trust is maximized when familiarity is 

moderate, and security is moderate to high. This implies that when 

customers are familiar with the e-vendor website, a small increase in the 

security level will dramatically enhance their trust level.  

Chen (2007) proposed an integrative model of consumer trust in an e-

vendor. The model used five independent variables; website design 

attitudes, fulfillment reliability satisfaction, security/privacy attitudes 

customer service satisfaction, and offline experience satisfaction. The 

findings of this research revealed that website design attitudes, fulfillment 

reliability satisfaction, privacy/security attitudes and customer service 

satisfaction are the key factors of customer trust.  

Cyr (2008)  studied the relationship of trust, satisfaction, and loyalty across 

cultures in three countries Canada, Germany, and China. In this study trust 

was a function of navigation design, visual design, information design and 

used as a moderating factor. The results of the overall model of all 

countries showed that three predictors of trust were highly significant.  
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Kim et al. (2009,a) conducted a longitudinal approach study. The study 

focused on the three stages of the purchase process: pre-purchase; 

purchase; and post-purchase. The proposed model took into account two 

points; the first is how consumers formulate their pre-purchase decisions,  

and the second is the formation of a long-term relationship with the same e-

vendor based on the comparison results' between their pre-purchase 

expectations and the post-purchase outcome. The findings revealed that 

trust affects buyer's purchase decision along with perceived risk and 

perceived benefits, and that that trust affects long term buyers' loyalty and 

satisfaction. 

Kumari and Kumari (2012) constructed a four stage model for B2C 

including professionalism, reputation, trustworthiness, and technological 

incentives. In electronic world and due to the lack of physical existence the 

professionalism is presented by the web interface factors, according to 

Karvonen (2000) professionalism composed of professional graphic (web 

design), usability, and proper branding. Trustworthiness exists when the 

consumer has the confidence that the vendor has the ability and motivation 

to deliver the required item as expected by the consumer. Reputation is an 

essential factor for trust in e-commerce, which is built through the feedback 

that the customers receive from others who have previously interacted with 

the vendor. Technological incentives refer to the existence of security, 

users information privacy, and the payment systems. 
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Another study by Chang et al (2013) showed that three trust-building 

mechanisms (third-party certification, reputation, and return policy) have a 

significant effect on trust of the online vendor.  

Bartikowski and Singh (2014) investigated the customers' trust drivers in 

France. The study included 15 trust drivers: advice capabilities, brand 

equity, content quality, community features, expertise, French cultural 

markers, ease of contact, fulfillment capabilities, layout design, trustworthy 

partnerships, personalization, navigation, privacy protection, security and 

usefulness.  The most influencing factors were brand equity 19.1%, layout 

design 12.8%, content 12.6%, expertise 9%, and navigation 8.2%.  

Yousefi and Nasiripour (2015) investigated the factors influencing 

customers' trust in e-banking services.  The results showed that the quality 

of electronic services such as ease of use, privacy and security, individual 

characteristics of customers such as disposition to trust and features of the 

bank such as reputation, size and dependence on government have a 

positive impact on customers' trust in enhancing e-banking services. 

 

Gu et al. (2016) found that five factors (privacy concerns, trust propensity, 

performance expectancy, facilitating conditions and hedonic motivation) 

have significant influence on initial trust in wearable commerce. 

 

In Arab world context, studies in this field are few. A study by Eid (2011) 

investigated the determinants of customers' loyalty, in this study trust was 

used as a moderating variable whose predictors were user interface quality, 

http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Gu%2C+Zhongwei
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information quality, perceived security and perceived privacy. The results 

revealed that trust' determinants included the four factors except 

information quality.  

Another study by Yahya and Dahlan (2015) proposed a model that suggests 

that trust factors that affect the B2C e-commerce in Saudi Arabia are 

divided into two categories; governmental and non-governmental variables.  

The non-governmental variables composed of trustworthy, privacy and 

secure online Payment Options. The model suggest that flexible 

governmental policies, legislation rules, protection of customer rights, and 

banking network systems with less internet fees are prerequisite for e-

commerce expansion. 

A third study by Al-dweeri et al., (2017) examined trust as moderating 

factor of behavioral and attitudinal loyalty. The determinants of trust were 

efficiency of the website, privacy attitudes and customer service.  

2.7  The Proposed Research Model 

Based on the above discussion, the model shown in the Figure 2 is 

proposed.  This model has been constructed depending mainly on Chen 

(2007) model and Yahya and Dahlan model (2015). The dependent variable 

of this study is trust in e-commerce, and the independent variables are five 

variables; website design attitudes, reliability fulfillment, security/privacy 

attitudes and customer satisfaction fulfillment taken from Chen model 

(2007) and the fifth independent variable is governmental policies taken 

from Yahya and Dahlan (2015). 
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The justification for using Chen model in this study is that the factors used 

in it contain most of the variables that have been studied in the other 

models. While the adoption of the fifth independent factor from Yahya and 

Dahlan (2015) is that their study was conducted in Arab World context.  

The current research model consists of five main constructs, which will be 

delineated into 15 measurable variables.  

In traditional commerce it is easy to build an opinion (belief) about the 

vendor trustworthiness due to the physical interaction (face-face) between 

the vendor and the customer. In e-commerce, the context is different, 

trustworthiness is built on technical aspects as website design; networks; 

privacy and security rather than personal characteristics. The vendor in e-

commerce is the selling party represented by its website through which 

transactions are conducted (Kim et al., 2009,b).  

`  
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Figure 2: The research model constructed mainly 

from Chen (2007) model and Yahya and Dahlan 

(2015) model 
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2.8  Operational Definitions 

2.8.1 Website Design Attitudes (WSDA) 

The quality of website design is one of the most important factors for 

enhancing trust in online purchases. Sillence et al., (2004) found that 

content and design features were prominent building trust in e-commerce. 

Unfortunately, there is no agreement among the researchers about the 

factors that constitute the website design. This could be attributed to the 

fact that website design construct is a multidimensional one (Kim and Stoel 

2004).  For example, Ranganathan and Grandon (2002) argued that the way 

in which the content of the website is arranged is the crucial factor for the 

website design. Kim and Lee (2002) suggested two approaches for 

investigating the website design: process and architecture; the process 

approach views the system as a sequence of processes, while architectural 

approach views the system as a collection of documents. 

According to Ganguly et al. (2010) the architecture perspective for website 

design is composed of four components: content, structure, interaction and 

presentation. Content refers to the information on the website, structure 

refers to the arrangement of the information (grids, menus, hierarchical). 

Interaction represents the way the customer can access the website in the 

easiest way. Presentation refers to the way how the information is 

presented on the web site, it deals with aesthetic aspects like color, size, 

images, audio-visual aids and a like.  

In this study, the researcher will follow the architecture perspective since 

several studies found a significant influence of the four dimensions of the 
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architecture perspective. For example, a study by Rahimnia and 

Hassanzadeh  (2013) showed a positive influence of website content on e-

trust. 

De Angeli et al (2006) investigated the impact of interactivity of the 

website, the results of their study revealed that the interactive style 

implemented on the website affect the customer's perception of information 

quality. Anderson and Swaminathan (2011) used an alternative term for 

interactivity which is transaction ease, they defined it as the degree to 

which the customer is convinced that the website is simple and easy to use. 

Flavia´n et al (2006) defined it as "perceived ease of navigating the site or 

making purchases through the Internet". Similarly, Chen and Tan (2004) 

findings supported the hypothesis a customer's perceived ease of use of an 

online store has a positive influence on his or her behavior toward this 

online store. 

On the other hand, presentation contributes in enhancing the usability of 

the website (Phillips and Chaparro, 2009; Thüring and Mahlke, 2007). 

Anderson and Swaminathan (2011) used the term engagement that is 

analogues in meaning to presentation. Engagement can be defined as the 

pleasing and enjoyable overall image that the website is offering to the 

customers via using different data types including text, audio, video, colors, 

and graphics. 

2.8.2 Reliability Fulfillment (RLI) 

Berry et al. (1988) argued that reliability is the ability to deliver the 

required service accurately and dependably. Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003) 

http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
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suggested that reliability should involve technical reliability as well as 

functional reliability, and defined reliability as the delivery of the right 

product in the right time promised with the right information that have been 

displayed on the website, so it matches the customers' expectations. They 

also suggest that fulfillment/reliability is the most important factor that 

affects trust in e-commerce. Omar et al. (2015) in their study of the 

influence of reliability dimension of e-commerce on Libyan customers 

satisfaction suggested that there are 8 attributes of reliability; accurate 

delivery service, website always available, complete order service, keeping 

promotion promise, the online service always correct, keeping service 

promise, company being truthful about its offering, and accurate online 

booking records. 

In this study, the researcher will adopt the Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003) 

explanation of the fulfillment/reliability. This is because this definition is 

comprehensive as it encompasses most of the aspects that the customers' 

need for reliability fulfillment. Besides that, most of fulfillment/reliability 

definitions found in the literature are similar in meaning to this definition. 

In addition to this, the number of citation of this paper is more than 1750, 

which reflects its significance. 

2.8.3 Security / Privacy Attitudes (SPA) 

Although most of the time the two words are enormously interchanged, 

they are not the same. 
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Data Privacy is the customers' possession of control over the use of their 

personal information for other purposes beyond the current transaction's 

need (Hoffman et al., 1999); in other words, when online customers 

provide a vendor's website with data, they expect them to use it according 

to the agreed purposes. On the other hand, Data Security can be defined as 

all the mechanisms and practices used to protect the information from any 

possible threat (Belanger 2002).  Threat means an event or context that may 

cause harm, modification or destruction of data or network (Kalakota and 

Whinston, 1996). That is, ensuring that unauthorized individuals are not 

accessing the data.  

 

In literature, despite of the different meaning of each term, some studies 

merged them in one construct (Lee and Turban 2001; Zeithaml et al.2002; 

Flavián and Guinalíu 2006; Corbitt et al. 2003; Schlosser et al. 2006); 

whereas other studies treated them as two different constructs (Miyazaki 

and Fernandez 2000; Belanger et al. 2002; Román 2007; Román and 

Cuestas 2008). In the current study, although that these two variables are 

included in one construct, each of them is measured using separate items. 

 Privacy (PRI) 

Belanger (2002) pointed out that many studies suggested that many 

individuals have serious privacy concerns, and gaining the public trust is 

the major obstacle faces the growth of the business. Li et al. (2011) studied 

the role of affect and cognition on online consumers' decision to disclose 

personal information to unfamiliar online vendors. The study emphasized 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167923611000467
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the importance of customer's awareness of the privacy statement on the 

website, it defined awareness of privacy statement as "An individual's 

awareness of the content in the privacy statement of a Web site".  

Besides that, it is not only the availability of a privacy policy is necessary, 

but also the readability of the privacy statement as well. Readability is the 

ease of understanding and comprehension based on writing style (Klare, 

1963). Many privacy policies remain unread due to their poor readability 

(Cadogan, 2011; Ermakova et al., 2015; Sunyaev et al., 2014), therefore 

websites should make sure that their privacy policies are formulated in an 

easy language to guarantee the full understanding and awareness of the 

customer about its contents.  

Privacy issues have been studied in wearable technologies as well. McCann 

and Bryson (2009) defined Wearable technology as devices that have a 

double-usage as aesthetic accessories and computer processors in some 

capacity. Gu et al (2016) studied the factors influencing consumers initial 

trust in wearable commerce, the findings of the study showed that privacy 

concern is one of the most important factors that have significant effect in 

consumers' trust in wearable commerce. 

Chen and Zheng (2015) stated that trust is improved when the customers 

have confidence that the vendor will use their personal information 

properly. 

 Security (SEC) 

Udo (2001) argued that the main challenge faces consumers in online 

transaction is security. Chen and Tan (2004) believes that "Consumers‟ 

http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Gu%2C+Zhongwei
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lack of trust is also partly due to their data security concerns". The study of 

Miyazaki and Fernandez (2001) provided evidence that higher levels of 

Internet experience may lead to lower risk perceptions regarding online 

shopping and fewer specific concerns regarding system security and online 

vendor fraud yet more concerns regarding online privacy. 

Niranjanamurthy and Chahar(2013) presented a list of e-commerce security 

tools including Firewalls (Software and Hardware), Public Key 

infrastructure, Digital certificates, Digital Signatures, Biometrics (retinal 

scan, fingerprints, voice etc),  Passwords, and Locks and bars (network 

operations centers). Although that the availability of security features do 

not guarantee a completely secured system, they are vital to build a secure 

system and thus gain customers' trust. The study classified security features 

into several categories as follows: 

 Authentication: Verifies who you say you are.  

 Authorization: Allows only you to manipulate your resources in  

specific ways.  

 Encryption: Deals with information hiding.  

 Auditing: Keeps a record of operations.  

 Integrity: prevention against unauthorized data modification 

 Nonrepudiation: prevention against any one party from reneging  

on an agreement after the fact 

 Availability: prevention against data delays or removal 

In this study, the researcher will adopt the definition of  Li et al., (2011) for 

privacy because most of the reviewed studies confirmed that the 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167923611000467
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availability of a privacy policy on the website enhances customer's trust in 

the website thus s/he will provide the website with the required data. 

Regarding security, the researcher will measure website security level 

through examining the availability of different security tools suggested by 

scholars like Niranjanamurthy and Chahar (2013) and Miyazaki and 

Fernandez (2001) since most of the reviewed literature contain similar 

tools. 

2.8.4 Customer Satisfaction Fulfillment (CSF) 

Johnson and Fornell(1991) referred to customer satisfaction as the overall 

judgment of the customer on the performance of an offering to date. Not 

very far Westbrook and Oliver (1991) defined customer satisfaction as "the 

feelings of the benefit that customers may experience after the purchase of 

the product or service". Similarly, Zeithmal and Bitner (2000) defined 

customer satisfaction as the perception of the customer that the product or 

service has matched their expectations. 

The researchers have investigated different determinants of customer 

satisfaction in e-commerce. Kim et al. (2011) suggested that navigational 

functionality, perceived security and transaction cost are the main 

determinants of customer satisfaction. Cyr (2008) stated that navigation, 

visual design and information design are considered as determinants of 

customer satisfaction.  

Anderson and Swaminathan  (2011) conducted a research that investigated 

the factors that drive customer satisfaction and loyalty in e‑ markets. Eight 

factors were studied including: Adaptation, Commitment, Network, 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261517710000129
http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
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Assortment, Transaction ease, Engagement, Nurturing, and interactivity. 

The finding of the research proved that all factors were significant except 

Nurturing and Interactivity. 

Pilelienė and Grigaliunaite (2016) concluded that most of the determinants 

of e-commerce satisfaction that have been constructed in various studies 

are connected to each other and that the determinants of Anderson and 

Swaminathan(2011) are the most comprehensive model. 

In this study, the researcher will adopt four determinants of Anderson and 

Swaminathan (2011) model. This is because this model includes most of 

the variables that have been studied by other researchers. The adopted 

determinants are: Adaptation, Commitment, Network, and Assortment. The 

reason for not adopting the other four variables is that two variables, 

precisely nurturing and interactivity were not significant, whereas the other 

two variables transaction ease, and engagement are covered in the elements 

of the first independent variable of the research model (ie, website design). 

Although that they are studied as determinants of website design attitudes, 

they can lead as well to customer satisfaction since website quality has  a 

direct and positive impact on customer satisfaction (Bai et al., 2008, 

Tandon et al., 2016).    

 Adaptation   : available literature refers to adaptation and 

customization of products as a same concept (Beldad et al., 2010), 

which is the degree to which the e-vendor distinguishes the customer 

from others and customizes the services and products for this 

customer Anderson and Swaminathan  (2011). In offline commerce, 

http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
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the customization of products has shown a positive influence on 

customers' trust Doney and Cannon (1997). Customization is an 

implication for customers that the company cares about them and 

saves no effort in providing them with the products they want 

(Kufaris and Hampton-Sosa, 2004), through offering personalization 

of products customers are more willing to give up some privacy and 

trust the e-vendor for the corresponding benefits (Chellappa and Sin 

2005).   

 Commitment: refers to the strength of the relationship between the 

customers and the business Anderson and Swaminathan (2011). E-

business commitment towards its customers conveys responsiveness 

to customers' complaints, no breakdown in customer services, and 

when a problem happens, the e-business cares for customers and ask 

them how they like it to be resolved instead of imposing a solution 

on them. Good customer services have a positive influence on 

customer satisfaction (Hanif et al., 2010).   

 Network: refers to the availability of a network through which 

customers can share their experiences, opinions about the products 

and services provided by the website Anderson and Swaminathan 

(2011). Networks or virtual communities supported by technologies 

with high security and convenience offer a supportive environment 

for the customers, hence would impact customers' trust (Sun and 

Yang, 2009; Casaló et al., 2008; Bart et al., 2005). Many e-

businesses are adopting these networks for their potential role in 

http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
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increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty (Conhaim, 1998 cited in 

Anderson and Swaminathan  (2011). 

 Assortment :refers to the website ability to offer a variety of products 

or services to the customers so they do not have to browse many 

website to get what they are looking for, in other words, it is a one-

stop-shop Anderson and Swaminathan  (2011). The advantage of the 

e-business over the traditional business in this area is that it is not 

constrained by the limited physical location; rather, it is only few 

mouse clicks to show it all. Szymanski and Hise (2000) emphasized 

the importance of products assortment for several reasons, first, the 

increased probability of meeting customer's needs. Second, the wider 

assortment of products, the wider range of items of better quality to 

be included thus, the customers are more attractive to the website. 

Finally, the availability of information online can lead to better 

decision making and consequently higher level of satisfaction 

(Peterson et al, 1997).  

2.8.5 Perception of Governmental Factors(PGF) 

The lack of clean policy and regulations to guide the promotion of e-

commerce expansion in developing countries is the major obstacle to the 

adoption of e-commerce (Lawrence and Tar, 2010). 

AlGhamdi et al. (2011) argued that the governmental support is a crucial 

factor for the success of e-commerce. Government intervention takes 

different forms including construction of regulatory framework for e-

commerce, promotion and ICT and educational level. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
http://www.tandfonline.com/author/Swaminathan%2C+Srinivasan
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Yahya and Dahlan(2015) in their model suggested seven governmental 

facilities for enhancing trust in e-commerce including: Monitoring and 

supervision of website , Creating ICT Infrastructure, Issuance and 

regulations, Owing home address , Payment options, Consumer protection, 

and Clarifying marketplace rules. 

This study will adopt two variables of Yahya and Dahlan (2015) model to 

measure the governmental variables these are creating ICT Infrastructure, 

issuance and regulations since these are the most applicable in Palestine. 

The context of Saudi Arabia is similar to large extent to the context of 

Palestine in respect to cultural background and regulations of 

communication sector. In 2013, the Palestinian Legislative Council passed 

the Electronic Transactions Act prepared by the Ministry of 

Communications and Information Technology in the first reading in 

preparation for the final approval and the work done as the first law of its 

kind in Palestine. This act matches the legislation of the neighboring 

countries such as (Jordan, Egypt, UAE, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, and 

Lebanon). Under this act, the electronic transaction environments are 

similar in aforementioned countries, thus justifying the adoption of the 

variables. But for now, since the legislation council is not active the low 

has not been approved yet. 

On the other hand, the other factors were excluded since no home 

addressing is available in Palestine; customers' protection legislations and 

marketplace rules could be included in the regulation determinant. Finally, 

payment options availability is considered as part of the ICT infrastructure 
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readiness whereas the security of using electronic payment methods is 

covered in the security components of security and privacy construct.  

2.8.6 Trust in e-commerce (e-vendor) 

Trust can be defined in terms of ability, integrity and benevolence of the 

trustee (McKnight et al., 2002; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Pavlou, 2003; Pavlou 

and Fygenson, 2006 ; Blau, 1964). In offline commerce, Integrity concerns 

if the trustee follows moral and ethical principles that are deemed 

acceptable by the trusting party, benevolence concerns the degree to which 

the trustee has good will or empathy towards the trusting party, ability is 

related to skills and competencies of the trustee in a specific context 

(Mayer et al., 1995; McKnight et al.,1998; Jarvenpaa et al.,1998; Gefen and 

Silver,1999; Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky,1999; Ridings and Gefen, 2002; 

Gefen, 2003).  

The three dimensions of trust in the electronic environment have similar 

meaning to their counterparts in offline commerce.  Integrity in online 

environment is the degree to which an e-vendor keeps his promises towards 

the customers (Pavlou and Fygenson, 2006), whereas benevolence in online 

context is that the e-vendor will support and stand behind his products and 

act in a fair way even if he has the chance to act otherwise (Wu and Tsang, 

2008). Finally, ability in online context refers to customers' perception that 

the e-vendor has the required capabilities to do deliver, exchange and 

support the products (Wu and Tsang, 2008). 

Perceptions of these elements will affect the trusting party to have trust 

towards the trustee. 
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2.9 Research Hypotheses: 

This study aims to test five main hypotheses (H1..H5). These hypotheses 

test the influence of the five main independent constructs on the dependent 

variable. Each of these hypotheses is divided into several sub hypotheses, 

which in turn test the influence of the sub-factors of the independent 

variables respectively, on the sub-factors of the dependent variable. 

Ultimately, thirty six sub hypothesis are derived from the main hypotheses. 

First hypothesis: 

E-vendor website is like a mirror that gives gestures and semantics for 

trustworthiness of the e-vendors for its visitors and precisely the first time 

shoppers. Therefore, e-vendor web design attitudes are either a major 

contributor for building trust with customers or undermining it.  

Riegelsberger and Sasse (2002) considered all elements available on the e-

vendor website as 'trust qualifiers', they classified these elements into two 

groups: (1) elements that help in building trust (trust builders) and (2) 

elements that help in destroying trust (trust busters). These trust qualifiers 

were mainly related to the user interface elements and some other factors 

including brand, reputation and others. Among the trust destroying element 

were inconsistent design, poor usability, long system response time and 

others. On the other hand; the trust building elements included status 

indicators, order tracking, displaying data already entered and others.  
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The concept of website design is multidimensional construct. Different 

scholars have studied the effect of website design attitudes on trust. Each of 

these studies considered some dimensions of the website design attitudes 

and their impact on trust. For instance, Interactivity or Ease of use attribute 

(Belanger et al., 2002; Corritore et al., 2003; Koufaris and Hampton-Sosa, 

2004); Informational content attribute or usefulness (Lee and Chung, 2009; 

Wang and Emurian, 2005; Koufaris and Hampton-Sosa, 2004). Structural 

design attribute (Wang and Emurian,2005) ; Presentation of professional 

looking attribute (Belanger et al., 2002; Corritore et al., 2003; Akhter et al., 

2005). External certification of trust (Nah and Davis, 2002). 

Trustworthiness cues (Corritore et al., 2003;).   Social cues (Wang and 

Emurian, 2005). 

Thus, In order to examine the influence of web design attitudes as defined 

in this study on trust, first hypothesis reads: 

H1: Website design attitudes have no significant influence on buyers' trust in e-

commerce in Palestine at 5% significance level. 

In addition to testing the main hypothesis, several sub hypotheses are 

formulated to examine whether each of the four variables comprising the 

website design attitude construct influence each component of trust. Hence, 

the sub hypotheses read:  

H1a: The content of the website is not significantly related to the integrity 

of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  
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H1b: The structure of the website is not significantly related to the integrity 

of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1c: The interaction of the website is not significantly related to the 

integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1d: The presentation of the website is not significantly related to the 

integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1e: The content of the website is not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1f: The structure of the website is not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1g: The interaction of the website is not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1h: The presentation of the website is not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1i: The content of the website is not significantly related to the ability of 

the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1j: The structure of the website is not significantly related to the ability of 

the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H1k: The interaction of the website is not significantly related to the ability 

of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  
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H1l: The presentation of the website is not significantly related to the 

ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

 Second Hypothesis: 

In online shopping, customers don‟t receive their purchases immediately 

when the transaction takes place, they have to wait a couple of days or even 

more before actually have their purchase in hand depending on the website 

delivery procedures. Thus, delivery, handling and shipping of customers' 

products are vital processes for any e-vendor. It is necessary for e-vendors 

to keep their promises and fulfill their customers' expectations to establish 

trust (Urban et al., 2000). Reliability fulfillment have been studied as a 

major predictor of trustworthiness of the e-vendors in several studies. Order 

fulfillment was among the most significant predictors of trust for sites with 

high level of information risk and involvement (Bart et al.,2005).  

Reliability of the website enhances customer trust (Ridings and Gefen, 

2002),  site quality positively related to trust (Corbitt and Thanasankit , 

2003).  

Hence, the second hypothesis is:  

H2: Reliability fulfillment has no significant influence on buyers' trust 

in e-commerce in Palestine at 5% significance level.  

This hypothesis does not encompass any sub hypotheses. 
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Third Hypothesis: 

Privacy and Security are predictive factors of customer judgments on the 

website trust worthiness (Wolfinbarger and Gilly,2003; Eid 2011, Najafi 

and  Kahani, 2016). This judgment depends on: the availability of adequate 

security features,  feeling secure giving out credit card information at this 

site, the company behind the site is reputable ,the company is well-

established , and trusting that this site will not misuse my personal 

information. Privacy and order fulfillment were the most significant 

predictors of trust for sites with high level of information risk and 

involvement (Bart et al., 2005). The content of the privacy policy 

influences trust (Pan and Zinkhan,2006; Wu et al., 2012). Therefore, to 

measure the influence of privacy and security on trust on e-commerce in 

the current research, the next hypothesis is formulated: 

H3: Security and privacy attitudes have no significant influence 

buyers' trust in e-commerce in Palestine at 5% significance level.  

The separate impact of security and privacy on each component of trust 

is tested using the following six hypotheses. 

H3a: Security attitudes of the website are not significantly related to the 

integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H3b: Privacy attitudes of the website are not significantly related to the 

integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 
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H3c: Security attitudes of the website are not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H3d: Privacy attitudes of the website are not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H3e: Security attitudes of the website are not significantly related to the 

ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H3f: Privacy attitudes of the website are not significantly related to the 

ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

Fourth Hypothesis:  

Customer satisfaction is necessary for attracting customers in the first 

place, and secondly, maintaining them. No business can survive without 

meeting customers' expectations. Customer satisfaction has been studied as 

an antecedent for loyalty (Kim et al., 2009,b; Anderson and Swaminathan, 

2011; Cyr, 2008; Eid, 2011) ; as  outcome of trust (Kim et al., 2009,b; Lin, 

2007) and as a determinant for trust in e-commerce environment as well. 

Chen (2007) tested the influence of customer satisfaction fulfillment on 

trust, the results indicated that there is a positive influence of customer 

satisfaction fulfillment on trust. Others studied some specific aspects of 

customer satisfaction as determinants of trust including: Adaptation or 

customization of products to match customers' needs (Koufaris and 

Hampton-Sosa, 2004). Service quality, customer satisfaction and meeting 

expectations (Jones and Sasser, 1995; Heskett et al., 1994). Network and 
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social interaction availability (Brengman and Karimov, 2012; Najafi and 

Kahani, 2016). In the light of these studies, the fourth hypothesis is 

presented to examine the influence of customer satisfaction fulfillment on 

customer's trust in e-commerce:   

H4: Customer satisfaction fulfillment has no significant influence on 

buyers' trust in e-commerce in Palestine at 5% significance level. 

This hypothesis is divided into 12 sub hypotheses that relate between each 

variable in the customer satisfaction construct and the three components of 

the trust construct  

H4a: The adaptation of products and services in the website is not 

significantly related to the integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance 

level. 

H4b: E-vendor commitment to the customers is not significantly related to 

the integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4c: Network availability in the website is not significantly related to the 

integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4d: Products assortment is not significantly related to the integrity of the 

e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4e: The adaptation of products and services in the website is not 

significantly related to the benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance 

level. 
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H4f: E-vendor commitment to the customers is not significantly related to 

the benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4g: Network availability in the website is not significantly related to the 

benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4h: Products assortment is not significantly related to the benevolence of 

the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4i: The adaptation of products and services in the website is not 

significantly related to the ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level.  

H4j: E-vendor commitment to the customers is not significantly related to 

the ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4k: Network availability in the website is not significantly related to the 

ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H4l: Products assortment is not significantly related to the ability of the e-

vendor at 5% significance level. 

Fifth Hypothesis: 

Aghdaie et al., (2011) found governmental factors to be an influencing 

factor on customers trust attitudes. Similarly, Najafi and Kahani (2016) 

indicated that technical and infrastructure readiness, and legal and laws 

readiness were among the factors affecting e-trust level by 12%, and 16% 

respectively.   Therefore, to assess the impact of governmental factors on 

consumers trust in e-commerce, the following hypothesis is presented: 
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H5: Perception of governmental factors has no significant influence 

buyers' trust in e-commerce in Palestine at 5% significance level. 

Similar to the previous hypotheses, in order to measure the separate effect 

of each governmental factor on each component of trust, the hereafter 

hypotheses are formulated:  

H5a: Perception of ICT infrastructure readiness is not significantly related 

to the integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H5b: Perception of e-commerce regulations is not significantly related to 

the integrity of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H5c: Perception of ICT infrastructure readiness is not significantly related 

to the benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H5d: Perception of e-commerce regulations is not significantly related to 

the benevolence of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H5e: Perception of ICT infrastructure readiness is not significantly related 

to the ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 

H5f: Perception of e-commerce regulations is not significantly related to 

the ability of the e-vendor at 5% significance level. 
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3.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the research approach, sample identification, data collection 

and analysis methods are presented.   

This research aims to study, explain and analyze the factors influencing 

online buyers' trust in e-commerce in Palestine using a quantitative 

approach to measure the influence of independent variables on dependent 

variable. The reason for selecting the quantitative approach is that this 

study is deductive in its nature. Saunders et al. (2009) argued that 

deduction possesses several important features; First, the possibility of 

explaining causal relationships between variables. Second, controls to 

allow the testing of hypotheses. Third, concepts have to be operationalized, 

and the final feature is the generalization. Because of these features, there 

is a need for a quantitative approach to analyze the collected data. 

Independent variables in this study are as follows: 

 Website design attitudes 

 Reliability fulfillment  

 Security and privacy fulfillment 

 Customer satisfaction fulfillment  

 Perception of governmental factors 

Dependent variables is: 

 Trust in e-commerce. 
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3.2 Nature of the study 

This study is an explanatory research. Explanatory studies look for 

explanations of the nature of certain relationships between the independent 

variables and the dependent variables. It is a study of a phenomenon in an 

organized manner to explain the relations between the different variables 

using statistical methods, and through which we can get to explain the 

reasons between the variables to reach the cause and effect (Saunders, 

2011).  

In this study, the researcher tries to explain the relationships between the 

five pre mentioned independent variables and the dependent variable trust 

in e-commerce, and to assess the effect of each of these variables on the 

dependent variable. 

3.3 Study Population  

The population of this research is the employees in Palestine who have 

experienced the online shopping, or who have interest in online 

purchasing. This interest is seen by their purchases through the interne.   

According to the Press Release on the Results of the Labor Force Survey 

(April - June, 2016) published by Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, 

the number of employees (workers in labor force) in Palestine is 007,588.   

Due to the lack of formal reliable statistics or studies about the percentage 

of online shoppers among the employees, and considering that the 

employees are a representative sample of the whole Palestinian community, 
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the population size could calculated by multiplying the previously 

mentioned percentage of the Palestinian society internet users who use the 

internet for shopping on page 3  (0.5%) by the total number of employees 

in Palestinian workforce, that is: 

Population Size = 0.5% * 007,588 = 4429 

Due to the shortage in reliable formal statistics about the numbers of 

employees who shop online in the different provinces, stratified sampling 

technique could not be used. Therefore, the study sample will be selected 

randomly from employees in various provinces.  In order to determine the 

required sample size three elements should be identified first:   

 Population size: the size of the whole population. 

 Confidence level: the level of certainty that the gathered sample 

characteristics represent the population characteristics.  

 Confidence interval (precision level): the margin of error that can 

be tolerated. 

In the current study, a confidence level of 95% is chosen, and a confidence 

interval of 5 (error margin is 0.05) is selected. 

3.4 Study Sample Calculations 

The required sample size needed to be drawn from this population so that 

the results could be generalized on the population at a level of confidence 

of 95%, and error margin of 5% can be calculated using equation (1) 

adopted from Daniel and Cross (2013): 
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  (   )     
                (1) 

Where: 

    is the sample size 

 N : is the population size 

 z=1.96 corresponding to a 95% confidence level 

 p is the percentage picking a choice from the population, when p=0.5 the 

largest possible sample size is produced. 

q=1-p=0.5 

d is the acceptable error margin (5%).  

Substituting all of these values in the equation yields n = 354. Therefore, 

based on these values, the researcher has to collect at least 354 survey 

items so that the results can be generalized on the population.  

 3.5 Data collection method    

In order to collect the necessary data, two methods were used: 

questionnaire survey and interviews.  

A questionnaire survey was conducted (see appendix 1 and 2 for English 

and Arabic version respectively). Questionnaire survey has the advantages 

of collecting a large amount of data from a large size population, simplicity 

and speed Saunders et al. (2009). Oates (2006) considered the survey that is 

used to obtain data from a large size population as a systematic and 

standardized method. 

The designed questionnaire used closed questions including Likert scale, 

nominal, and ordinal in which the respondents can choose from a given set 
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of alternatives. The researcher used a five point Likert scale with anchors 

defined as  (1) strongly disagree , (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) 

strongly agree.  

The weighted average for each survey item is calculated using the 

appropriate tools in Minitab. Then, in order to interpret the results of the 

survey items, the scale shown in Table 3 was used (Smadi, 2013): 

 

Table 3: The weighted averages and their interpretation 

Weighted Average  Level (interpretation) 

1-1.8  Strongly disagree 

1.81-2.6  Disagree 

2.61-3.4 Moderately agree 

3.41-4.2 Agree 

4.21-5.0 Strongly agree 

 

The questionnaire consisted of two main divisions: demographic 

characteristics and the study factors. Demographic characteristics included 

gender, age, educational level, ownership or access to electronic shopping 

card and the length of online shopping experience. On the other hand, the 

second division consisted of six sections; five sections for each of the five 

independent variables and the sixth for the dependent variable. The number 

of questions for each item was 3-5 questions yielding a total of 64 

questions which in turn generated a long questionnaire. Despite of the 
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researcher' attempts to reduce this number, none of the questions was 

excluded as it covered a certain dimension of the procedural definition of 

the variable. The questionnaire was designed based on the measurements of 

different scholars available in literature as well as experts' suggestions. 

Table (4) illustrates the references for each item 

 

Table 4: The questionnaire items 

 Variable' measure Adopted from 

Variable 1. Website Design Attitudes 

 I think that the website content should:  

CONT1 Be useful  for 

getting information 

about the products 

Pavlou and Fygenson 2006; Wolfinbarger 

and Gilly 2003; Cao 2005; Szymanski and 

Hise, 2000; 

CONT2 Help in decision 

making  
Chen and Barnes 2007; Bart et al. 2005; 

CONT3 Contain 

information about 

the company  

Gu et al. 2016; Karimov et al. 2011; Kim 

and Eom 2002; 

CONT4 Update Products' 

information 

regularly  

Cao 2005; Kim and EOM 2002; Bart  et 

al. 2005; 

STRUC1 
Provide effective 

search capabilities  

Cao 2005; Kim and Eom 2002; 

Bartikowski and Singh 2014; Bart et al. 

2005; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003;  

INTER1 

Be easy to get 

around and find 

what I want 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Anderson 

and Swaminathan 2011; Chen and Barnes 

2007; Kim and Lee, 2002; Pavlou and 

Fygenson 2006; Szymanski and Hise, 

2000; Cao 2005; 

INTER2 Provide a contact 

address 
Kim and Eom 2002; 

STRUC2 Allow to compare 

with other products 

you choose 

Kim and Eom 2002; Kim and Lee 2002; 

PREST1 Use multimedia 

elements (audio, 

video, animation) 

properly 

Cao 2005; Bart et al. 2005; 

PREST2 Has a professional 

appearance 

Bart et al. 2005; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 

2003; Cao 2005; 

PREST3 Use legible colors Bart et al. 2005; Bartikowski and Singh 
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and texts 2014; 

PREST4 Provide a site map Cao 2005; Bart et al. 2005;  

STRUC3 Provide "add to 

cart" option 
New measure suggested by the researcher  

INTER3 Has Pictures of 

good quality and 

proper size (display 

from different 

angles) 

Kim and Eom 2002; Kim and Lee 2002; 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; 

PREST5 Few clicks to get to 

end product from 

home page 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Kim and 

Eom 2002; Bart et al. 2005; 

STRUC4 Complete a transaction 

should be quick and 

easy  

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Anderson 

and Swaminathan 2011; Chen and Barnes 

2007; Flavián 2006; 

INTER4 A first time buyer can 

make a purchase 

without much help 

Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; Flavián 

2006; Cao 2005; 

INTER5 2. Reliability Fulfillment 

 The delivered product should: 

REL1 Be represented 

accurately in the  

website 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Kim and 

Eom 2002; 

REL2 Be delivered by the 

time promised by the 

website 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Kim and 

Eom 2002; 

REL3 In my opinion, it is important that 

REL4 Returning items is 

relatively 

straightforward  

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Kim and 

Eom 2002; 

REL5 The website has 

reasonable 

shipping and 

handling costs  

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; 

REL6 Shipping and 

handling costs are 

known upfront 

Kim and Eom 2002; Bart et al. 2005; 

REL7 Cancellation Policy 

of orders  is 

relatively 

straightforward 

Kim and Eom 2002; Bartikowski and 

Singh 2014; 

REL8 Error free transactions 

at the website is 

necessary 

 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Bart et al. 

2005; 

 3. Privacy/Security Fulfillmen 

SEC1 The website has 

adequate security 

Bart et al. 2005; Bartikowski and Singh 

2014; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; Kim 
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features and Eom 2002; Wu et al. 2012; 

SEC2 I feel secured when 

using electronic 

payment system of the 

website 

Koufaris and Hampton-Sosa 2004; Chen 

and Barnes 2007; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 

2003; Bartikowski and Singh 2014; 

SEC3 The website usually 

ensures that 

transactional 

information is "virus 

free approved" 

New measure suggested by the researcher 

SEC4 There were seals form 

companies stating that 

my information on this 

site is secured (e.g 

verisign) 

Bart et al. 2005; Bartikowski and Singh 

2014; 

 The general privacy 

policy should  
 

PRI1 Be easy to find on 

the site  

Wu et al. 2012;  Bart et al. 2005; 

Bartikowski and Singh 2014; 

PRI2 Has an easy to 

understand text  

Bart et al. 2005; Kim and Eom 2002; 

 The website should 

explain 
 

PRI3 What personal 

information is going to 

be collected 

Wu et al. 2012; 

PRI4 Why personal 

information is going to 

be collected 

Wu et al. 2012; 

PRI5 How the collected data 

is going to be used 

Wu et al. 2012; Bart et al. 2005; 

 4. Customer Satisfaction Fulfillment 

COMT1 I believe that the e-

commerce websites 

take good care of its 

customers 

Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; 

COMT2 My positive 

experiment with  e-

commerce websites 

enhances my 

relationship with it 

Kumar et al. (1995); 

COMT3 Gives me attention New measure suggested by the researcher  

NW1 I am interested in 

other customers 

opinions  

Kim and Eom 2002; Bartikowski and 

Singh 2014; Bart et al. 2005; Chen and 

Barnes 2007. 

NW2 I am interested in 

other customers  

experiences about 

Bartikowski and Singh 2014; Bart et al. 

2005; Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; 
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their product 

purchases and use at 

the website  

NW3 I am not interested in 

other customers  

experiences   and I 

depend on my own 

judgment  

New measure suggested by the researcher 

NW4 I visit  chat rooms 

available in e-

commerce websites 

Bart et al. 2005; Chen and Barnes 2007 

 In my opinion, it is important that 

ADAP1 Respond to the 

customer's 

individual needs 

and desires 

Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; Chen 

and Barnes 2007; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 

2003; 

ADAP2 Be willing to 

provide customized 

services to its 

customers  

Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; Chen 

and Barnes 2007; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 

2003; 

ADAP3 Send 

advertisements and 

promotions that are 

designed to fit in 

my situation 

Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; 

 I prefer to deal with websites 

ASRT1 with broad variety of 

products  

Kim and Eom 2002; Wolfinbarger and 

Gilly 2003; 

ASRT2 with unexpected items 

you may find  (seldom 

items) 

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; 

ASRT3 that have products I 

can't easily find in 

traditional stores   

Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003; 

ASRT4 The website does 

satisfy majority of my 

online shopping needs   

Anderson and Swaminathan 2011; 

 5. Perception of Governmental Factors  

ICT1 Access to network 

services or 

infrastructure to 

support Web and 

Internet Technologies 

is satisfactory  

Wymer and Regan 2005; 

ICT2 The 

telecommunication 

infrastructure is 

reliable and efficient 

Molla and Licker 2005; 
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to support e-commerce 

and e-business  

ICT3 We feel that there is 

efficient and 

affordable support 

from the local IT 

industry to support our 

move on the Internet  

Molla and Licker 2005; 

ICT4 Secure electronic 

transaction (SET) 

services are easily 

available and 

affordable  

Molla and Licker 2005; 

REGU1 There are effective 

laws to combat cyber 

crime 

Molla and Licker 2005; 

REGU2 The legal environment 

is conducive to 

conduct business on 

the Internet  

Molla and Licker 2005; 

REGU3 There are effective 

laws to protect 

consumer privacy   

Molla and Licker 2005; 

REGU4 There is no lack of 

developed legal and 

regulatory systems  

New measure suggested by the researcher 

 6. Customer Trust in e-vendors 

 I think 

INTG1 That the website 

usually fulfils the 

commitments it 

assumes   

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006;  

INTG2 That the information 

offered by the site is 

sincere and honest   

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

INTG3 I can have confidence 

in the promises that 

the website makes   

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

BEN1 That the advice and 

recommendations 

given on website are 

made in search of 

mutual benefit  

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

BEN2 That the website is 

concerned with the 

present and future 

interests of its users  

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

BEN3 That the website Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 
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would not do anything 

intentional that would 

prejudice the user  

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

ABL1 That the website has 

the necessary abilities 

to carry out its work  

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

ABL2 That the website has 

sufficient experience 

in the marketing of the 

products and  services 

that it offers 

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

ABL3 That the website has 

the necessary 

resources to 

successfully carry out 

its activities  

Doney  and Cannon 1997;Kumar et al. 

1995; Christine et al. 2001; Siguaw et al. 

1998; Flavián et al 2006; 

CONT: Content ; STRUC: Structure ; INTER: Interaction; PREST: 

Presentation; RLI: Reliability; SEC: Security; PRI: Privacy; COMT: 

Commitment; NW: Network; ADAP: Adaptation; ASRT: Assortment; ICT: 

ICT infrastructure; REGU: Regulation-; INTG: Integrity; BEN: Benevolence; 

ABL: Ability; 

 

 

The questionnaire was distributed in two forms: electronic questionnaire 

and paper questionnaire. Google Forms service provided by google was 

used t design the electronic questionnaire, this service requires the 

participant to enter his/her Gmail which helped (to some extent) in 

preventing any attempts to fill the questionnaire by the same participant 

more than once. The use of this method for data collection has the 

advantage of ensuring that the participants who answer the survey are also 

internet users. 

On the other hand, paper questionnaire was distributed through various 

provinces including. Different means were used to distribute the paper 

questionnaire including post offices where online shoppers receives their 

purchases, and personal contact with participants in the different areas. 
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The researcher distributed about 500 copies of the paper questionnaire. 

Three hundred and thirty eight (338) copies have been received. The 

response rate of the paper questionnaire was 67.6%. This rate would have 

been higher if the questionnaire was shorter. Some respondents complained 

about the length of the questionnaire, others apologized for not having time 

to fill the questionnaire.   Out of this number, 106 questionnaires have been 

excluded because they were invalid. The number of the filled electronic 

questionnaires was 195. Sixty nine questionnaire were excluded due to 

their invalidity. Thus, the total number of the valid questionnaire was 358 

questionnaires which were used in data analysis. 

 

Regarding the second data collection method, interviews, the researcher 

conducted interviews with three parties; a police officer; employees in 

different banks in Palestine, and a lawyer. A phone interview with a police 

officer regarding the available regulations, legislations, and laws related to 

the online environment in Palestine, as well as the penalties for people who 

conduct cybercrimes. In addition, the researcher visited some banks and 

interviewed the employees in charge of issuing and following up the 

electronic payment cards and gathered the required information. Finally, a 

lawyer was interviewed and asked about the availability of relevant laws 

governing electronic trade and transactions in Palestine. The content of 

these interviews was relevant enquiries regarding the topic in questions. 

The answers were not included in the data analysis, but were taking into 

consideration when deriving conclusions and suggesting recommendations. 
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3.6. Reliability and validity 

Reliability and validity were among the goals of the research while 

collecting the required data. 

 3.6.1 Reliability  

Reliability is the consistency of measurements with repeated trails 

(Carmines and Zeller, 1979). Cronbach Alpha is a common approach for 

measuring the internal consistency of the measures. Its value ranges from 0 

to 1, with the closer to 1 value indicated a higher level of internal 

consistency. Different schools indicated different cut off values for 

Cronbach Alpha, a value of 0.7 is acceptable although a lower value is 

found in literature (Nunnaly, 1978). A value of Cronbach Alpha equals to 

0.6 or higher is considered to be acceptable (George and Mallery, 2003, 

Corbitt et al., 2003; Malhotra and Grover, 1998). In this research, reliability 

was tested using Cronbach Alpha. The overall Cronbach Alpha for the 

whole questionnaire was 88.91% which is considered to be acceptable. 

Cronbach Alpha for each construct ranged from 0.5868-0.9308, whereas all 

subscales demonstrated acceptable internal consistency except for 

interaction (0.5508) which is low but still acceptable to some extent, and 

network with the lowest value (0.3332). The reason behind this low value 

is that the majority of participants are with relatively short online shopping 

experience; 73.22% of the participants have been shopping online for at 

most 1-2 years, consequently, they might have not yet experienced the 

importance of reading other customers opinions' and testimonials, or the 
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number of their purchases is few and limited so that they did not bother to 

read about customers opinions.  

Table (5) illustrates the Cronbach Alpha of each variable, construct, and the 

overall value of the measurements. 

An overall Cronbach Alpha of 0.8891 indicates that if the survey is to be 

distributed to another sample, the probability of achieving the same results 

would be 88.91%. 

Table 5: Cronbach Alpha values 

 

 
Construct Sub factor 

Cronbach's 

Alpha  for sub 

factor 

Overall 

Cronbach's 

Alpha  for 

the factor 

Website 

design 

attitudes 

Content 0.61 

0.7064 
Structure 0.6058 

Interaction 0.5508 

Presentation 0.7326 

Reliability  0.7807 0.7807 

Security and 

privacy 

attitudes 

Security 0.726 

0.5932 

Privacy 0.7957 

Customer 

satisfaction 

fulfillment 

Adaptation 0.7314 

0.5868 
Commitment 0.6374 

Network 0.3332 

Assortment  0.7313 

Perception of 

governmental 

factors 

ICT 

Infrastructure 0.88 0.9308 

Regulations 0.9106 

Trust  Integrity 0.8403 

0.8121 Benevolence 0.769 

Ability 0.8391 

Overall 

Cronbach  
 

0.8891 
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3.6.2 Validity 

Joppe (2000) defined validity in quantitative research as whether the 

research instrument measures what it is intended to be measuring. In this 

research, the validity was tested by showing the questionnaire to seven 

different arbitrators (see appendix who evaluated the survey items, the 

judges' comments were taken into consideration through the process of 

designing the survey. 

In addition, most of the measures used in the questionnaire were adopted 

from previous studies available in literature which in turn used them and 

proved their validity, therefore the current measures are considered valid. 

3.7. Data analysis method 

In order to analyze the gathered data, Minitab 16.1 software product was 

used. Among the reasons for choosing Minitab are its user-friendly 

interface, huge capabilities in statistical analyses, and its ability to do data 

transformation as well as building regression models for the quantitative 

research. 

Data analysis was conducted according to the following procedure: 

1. Descriptive statistics of the research sample was conducted. 

2. Hypotheses testing using Pearson correlation coefficient.  

3. Normality checks for the variables. 

4. Regression models (4 regression models). 

5. Comparisons based on demographic factors. 
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Different statistical techniques were used to analyze the data depending on 

its characteristics. For data that didn‟t follow normal distribution, Box-Cox 

transformation was conducted to convert it into normal distribution so that 

regression model can be used. Besides that, if it was not possible to convert 

the data into normal distribution, non-parametric tests were used. Namely, 

when statistical differences according to demographic factors were 

conducted, Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests were used.   
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Chapter Four 

 

 Data Analysis and Discussion 
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4.1 Overview 

This chapter present the analysis of the gathered data in addition to 

discussing these results. The analysis starts with sample characteristics 

which are classified into two categories: demographic and survey items. 

Then the hypotheses are tested using Pearson correlation coefficients. The 

significant factors for the dependent factors are then used in building four 

regression models. A main regression model between independent 

constructs and dependent construct, and three regression models for the 

three sub factors of the dependent construct trust.  

4.2  Sample Characteristics 

4.2.1 Demographic characteristics 

The respondents' identities have been kept anonymous, as no coding have 

been used. Five demographic characteristics were considered in the study: 

gender, age, educational level, ownership or access to credit cards or 

accounts and shopping experience duration.  Age was classified into five 

categories (18-23 Y, 24-30 Y, 31-40 Y, 41-50 Y and more than 50 years). 

On the other hand, educational level included (less than high school, high 

school, diploma, bachelor, and higher education).  

Regarding accessibility to Electronic payment cards, the question was a 

(yes/no) question, participants who answered no and yet experienced e-

shopping usually pay when they receive their purchases via delivery 

services, whereas those who answered yes pay by providing their electronic 
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payment card information. Finally, shopping experience was classified as 

(Never ,less than a year, 1-2 years, 3-5 years, more than five years), if the 

answer was "Never", the questionnaire was excluded as the participant lack 

the required experience to answer the survey questions.  

Out of the three hundred and fifty eight valid surveys, there were 208 

(58.10%) males and 150 (41. 9%) females.  Regarding age, the distribution 

of participants was as illustrated in Figure 3. The largest number of 

participants according to age was in the age category of 24-30 years with 

113 participants, forming 31.57% of the participants, followed by 18-23 

years category with 107 participants (29.88%). The number of participants 

in the age category of 31-40 years was 97 participants (27.09%), and the 

age category of 41-50 years has 30 participants (8.37%), finally, the 

smallest age category was for the participants aged more than 50 years with 

only 11 participants (3.0%).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Respondents distribution according to age 
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The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics PCBS released on the 

International Youth Day dated 12/8/2016 a statistical review on Palestinian 

youth status. In this review the percentage of the Palestinian youth was 

30% of the total population (4.82 Million). Out of this 30%; 63% aged 20-

29 years and the remaining 37% aged 15-19 years. Furthermore, the 

percentage of males to females among youth was 104.1 males to 100 

females. The results of the demographic analysis of this study comply with 

these statistics; these results showed that the largest percentages of 

participants were from age categories 24-30 years and 18-23 years which 

represent youth age. Besides that, the percentage of male participants was 

higher than that of female participants, this is also consistent with the data 

released by PCBS in 2015 about knowledge and the use of the internet 

among Palestinians which showed that 75% of the youth in Palestine know 

and use the internet, out of this 75%, males were 75% and females were 

65%. 

 

On the other hand, relating education the bachelor degree holders were the 

largest sector with 193 participants (53.91%), next was the category of 

participants with higher education certificate of 100 participants (27.93%), 

followed by diploma holders with 49 participants (13.68%), high school 

degree holders were 12 participants (3.35%), and finally participants with 

less than high school degree were the smallest sector with 4 participants 

(1.1%). Figure 4 illustrates these results. 
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Figure 4: Respondents' distribution according to educational level 

The findings showed that the highest sector was for the Bachelor degree 

holder with 193 participants forming 53.9%, followed by Postgraduate 

degree holders with 100 participants (27.9%), then Diploma Degree holders 

with 49 participants (13.68%), followed by High School Degree holders 

with 12 participants with (3.3%) and finally less than high school degree 

with only 4 participants (1.1%). 

 

With regard to shopping experience, the respondents with experience less 

than one year were the highest sector with 128 participants forming 

(35.75%), followed by respondents with 1-2 years shopping experience 

with 121 participants (33.8%); the participants with experience of 3-5 years 

were 65 participants forming (18.16%), whereas the smallest sector was for 

the participants whom shopping experience is more than 5 years with only 

44 participants (12.29%). This could be attributed to the recency of the e-

commerce in Palestine in general, and because of the young age of most 

participants.   
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The number of participants who owned or had access to credit card account 

was 271, forming 75.69% of the sample, and 87 (24.31 %) participants did 

not own or have the access and pay directly when they receive their 

purchases. In Palestine, the electronic payment cards are offered by 

different banks to their customers. The types of these cards may differ from 

one bank to another. The researcher conducted phone interviews and 

personal interviews with some employees in the Palestinian banks in order 

to obtain accurate information about these types. The employees were 

asked about the cards offered by their banks, the differences between them, 

the preferred type among Palestinian employees for online shopping 

purposes, and about the percentages of Palestinian employees who own or 

already issued these cards, unfortunately for privacy issues such 

percentages were not provided to the researcher.  

According to the interviewed employees, the most common types available 

for the Palestinian citizens include: 

1. Debit Cards 

In this type, the amount of money the owner can spend is limited by the 

balance available in the account.  Debit cards are two types: 

 

 Cash Cards: This type can be issued for savings and running accounts 

and can be used in online shopping from different websites either local 

website inside Palestine or from websites all over the world. It has a 

dedicated separate account from the main account of the customer. This 
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feature provides security to the main account in case of losing the card or 

being stolen. Besides that, a monthly and daily upper limit of purchasing 

for the card can be assigned. This type of cards can be charged at any 

branch of the issuing bank. The interviewed employees believed that this 

type is the preferred among customers for online shopping purposes, the 

reasons behind this preference are its convenience and ease of use. 

Besides that, Kniberg (2002) stated that this kind of electronic payment 

cards are the preferable even for merchants because it allows customers 

to shop and spend more freely. The drawbacks here is that there are 

some fees that should be paid to issue this card including issuing fees, 

and a commission on each recharge of the card. 

 Classic Debt Cards 

This card is issued for current accounts only and it can be used for 

purchases and cash withdrawals from the Automated Teller Machines 

(ATM's) locally and internationally. It has smart chip is protected with a 

password in a special four-digit.  A yearly commission on the cards is owed 

plus a monthly commission for managing the account, and a commission 

on each recharge. 

2. Credit Cards 

These cards are issued in cooperation with the global cards companies. 

These cards are linked to a bank account, and can be used in shopping from 

shops inside or outside Palestine within a fixed roof of credit even if the 

account has no cash at the time of purchasing, as well as withdrawals from 
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ATM's. There are different classifications of this type based on the 

privileges offered from the company as well as the average monthly 

transactions of the account. These classifications include Classic, Golden 

and Signature.  

Although that the majority have the accessibility to electronic payment 

cards, 23.8 % of the participants don‟t have this accessibility, still they 

shop online and pay directly for their purchases when they receive them. 

Many people prefer to pay in cash instead of being exposed to risk by 

providing their electronic payment cards information to the selling party 

over the internet, especially if they are shopping from a local website in 

Palestine since most of these local websites provide their customers with 

delivery services and in most cases it is free of charge.  

This type of payment is encouraged by the increasing number of delivery 

services in Palestine. Currently according to PCBS report on transport and 

storage activities in 2015, there are 20 postal and courier activities 

enterprises in Palestine. This number is relatively high compared to a small 

country like Palestine.  

 

Table (6) summarizes these results. 
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Shoppin

g 

Experie

nce 

Educational 

Level 

Males Females 

Totals 

(educational 

level) 

Totals 

(shopping 

experience) 

18-

23 Y 

24-

30 Y 

31-

40 Y 

41-

50 Y 

>50 

Y 

18-

23 Y 

24-

30 Y 

31-

40 Y 

41-

50 Y 

>50 

Y 
N % N % 

le
ss

 t
h

a
n

  
1
 y

ea
r Less than high 

schools  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 

128 
35.75

% 

High Schools  3 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 8 2.23% 

Diploma  4 2 1 0 0 5 2 1 0 0 15 4.19% 

Bachelor  14 12 11 0 1 16 13 4 1 0 72 20.11% 

Higher 

education  
1 2 12 4 1 3 6 4 0 0 33 9.22% 

1
-2

 Y
ea

rs
 

Less than high 

schools 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.28% 

121 
33.80

% 

High Schools 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.56% 

Diploma 3 4 3 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 15 4.19% 

Bachelor 5 17 12 0 0 13 13 8 3 2 73 20.39% 

Higher 

education 
2 4 7 4 0 0 8 4 1 0 30 8.38% 

3
-5

 Y
ea

rs
 

Less than high 

schools 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 0.84% 

65 
18.16

% 

High Schools 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0.56% 

Diploma 3 4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 10 2.79% 

Bachelor 7 2 2 2 1 4 4 4 1 1 28 7.82% 

Higher 

education 

 

1 5 6 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 22 6.15% 

Table 6: A summary of the respondents' numbers and percentages 

according to demographic factors 
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m
o
re

 t
h

a
n

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Less than high 

schools 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 

44 
12.29

% 

High Schools 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 

Diploma 5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 9 2.51% 

Bachelor 4 3 5 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 20 5.59% 

Higher 

education 
0 3 4 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 15 4.19% 

Totals 

(age)   
53 62 66 20 7 54 51 31 10 4 

358       

% 
  

25.4

8% 

29.8

1% 

31.7

3% 

9.62

% 

3.3

7% 

36.0

0% 

34.0

0% 

20.6

7% 

6.67

% 

2.6

7%    100%     

Totals 

(gender)   
208 150 

    
358 

  

% 
  

58.10% 41.90% 
      

100.00

% 
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4.2.2 Survey items' results  

The second section of the questionnaire contained the actual measures used 

to measure the effect of each variable. For a smoother display of results, 

this section has been divided into six subsection, one for each construct; the 

mean and standard deviation for each construct as a whole were calculated 

and illustrated in tabular form, as well as the mean and standard deviation 

of each variable in the construct and displayed in a graphical form.   

 Website Design Construct: 

The variables of this construct were measured using the measures 

illustrated in Table (7) along with the mean and the standard deviation of 

each item. 

 

Table 7: Mean and standards deviation of website design attitudes 

items 

 Variable' measure 
Mean 

St. 

Dev.                Website Design Attitudes 

 I think that the website content should:    

1. Be useful  for getting information 

about the products 
4.65 0.628 

2. Help in decision making  4.27 0.796 

3. Contain information about the 

company  
4.23 0.882 

4. Update Products' information 

regularly  
4.56 0.692 

5. Provide effective search capabilities  4.71 2.213 

6. Be easy to get around and find what I 

want 
4.71 2.665 

7. Provide a contact address 4.41 0.780 

8. Allow to compare with other 

products you choose 
4.09 0.912 
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9. Use multimedia elements (audio, 

video, animation) properly 
4.07 1.002 

10. Has a professional appearance 4.29 0.781 

11. Use legible colors and texts 4.54 0.653 

12. Provide a site map 4.39 0.698 

13. Provide "add to cart" option 4.17 0.901 

14. Has Pictures of good quality and 

proper size (display from different 

angles) 

4.41 0.789 

15. Few clicks to get to end product from 

home page 
4.53 0.681 

16. Complete a transaction should be quick 

and easy  
4.31 0.829 

17. A first time buyer can make a purchase 

without much help 

4.46 

 
0.643 

 The Average of the 

Construct 
4.40 0.973 

In this section of the survey, the respondents were asked to give their 

opinions about the importance of website design attitudes of the e-vendor.  

WSDA consisted of four variables: content, structure, interaction and 

presentation. Each of these variables was measured using at least 4 items. 

The averages of the mean and standard deviation of these variables are as 

illustrated in Figure 5. Most respondents ranked content, presentation and 

interaction of the website in a higher level of importance than structure 

which had the lowest mean among the four variables.  
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Figure 5: The mean and standard deviation of each variable  

in website design attitudes 

Reliability is a standalone construct that has no sub variables. The mean of 

all questions was 4.45 and standard deviation of 0.746. The mean is very 

high, meaning that most respondents strongly agreed that these items to be 

important in judging the e-vendor reliability. Seven items were used to 

measure this construct, the mean and the standard deviation of each item 

are illustrated in Table (8). 

Table 8: Mean and standards deviation reliability fulfillment measures 

 
Reliability Mean 

St. 

Dev. 

 The delivered product should: 

 
  

18 Be represented accurately in the  website 3.74 1.273 

19 Be delivered by the time promised by the 

website 
4.75 0.591 

 In my opinion, it is important that   

20 Returning items is relatively 

straightforward  
4.61 0.645 

21 The website has reasonable shipping and 

handling costs  
4.32 0.871 

22 Shipping and handling costs are known 

upfront 
4.59 0.580 

23 Cancellation Policy of orders  is relatively 4.73 0.493 

4.428 

2.767 

4.498 4.364 

0.750 1.214 1.219 0.763 

ContentStructureInteractionPresentation

Mean and Standard Deviation of website design 
variables 

Mean Standard Deviation
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straightforward 

24 Error free transactions at the website is 

necessary 
4.42 0.771 

 The Average of the Construct 4.45 0.746 

 

The third construct is Security/Privacy Attitudes. The measures that were 

used for this construct as well as the mean and standard deviation of each 

item are shown in Table(9): 

Table 9: Mean and standard deviation of security and privacy 

attitudes items  

 Privacy/Security Fulfillment 

 
Mean 

St. 

Dev. 

25 The website has adequate security features 4.43 0.855 

26 I feel secured when using electronic payment 

system of the website 
4.77 0.489 

27 The website usually ensures that transactional 

information is "virus free approved" 
4.05 1.005 

28 There were seals form companies stating that 

my information on this site is secured (e.g 

verisign) 

4.36 0.803 

 The general privacy policy should  

 
  

29 Be easy to find on the site  4.44 0.767 

30 Has an easy to understand text  4.36 0.753 

 The website should explain   

31 What personal information is going to be 

collected 
4.48 0.674 

32 Why personal information is going to be 

collected 
4.33 0.831 

33 How the collected data is going to be used 4.32 0.805 

 The Average of the Construct 4.39 0.776 

 

This construct was divided into two variables: security and privacy. The 

mean and standard deviation of these variables are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Security was measured using four measure, whereas privacy using five 

measures. Apparently, the means of both variables were high and their 

values were close to each other, reflecting respondents' awareness about the 

importance of security and privacy issues when dealing in electronic 

environment. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 6: The mean and standard deviation of each variable  

in security/privacy attitudes 

The forth construct, customer satisfaction fulfillment consists of four 

variables adaptation, commitment, network and assortment. The measures 

that were used for this construct as well as the mean and standard deviation 

of each item are shown in Table (10).  

Table 10: Mean and standard deviation of customer satisfaction 

fulfillment items 

3

4

. 
Customer Satisfaction Fulfillment Mean 

St. 

Dev. 

34 I believe that the e-commerce websites take 

good care of its customers 
4.18 0.857 

35 My positive experiment with  e-commerce 

websites enhances my relationship with it 
3.82 0.950 

4.403 4.386 

0.788 0.766 

SecurityPrivacy

Mean and standard deviation of security and privacy variabes  
 

Mean Standard Deviation
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36 Gives me attention 4.07 0.939 

37 
I am interested in other customers opinions  

3.78 

 
1.159 

38 I am interested in other customers  experiences 

about their product purchases and use at the 

website  

4.19 0.875 

39 I am not interested in other customers  

experiences   and I depend on my own 

judgment  

4.34 2.299 

40 I visit  chat rooms available in e-commerce 

websites 
2.71 1.341 

 In my opinion, it is important that    

41 Respond to the customer's individual needs 

and desires 
2.94 1.246 

42 Be willing to provide customized services to 

its customers  
4.34 0.753 

43 Send advertisements and promotions that 

are designed to fit in my situation 
4.26 0.806 

 I prefer to deal with websites     

44 with broad variety of products  4.03 0.960 

45 with unexpected items you may find  (seldom 

items) 
4.29 0.821 

46 that have products I can't easily find in 

traditional stores   
4.16 0.923 

47 The website does satisfy majority of my online 

shopping needs   
4.23 0.927 

 The Average of the Construct 3.96 1.05 

 

The overall mean and standard deviation of the construct items were 3.96 

and 1.05 respectively.  The mean and standard deviation for each of these 

variables are illustrated in Figure 7. Respondents considered product 

assortment to be the most important variable as it had the highest mean 

among the four variables, followed by commitment with a small difference, 

adaptation came third whereas network had the lowest value among the 

four variables. As discussed before, this could be attributed to the short 
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shopping experience of most of the respondents, thus they did not realize 

the importance of reading other customers ' opinions and experiences about 

the e-vendor and the level of services.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The mean and standard deviation of each variable in customer satisfaction 

fulfillment 

The fifth construct was the perception of governmental factors. The 

measures that were used for this construct as well as the mean and standard 

deviation of each item are shown in Table (11). The overall mean of this 

construct was the lowest among all constructs. The mean was 2.97, 

whereas the standard deviation was 1.09. This means that most 

respondents' satisfaction of governmental factors was poor. The 

governmental factors were two variables: ICT infrastructure and 

regulations. The mean and standard deviation for each of these variables 

are illustrated in Figure 8. In this Figure, regulations had the lowest mean 

(2.685), which reflect that most respondents believed that the regulations 

and laws related to e-commerce were not satisfactory nor effective enough 

to prevent cybercrimes and protect customers' privacy and rights.  

3.850 4.020 
3.560 

4.178 

0.935 0.915 1.125 0.908 

AdaptationCommitmentNetworkAssortment

Mean and standard deviation of customer satisfaction 
fulfillment variables  

Mean Srandard Deviation
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Regarding ICT infrastructure, the moderate mean of the variable could be 

explained that the respondents think that the readiness of ICT infrastructure 

is not enough to keep up with the continuing evolution of e-commerce. 

   

Table 11: Mean and standard deviation of perception of governmental 

factors items 

 

 Perception of Governmental Factors

  
Mean 

St. 

Dev. 

48 Access to network services or infrastructure to 

support Web and Internet Technologies is 

satisfactory  

4.37 0.847 

49 The telecommunication infrastructure is 

reliable and efficient to support e-commerce 

and e-business  

2.91 1.265 

50 We feel that there is efficient and affordable 

support from the local IT industry to support 

our move on the Internet  

2.96 1.166 

51 Secure electronic transaction (SET) services 

are easily available and affordable  
2.75 1.098 

52 There are effective laws to combat cyber crime 2.73 1.093 

53 The legal environment is conducive to conduct 

business on the Internet  
2.59 1.151 

54 There are effective laws to protect consumer 

privacy   
2.77 1.109 

55 There is no lack of developed legal and 

regulatory systems  
2.65 1.051 

 The Average of the Construct 2.97 1.09 
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Figure 8: The mean and standard deviation of each variable in perception of 

governmental factors 

The last construct was the construct of the dependent variable, trust in e-

commerce. The measures that were used for this construct as well as the 

mean and standard deviation of each item are shown in Table (12).  

Table 12: Mean and standard deviation of trust items 

3.2475 
2.685 

1.094 1.101 

ICT InfrastructureRegulations

Mean and standard deviation of governmental 
variables 

Mean Srandard Deviation

 
Customer Trust in e-vendors Mean 

St. 

Dev. 

 I think   

56 That the website usually fulfils the 

commitments it assumes   
2.99 1.091 

57 That the information offered by the site is 

sincere and honest   
3.74 0.915 

58 I can have confidence in the promises that the 

website makes   
3.55 0.989 

59 That the advice and recommendations given on 

website are made in search of mutual benefit  
3.40 0.957 

60 That the website is concerned with the present 

and future interests of its users  
3.52 1.021 

61 That the website would not do anything 

intentional that would prejudice the user  
3.56 0.977 

62 That the website has the necessary abilities to 

carry out its work  
3.75 0.891 

63 That the website has sufficient experience in 

the marketing of the products and  services that 
3.68 0.863 
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The mean and standard deviation of the construct were 3.54 and 0.962 

respectively. This means that the about 60% of respondents tend to trust in 

e-commerce. This construct consisted of three variables, integrity, 

benevolence and ability. 

The mean and standard deviation for each of these variables are shown in 

Figure 9. Respondents believed that e-vendors have integrity and 

benevolence when dealing with customers at about the same degree; but 

their belief in vendors' abilities was higher than integrity and benevolence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The mean and standard deviation of each variable in trust construct 

As a summary of all constructs, Figure 10 illustrates the mean and 

 Standard  deviation of each construct as a whole.  

it offers 

64 That the website has the necessary resources to 

successfully carry out its activities  
3.69 0.952 

 The Average of the Construct 3.54 0.962 

3.427 3.493 
3.707 

0.998 0.985 0.902 

IntegrityBenevolenceAbility

Mean and standard deviation of Trust Variables 

Mean Srandard Deviation
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Figure 10: The mean and standard deviation of each construct as a whole 

 

4.3 Hypotheses' Testing 

4.3.1 Main Hypotheses 

This study aims to test five main hypotheses relating each of the 

independent constructs with the dependent construct. The correlation 

coefficients of these hypotheses are illustrated Table (13): 

Table 13: Correlation coefficients between independent constructs and 

dependent construct 

 Trust Average 

R P-value 

Website Design 

Attitudes  
0.127 0.016 

Reliability Fulfillment 0.009 0.87 

Security and Privacy 0.131 0.013 

4.4 4.45 4.39 
3.96 

2.97 
3.54 

0.973 0.746 0.776 1.05 1.09 0.962 

Website Design
Attitudes

ReliabilityPrivacy/Security
Fulfillment

Customer
Satisfaction
Fulfillment

Perception of
Governmental

Factors

Trust in e-
commerce

The Mean and Standard Deviation for each Construct 

Mean Standarad deviation
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The results of hypotheses testing showed that the four main constructs; 

website design attitudes, security and privacy attitudes, customer 

satisfaction attitudes, and perception of governmental factors were 

significant. This implies that the better WSDA, SPA, CSF, and PGF the 

better the trust level in e-vendors. On the other hand, reliability fulfillment 

was not found to be significant. Further discussion on each of these 

hypotheses hereunder. 

H1: Website design attitudes have no significant influence on buyers' trust 

in e-commerce in Palestine 

The current study found that website design attitudes has a significant 

influence buyers' on trust in e-commerce. This result comply with the 

findings of many studies available in literature including (Hoffman et al., 

1999; Shankar et al., 2002; Chen, 2007; Cyr, 2008; Karimov et al., 2011; 

Eid,2011, Najafi and Kahani, 2016; Al-dweeri et al., 2017). E-vendors web 

site represents the interface through which the customer can make a first 

impression about the website's trustworthiness (Akhter et al., 2005). 

Wakefield et al., (2004) considered website attributes and design as 

Attitudes 

Customer Satisfaction 

Fulfillment 
0.341 0 

Perception of 

Governmental Factors  
0.433 0 

α=0.05 
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predictors for gaining customers' trust in e-commerce. Furthermore, 

Lumsden and MacKay (2006) classified trust triggers into two types: 

immediate and interaction-based trust. Immediate trust triggers are those a 

customer can feel as soon as he enters the website including professional 

website design; whereas interaction-based triggers are those triggers 

created as the customer dynamically interact with the website like Ease of 

navigation. Both of these triggers are based on the website design which 

reflects its significance in gaining customers' trust. On the other hand, these 

findings contradicts the findings of Toufaily and Pons (2017) we which 

revealed that website was not a significant antecedent of trust. 

H2: Reliability fulfillment have no significant influence on buyers' trust in 

e-commerce in Palestine 

The findings of the current research concerning this hypothesis failed to 

reject it; although that the overall mean of the items used to measure this 

construct was relatively high, this construct is not a significant factor in 

buyers' trust in e-commerce, this result is bizarre!!  It contradicts most if 

not all of the previous studies in literature. Previous literature emphasizes 

on the importance of the reliability of the website. Wolfinbarger and Gilly 

(2003) and Bart et al. (2005) found that reliability fulfillment is correlated 

to website quality.  Similarly, fulfillment reliability was found to have a 

positive effect on consumers' trust in e-commerce (Chen, 2007; Corritore et 

al., 2003), and e-satisfaction and e-trust (Kim et al, 2009,b). 

Several reasons may cause this insignificance. These reasons encompass: 
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 Lack of awareness among buyers in Palestine about the importance 

of reliability of the online vendors. 

 Shopping experience has two components, duration and frequency 

(Miyazaki and Fernandez, 2001), The majority of respondents in this 

study have relatively short online shopping experience, thus are 

either unfamiliar enough with the importance of the reliability of e-

vendor, or the number of their purchases is relatively small which in 

turn was not sufficient to measure the reliability of the e-vendor. In 

addition, familiarity with the vendor and purchasing experience 

enhances the buyer's trust in e-vendors (Akhter et al., 2005; Shergill 

and Chen, 2005), the Palestinian buyers' unfamiliarity with e-

commerce negatively affected their trust level in the e-vendors' 

reliability.  

 Some may attribute the delay in delivering the purchases to other 

causes like the difficulties in transport instead relating it to online 

vendor reliability. 

H3: Security and privacy attitudes have no significant influence buyers' 

trust in e-commerce in Palestine. 

This hypothesis was rejected in this research as the analysis of the data 

found a statistical evidence that privacy and security has a positive 

influence on buyers' trust in e-commerce. These findings are similar to 

those of Chen, 2007; Riquelme and Román 2014; Bart et al., 2005; 

Chellappa and Sin 2005; Román 2007; and Ganguly et al., 2011; Al-dweeri 
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et al., 2017;  Eid, 2011; Bartikowski and Singh, 2014. Furthermore, 

Belanger (2002) found that security features are the most important for 

enhancing trust in e-commerce. Karimov et al. (2011) found that internal 

electronic assurance security and privacy policies are effective as much as 

external (paid) electronic assurance like third party seals. Likewise, Wu et 

al. (2012) study results showed a significant relationship between the 

content of privacy policies and privacy concern/trust; willingness to 

provide personal information and privacy concern/trust; privacy concern 

and trust.  

 

H4: Customer satisfaction fulfillment has no significant influence on 

buyers' trust in e-commerce in Palestine. 

This hypothesis was not supported, meaning that customer satisfaction 

fulfillment has a positive significant influence on buyers' trust in e-

commerce in Palestine with a value of 0.341. This result is reasonable, 

customers tend to trust the vendors who satisfy their requirements. These 

findings match the findings of prior studies including (Wang et al., 2016; 

Chen, 2007; Flavián et al., 2006); and Gustafsson et al. (2005) who found it 

significant for customers' retention. The previous studies linked satisfaction 

to trust, when e-vendors websites operators save no effort in satisfying their 

customers by customizing the products, being committed to their service, 

offering a network to ease communications among them and offer them 

various kinds of products, it expect that their satisfaction level will 
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increase, hence their trust increases since trust is a consequence of the 

customers' level of satisfaction (Al-dweeri et al., 2017). The more satisfied 

the customers are, the more their desire to get engaged in long-term 

relationship with the e-vendors (Shao Yeh and Li 2009). 

H5: Perception of governmental factors has no significant influence buyers' 

trust in e-commerce in Palestine 

This hypothesis was not supported in this study. The effect of the 

perception of the Palestinian buyers of governmental factors on trust was 

significant with a positive influence and the highest correlation coefficient 

of 0.433. These results match the results of (Aghdaie et al., 2011; Najafi 

and Kahani, 2016, Huang and Chang, 2017).   The two governmental 

factors considered here were ICT infrastructure, and regulations form the 

elementary needs for trading online. The ICT Infrastructure is a key player 

in any economy, the more developed the ICT infrastructure, the more 

prosperous the economy. Lawrence and Tar (2010) indicated that ICT 

infrastructure, and government policies are the major barriers for the 

adoption and evolution of e-commerce in developing countries. Therefore, 

in Palestine, the ICT infrastructure should be capable of keeping up with 

this evolution. The current situation of the ICT infrastructure in Palestine 

according to the joint press release of the Ministry of Telecommunications 

and information Technology and PCBS on International Day for 

Information Society 17/5/2016 is: 
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 The percentage of ICT establishment of the total economic 

establishments in the private sector was 0.5%. ICT sector 

participation to GDP was 5.9% in 2014 and 2015. 

 The percentage of Palestinian households with Internet connection 

was 48.3%. 

 About 4.5% of internet users have purchase or sell over the internet.  

 The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology 

announced that in 2015 there was 57.0% increase in the international 

receipt mail compared to the previous year. They attributed this 

increase to e-commerce activities.   

 According to the acting general manager of the Palestinian post 

interview published in AlAyyam newspaper on 28/2/2016, the 

Palestinian postal services might not be capable of keeping up with 

this increase since its capacity was not design to accommodate these 

quantities. He indicated that the post has one transmission vehicle 

with 0.5 ton capacity, and the size of the received parcels is about 20 

tons a month, which is cumbersome. 

 

Regulations are the second governmental factor. Government role in this 

issue is vital since government is the party responsible for establishing the 

safe legal environment   that protects customers' rights by issuing 

regulations, guarantees, and laws which will facilitates customers' beliefs 

that the e-vendors will keep their promises (Aghadie et al., 2011). For 

customer to conduct transactions over the internet they have to feel secure 
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and safe while doing so, this security and safety are the results of the 

availability of rigid online transaction laws and legislations. Unfortunately, 

up to the date of writing this research no laws neither legislations for online 

environment transactions are approved. Although there is a draft law ready 

for discussion since 15 years in the legislation council, none of these are 

agreed upon nor activated due to the political situation in Palestine and the 

disabled legislation council. Besides that, according to an interviewed 

police officer,  when some cybercrimes happen, or some users violate 

others privacy and threat them, there are no strict laws to prevent others 

from repeating these violations, the offenders of these acts are hold 

accountable based on telephone hazing law, which does not contain enough 

strict penalties.  

Therefore, due to the lack of convenient regulations some citizens may 

hesitate to buy from online vendors' websites, others may actually buy from 

certain local websites that deliver the purchases, thus customers pay for 

these purchases when delivered directly without being exposed to the risk 

associated with electronic payment methods.  

4.3.2 Sub Hypotheses 

In this research there are 36 sub hypotheses relating the sub factors of 

independent constructs and the three sub factors of the dependent construct. 

In order to test these hypotheses, the correlation between each of the sub 

factors of the independent variables and the sub factors of the dependent 

factors has been calculated. Table (14) summarizes the results where the 

significant correlations are in Bold face:  
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Table 14: Correlation coefficients between independent sub factors 

and dependent sub factors 

 
Trust Sub Factors 

 Integrity Benevolence Ability 

 r 
P 

value 
r 

P 

value 
r 

p-

value 

Website 

Design 

Attitudes 

H1 

Content  

(H1a, 

H1e,H1i) 0.104 0.049 0.172 0.001 0.126 0.017 

Structure 

(H1b,H1f, 

H1j) 0.06 0.252 0.079 0.133 0.007 0.88 

Interaction 

(H1c,H1g, 

H1k) 0.013 0.799 0.007 0.901 0.129 0.014 

Presentation 

(H1d,H1h, 

H1k) 0.083 0.114 0.158 0.003 0.157 0.003 

 

              

Security 

 and  

Privacy 

H3 

Security 

(H3a,H3c, 

H3e) 0.137 0.009 0.2 0 0.252 0 

Privacy 

(H3b,H3d, 

H3f) 0.059 0.261 0.122 0.021 0.167 0.001 

 

              

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Fulfillment 

H4 

Adaptation 

(H4a,H4e, 

H4i) 0.21 0 0.259 0 0.177 0 

Commitment 

(H4b,H4f, 

H4j) 0.257 0 0.311 0 0.188 0 

Network 

(H4c,H4g, 

H4k) 0.1 0.057 0.158 0.003 0.18 0.001 
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Sub hypotheses for website design attitudes (H1a..H1l) 

The four variables that formulate the web design attitudes have varying 

results , the structure component of the web design attitudes is not 

significant for any subcomponent of trust which in turn supports 

hypotheses (H1b, H1f, H1j), whereas the content of the web site is 

significant for all subcomponents , this result contradicts hypotheses (H1a, 

H1e, H1i). Regarding presentation, it was significant for benevolence and 

ability only contradicting (H1h, H1l) and supporting (H1d), finally, 

interaction subcomponent of the web site attitudes is only significant for 

the ability subcomponent opposing to (H1k) and supporting (H1c, H1g).  

The findings revealed that content has a significant influence on the three 

components of trust: integrity, benevolence and ability.  This result 

emphasizes that the quality of the information provided in the website 

enhances trust level in the e-vendor among customers precisely in online 

environment, where customers prefer websites that offer comprehensive 

information about the product to overcome the lack of tangibility 

(Demangeot and Broderick, 2010).  The information presented on the 

Assortment 

(H4d,H4h, 

H4k) 0.177 0.001 0.188 0 0.302 0 

 

              

Perception  

of govern-

mental 

Factors 

 H5 

ICT 

Infrastruct-ure 

(H5a,H5c, 

H5e) 0.401 0 0.299 0 0.254 0 

Regulations 

(H5b,H5d, 

H5f) 0.432 0 0.359 0 0.331 0 

α=0.05 
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website is diverse, it includes information about the company behind the 

site; about the products in details; and about website policies regarding 

security issues, customer help or services (Chang and Chen, 2008).  This 

comprehensive diversification carries a lot of information that will help 

assesses the integrity, benevolence and ability of the trustee. Hence, the 

information on the website regarding delivering mechanism, products' 

exchange rules and the overall working system of the website have a 

positive influence on the three dimensions of trust.  

On the other hand, the second component, structure which is the way of 

organizing the information on the website, did not influence any 

component of trust in the current research.  This result contradicts other 

studies that found it influencing like (Bartikowski and Singh, 2014; 

Nielsen, 1999; Cyr, 2008, Lowry et al., 2008). Structure had the lowest 

mean among website design attitudes. This reflects that respondents 

believed that the way of organizing information on the website has no 

effect on the trustworthiness of the e-vendor, the quality of the information 

rather than the way in presenting it is more influential for the Palestinian 

buyers. One of the underlying reasons behind this could be the short 

experience of the buyers in online shopping. By time, as they shop online 

more, their experience is enriched via browsing and using different website 

structures, ultimately they gain the skills to tradeoff between different 

structures and sense the importance of this component.   

The third component of web site design attitudes is interaction. As defined 

earlier, interaction is the ease of use of the website.  It has a positive 
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influence on the ability component of trust only, whereas Oliveira et al. 

(2017) found that the interaction between customers and the firm positively 

influence the three components.  The result of the current study means that 

respondents believed that the degree to which the website is easy to use is 

an indicator for the capabilities of the e-vendor, but not for the integrity and 

benevolence.  When the web site is easy to navigate and use this allow 

users to know where they are now and where they have been on the site, 

and this ease of navigation and use may result in keeping them on the site 

and not leave it to another one (Nielson, 1999). Therefore, if the e-vendor 

has the capabilities to manage the site this way, then it is a clue for his 

competence in managing other responsibilities.  

The last component of web design attitudes is presentation, which is the 

overall appearance of the site. This factor has a positive influence on the 

benevolence and ability of the e-vendor. Respondents considered that the 

presentation of the website is a signal for its ability, users in general can 

distinguish between a well-designed website and the one that is not 

(Kirmani and Wright, 1989), therefore investing in the design of the 

website is a signal for showing the underlying competencies and abilities of 

the e-vendors. Customers can make inferences that an e-vendor who 

invested in the design of the website can manage successfully online 

transactions and fulfill orders (Schlosser et al., 2006). Similarly, web site 

presentation has a significant influence on the benevolence of the e-vendor. 

Customers believed that the e-vendor who spent time and money in 

designing the website in such a way the make their shopping experience 
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easy and enjoyable will have the good will for them and put their interests 

first. Hwang and Kim (2007) studied the effect of enjoyment on the three 

components of trust, their finding showed that enjoyment has a positive 

influence on the integrity and ability only; these results support the current 

study results regarding ability, but contradict it regarding integrity and 

benevolence. Among the features that influences trust are human images 

(Cyr et al., 2009; Wang and Emurian, 2005; Karimov et al., 2011); color 

(Kim and Moon, 1998; Skulmowski et al., 2016); and design clarity (Liu 

and Goodhue, 2012; Li and Yeh, 2010). Thus, employing such elements in 

website design can enhance trust level in e-vendors.   

As a conclusion e-vendors can signal their integrity, benevolence and 

abilities through investing in website design, especially that website design 

elements do act like cues for trustworthiness (Schlosser et al., 2006). In 

addition, internet users usually make judgements about websites credibility 

very fast, thus the appearance of the websites is the major player in giving 

the first impression about the site's trustworthiness (Fogg et al., 2002; 

Lindgaard et al., 2006; Tuch et al., 2012). 

Sub hypotheses for security and privacy attitudes (H3a..H3f) 

Both security and privacy factors are significant for benevolence and 

ability, this don‟t agree with the proposed hypotheses (H3c, H3d, H3e, 

H3f); regarding integrity, security alone is significant for integrity which is 

opposed to (H3a), privacy has no effect on the integrity of the e-vendor 

supporting (H3b). 
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Security attitudes of the website have a positive influence on the three 

components of trust. Oliveira et al., (2017) found that lack of integrity, 

security and privacy in a website negatively affects only the integrity and 

ability of the trustee, but has no negative effect on the benevolence. 

Whereas Schlosser et al., (2006) found that the presence and the strength of 

the security/privacy statement together signal and have a positive influence 

on the benevolence and integrity of the e-vendor but not ability.  Therefore 

the current study findings related to security are supported by the findings 

of these two studies, the mean of the security measures is about 4.4 out of 

five, which is relatively high,  this reflects the importance of security issues 

to the respondents when dealing with online shopping. On the other hand, 

the current study revealed that privacy is positively related to the 

benevolence and the ability of the e-vendor, but no significance was found 

with integrity. These results partially agree with the findings of Wu and 

Tsang (2008) which revealed that the privacy policies on the website have 

a significant positive effect on the integrity and benevolence of the e-

vendor and has a positive but not significant influence on the e-vendor's 

ability. This result indicates that respondents believed that the availability 

of the privacy statement and the assurances from the e-vendor about the 

protection of their personal information have increased their trust levels. 

Websites owners and operators have to work on minimizing the 

uncertainties related to the customers' information misuse and try to 

enhance the protection mechanisms on their website which will eventually 

increase trust level among customers. 
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Sub hypotheses of customer satisfaction fulfillment (H4a..H4l) 

Customer satisfaction fulfillment consists of four variables: Adaptation, 

Commitment, Network, and Assortment. Adaptation, commitment and 

assortment have significant positive effects on the three components of 

trust, thus contradicting (H4a, H4b, H4d, H4e, H4f, H4g, H4h, H4i, H4j, 

H4k, H4l), except for network which is not significant for integrity which 

support the proposed hypothesis (H4c).  

Adaptation to customers' needs through customizing products may enhance 

customers' beliefs in the benevolence of the firm (Sirdeshmukh et al., 

2002). Customization of products has a positive significant impact on 

initial trust (Koufaris and Hampton-Sosa, 2004, Coelho and Henseler, 

2012; Toufaily and Pons, 2017) and in mobile trust as well (Li and Yeh, 

2010). Based on these studies, adaptation to customers' needs by offering 

products that are tailored for them, reflect the good will, the care and 

attention the e-vendor is paying for them, as well as reflecting the e-vendor 

abilities and competencies,  consequently, this could be explained by them 

as signals for integrity, benevolence and ability.    

The second factor in customer satisfaction is the commitment. E-vendor 

commitment towards customers has a significant positive influence on the 

three components of trust.  When the e-vendor satisfies the needs of its 

customers and have a high level of commitment towards them, this could 

be understood by them as cues for the integrity, benevolence and ability of 

the e-vendor since the analysis of website users' needs is not an easy task, 
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therefore it is expected that their believe in the e-vendor's integrity, 

benevolence and ability increase.  

The third component is Network. This variable has an influence one 

benevolence and ability of the e-vendor only.  One of the major 

development in the information age is the virtual communities or networks 

(Sridhar Balasubramanian, 2001). It is known in literature that social 

communities can increase trust (Özer and Zheng, 2017; Shadkam and 

O'Hara, 2011; Urban, 2005; Schubert and Ginsburg, 2000). Sociologists 

believe that personal relationships' networks have a major role in 

establishing trust (Özer and Zheng, 2017). Therefore, network availability 

in an e-vendor website can enhance trust for several reasons; first , the 

ability of customers to exchange opinions and experiences reflects that the 

e-vendor is not hiding any of other customers' experiences which could be 

explained as a cue of confidence of his services, transactions and abilities; 

second, when customers read other customers' comments about the 

products they already received and to what level do these purchases match 

the prescribed features of the products on the website, they can judge the 

benevolence and the honesty of the e-vendor; third, beside the fact that 

these network can help in creating a wider base of customers, the e-vendor 

can benefit from the discussions among the members as well, the e-vendor 

can reinforce actions that derive satisfaction and avoid actions that derive 

dissatisfaction (Schubert and Ginsburg, 2000), thus trust level is enhanced. 

Sharing these experiences can reinforce purchasing decisions and trust 

level especially for first time customers. Customers in general appreciate 
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the sites that provide such communities or network (Hagel, 1997; Frank, 

1997).   

The last component of customer satisfaction fulfillment construct is the 

assortment of products. This factor has a positive significant influence on 

the three components of trust. Customers trust the e-vendor to the extent 

they have a satisfactory image of products assortment (Guenzi et al., 2009), 

thus uncertainty level decreases while shopping in the site (Chiou and 

Droge 2006).  Product assortment has a positive significant influence on 

trusting e-vendor (Rubio et al., 2017). Customers judge a company's 

trustworthiness based on their perception of the abilities of the company in 

conducting its activities and tasks (Morgan and Hunt, 1999). The abilities 

and competencies of the e-vendors are two types: observable and 

unobservable competencies. The observable competencies are cues for the 

unobservable competencies. Therefore, when they are satisfied with 

observable competencies as product assortment, this represents a cue for 

the unobservable competencies. Ultimately, they are satisfied with and 

trusting his abilities. 

Sub hypotheses for perception of governmental factors (H5a..H5f)  

The perception of governmental factors components (ICT infrastructure, 

Regulations) are significant for the three subcomponents of trust; indicating 

that governmental factors have an influence on each component of trust 

which contradicts the proposed hypotheses (H5a, H5b, H5c, H5d, H5e, 

H5f).  
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Having a reliable and supportive ICT infrastructure is the corner stone for 

establishing trust in e-environment; in order to keep his promises towards 

the customers, the e-vendor rely on the ICT infrastructure in delivering the 

purchases, having the website functioning all the time with no breakdowns, 

and for offering a broader coverage of internet services to reach more 

customers. Thus, obviously the ICT infrastructure directly impact e-vendor 

integrity, benevolence and ability. On the other hand, regulations are as 

important as the ICT infrastructure in reinforcing trust. The availability of 

regulations protects the rights of all parties involved in e-transactions, 

hence encouraging customers to deal more freely in online shopping and 

trusting the e-vendors. This is because they know that the e-vendors have to 

do business with them honestly under the umbrella of law and keep his 

promises and held agreement with the customers, otherwise, the e-vendors 

are subjected to legal accountability.  

The results of the five main hypotheses testing as well as the decision of 

failing to reject or rejecting the hypotheses are illustrated in Table (15): 
 

Table 15: Main hypotheses testing results 

Main Hypothesis P 

value 

Decision  

H1: Website design attitudes have no 

significant   influence on buyers' trust in  

e-commerce in Palestine. 

0.016 

Not Supported  

(reject null 

hypothesis) 

H2: Reliability fulfillment has no 

significant influence buyers' trust in e-

commerce in Palestine. 

0.87 

Supported 

(fail to reject null 

hypothesis) 

H3: Security and privacy attitudes have no 0.013 Not Supported 
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significant influence buyers' trust in e-

commerce in Palestine. 

(reject null 

hypothesis) 

H4: Customer satisfaction fulfillment has 

no significant influence on buyers' trust in 

e-commerce in Palestine. 

0 

Not Supported 

(reject null 

hypothesis) 

H5: Perception of governmental factors 

has no significant influence buyers' trust 

in e-commerce in Palestine. 

0 

Not Supported 

(reject null 

hypothesis) 

α=0.05 

Based on the correlation results the following Table (16) illustrates sub 

hypotheses testing results.  

 

 

Main 

Hypothesis  

Sub Hypothesis Correlation 

coefficient 

P-

value 

Decision  

 

H1a 0.104* 

0.049 

Not 

Supported 

H1b 0.06 0.252 Supported 

H1c 0.013 0.799 Supported 

H1d 0.083 0.114 Supported 

H1e 

0.172* 0.001 

Not 

Supported 

H1f 0.079 0.133 Supported 

H1g 0.007 0.901 Supported 

H1h 

0.158* 0.003 

Not 

Supported 

H1i 

0.126* 0.017 

Not 

Supported 

H1j 0.007 0.88 Supported 

H1k 

0.129* 0.014 

Not 

Supported 

H1l 

0.157* 0.003 

Not 

Supported 

H3 

H3a 

0.137* 0.009 

Not 

Supported 

H3b 0.059 0.261 Supported 

Table 16: Sub hypotheses testing results 
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H3c 

0.2* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H3d 

0.122* 0.021 

Not 

Supported 

H3e 

0.252* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H3f 

0.167* 0.001 

Not 

Supported 

H4 

H4a 

0.21* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H4b 

0.257* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H4c 0.1 0.057 Supported 

H4d 

0.177* 0.001 

Not 

Supported 

H4e 

0.259* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H4f 

0.311* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H4g 

0.158* 0.003 

Not 

Supported 

H4h 

0.188* 0 

Not 

Supported 

 

H4i 

0.177* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H4j 

0.188* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H4k 

0.18* 0.001 

Not 

Supported 

H4l 

0.302* 0 

Not 

Supported 

H5 

H5a 

0.401* 

0 Not 

Supported 

H5b 

0.432* 

0 Not 

Supported 

H5c 

0.299* 

0 Not 

Supported 

H5d 

0.359* 

0 Not 

Supported 

H5e 

0.254* 

0 Not 

Supported 
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Figure 11 illustrates the research model with the hypotheses' correlation 

coefficients: 

 

H5f 

0.331* 

0 Not 

Supported 

α = 0.05 
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4.4 Normality Checks of the variables 

Before pursuing the statistical tests, normality tests of the dependent 

variables were conducted using Anderson-Darling test, the results 

showed that the data was not normal. Therefore, since normality is a 

prerequisite for many statistical tests including regressions, ANOVA 

and other tests, the researcher had to tradeoff between two options; (1) 

using nonparametric methods to analyze the data, and (2) using data 

transformation techniques in order to transform the data into normal 

distribution and use parametric tests.  According to Minitab Support 

Website, the statistical power of the parametric tests is higher than 

that of the non-parametric tests, consequently, the detection of a 

significant effect is higher.  Similarly, in most cases, it is not only the 

significance of the test that matters, but also the population from 

which the sample is drawn is important and its characteristics are best 

described through the estimation of parameters and confidence 

intervals. Based on this, data was transformed into normal distribution 

using Box Cox transformation with optimal lambda (λ) in order to 

produce the best-fitting model. Box Cox transformation is a technique 

that is used to reduce anomalies in the data as non-normalities, this 

technique was introduced be Box and Cox in 1964 (Sakia,1992), it 

aims to make sure that all the necessary assumptions for a linear 

model exist Li (2005). The main idea of Box Cox transformation is to 

use a set of mathematical functions to transform the original non 
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normal data into a normally distributed data. The mathematical 

function of this transformation is illustrated in equation (2): 

 

 

 

Where λ is the parameter of this transformation that can take any 

value that make the transformation of the variable maximally effective 

Osborne (2010). Usually, the best estimate of λ  is  -5 ≤ λ ≤ 5 (Minitab 

support). Although that this power transformation does not work for 

all data, in the cases where data can't be transformed into normal 

distribution the estimated value λ will lead to a distribution that will 

be symmetric Li (2005).  

4.5 Regression Models  

Multiple regression model in general describes the relationship 

between a dependent variable (response) and a number of independent 

variables (predictors) (Montogemry and Runger, 2010 ).  This study 

aims to build four regression models. A main regression model 

between trust as a response, and the four main significant constructs; 

website design attitudes, security and privacy, customer satisfaction 

attitudes and perception of governmental factors as predictors. In 

addition, three regression models for each component of trust; 

integrity, benevolence and ability have been built. In these models, the 

(2) 
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response factor is a component of trust, and the predictors are the 

significant factors for this component.   

Before exploring these models some basic concepts need to be 

clarified (Montogemry and Runger, 2010). 

 R-squared value (R
2
): R

2
 is the coefficient of determination. It 

is a common measure for checking the adequacy of a regression 

model. R
2
 is referred to as the amount of variability in the data 

explained by the proposed regression model. Its value is 

between 0 and 1 ( 0 ≤ R
2
 ≤1). In general, the higher value of R

2 

is the better, but there are situations where R2 is relatively high 

even though the linear approximation is weak; besides, the 

value of R2 increases whenever new predictors or variables are 

added to the model even though this addition dose not add any 

actual improvement to the model. 

 Adjusted R-squared: it is another measure for the adequacy of 

the regression model. It is preferred over R
2
 since its value 

increases only when the addition of new variables actually 

improves the model. It is usually used as a measure for 

choosing among competing models precisely in multiple 

regression models. 

 Residuals' analysis: residuals' analysis in regression model 

helps in checking that the errors are normally distributed with a 

constant variance and consequently measures the accuracy of 

model's prediction. That is, it is used to examine the goodness 
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of fit in regression models and consequently to what degree we 

can trust the results. In this study, the residuals are analyzed be 

using: 

A normality test of residuals, and examining the resulting p-value. 

The null hypothesis for residuals' distribution is  

H0: distribution is normal;  

whereas the alternative hypothesis is  

H1: distribution is not normal.  

Therefore, at a level of significance of 5%, if the p-value is higher 

than 5%, then the distribution is normal, and the regression model is a 

good fit for the data.  

Besides testing the normality of the residuals, the independence and 

consistency of the residuals and multicollinearity between the 

variables are necessary.   

 Residuals independence:  

The null hypothesis is: 

H0: the residuals are independent  

H1: the residuals are not independent 

This hypothesis test could be done using Durbin Watson test, the 

value of Durbin Watson appear in the output of the regression model 

in Minitab. The value of this statistics ranges from 0 to 4.  A value 

closer to zero indicates positive autocorrelation, a value closer to 4 
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indicates negative autocorrelations, and a value near 2 indicates no 

autocorrelation (Tonnang et al., 2009).  

 Residuals' consistency (variance is constant) 

This test is done by plotting the residuals against fitted values. If the 

distribution of the residuals does not have any patterns and the values 

of the positive and negative values are distributed above and under the 

middle line in the graph. 

 Multicollinearity (inner correlation between the 

predictors)  

Multicollinearity is the correlations between the predictors in multiple 

regression models.  Multicollinearity existence in regression models is 

problematic since coefficient variances in the model tend to increase, 

hence cause them to be hard to interpret and unstable and may 

adversely impact the regression statistics. Multicollinearity could be 

measured by examining the values of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) 

column in the output of regression models. Higher VIF values indicate 

higher level of multicollinearity. Researchers agree that the lower VIF 

values the better, but there is no agreement about the acceptable 

values of VIF. Some considered a value of 10 to be the maximum 

acceptable value (Kennedy, 1992; Hair et al., 1995), or a value of 5 

(Rogerson, 2001).  
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In this study, a maximum value of 5 for VIF is used to evaluate 

regression models since it works for both groups. 

4.5.1 Main Regression Model 

In order to achieve the optimal regression model that fit the data most, 

different alternatives of regression models were examined. At first, 

simple regression model between individual constructs and trust 

construct were conducted to examine the significance of the construct 

alone on trust. Then, a multiple regression model of first degree 

polynomial was created between trust as a response (y) and the 

significant constructs website design attitudes, security and privacy, 

customer satisfaction attitudes and governmental factors (x's). After 

that, a multiple regression model of second degree polynomial was 

tested.  

1. Testing the significance of each construct 

Four simple regression models between the four significant constructs 

and trust were conducted. Table (17) summarizes the results of these 

models: 
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Table 17: Simple regression model between  

independent constructs and trust 

 

The p-value of each construct is lower than the significance level of 

0.05, indicating that each separate independent construct is 

significant, in fact, the p-values of three of these models are even 

lower than 0.01 thus the addition of these constructs to the model is 

meaningful because any changes in the predictor' value are translated 

as changes in the response variable. Therefore, the next multiple 

regression model uses all of these predictors together. 

2. Main regression model between trust construct and significant 

independent construct 

2.1 First degree polynomial between independent constructs and 

trust construct 

The standardized form of this model was: 

Construct 
Regression 

equation 

P-

value 

R2 Adj-

R2 

Decision 

WSDA TRST = 2.75 + 

0.200 WSDA 

0.01 1.9% 1.6% Significant  

SPA TRST = 2.27 + 

0.310 SPA 

0 4.8% 4.5% Significant 

CSF TRST = 1.76 + 

0.458 CSF 

0 11.9

% 

11.7

% 

Significant 

PGF TRST = 2.63 + 

0.354 PGF 

0 20.9

% 

20.7

% 

Significant 

Level of significance α=0.05 

(3) 
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     ∑     
 
   ……………………………………………. 

The resulted regression equation was: 

                                           

                                  

             …………………………... 

 

 

 Testing model significance (F-test of overall significance of the 

model) 

This test is to check whether a linear relationship exists between 

dependent variable trust and the set of the independent variables: 

The null hypothesis here is: 

H0: β1= β2=….= βk= 0 

H1: βj ≠ 0 for at least one j  

Form the ANOVA Table, we notice that the significance of the 

regression model is 0.0 with F test equals 35.2373, indicating that at 

least on coefficients is not equal to zero. Which means that a linear 

relationship exists.  

 Testing individual regression model coefficients  

The null hypothesis here: 

H0: βj = 0; j=1,2,…,k  k: number of repressors 

H1: βj ≠ 0; j=1,2,…,k  k: number of repressors 

The values of the slope coefficients β's are illustrated in Table (18): 

(4) 
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Table 18: Slope coefficients of first degree polynomial main 

regr

essi

on 

mo

del 

pre

dict

ors 

In equation (4), slope coefficients (β's) for the four factors are positive 

values indicating a positive influence on customers' trust. SPA, CSF 

and PGF values are higher than that of coefficient of WSDA, which 

means that the significance of these three predictors are higher than 

that of WSDA. The highest influence was for perceived governmental 

factors with 2.2589, then customer satisfaction fulfillment with a 

value of 1.74 and finally security and privacy attitudes with a value of 

1.025.  

The value of R
2
 of this model was 28.54%, R

2
 adjusted was 27.73%. 

This means the amount of variability in customers trust in e-

commerce explained by the model is around 28%. 

 Residuals Check 

Checking the model residuals indicated that the residuals were 

distributed normally with p-value is 0.132, the independency test of 

residuals showed that the residuals are independent since DW 

Predictor Coefficient Value Standard Error  

of the 

coefficient 

p-value 

WSDA β1 0.0177 0.54861 0.974 

SPA β2 1.250 0.56351 0.027 

CSF β3 1.747 0.54043 0.001 

PGF β4 2.25 0.25862  0 

Level of significance α=0.05 
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statistics is 1.91633 which is close to 2, residuals were with constant 

variance as illustrated in Figure 12, and finally no multicollinearity 

exists as VIF values in regression model were between 1.0  and 1.6  

(below 5). Thus, the model represents a good fit for the data. 

 

Figure 12: Residuals versus fits for the first degreepolynomial of trust 

 

2.2 First degree polynomial modification  

Although that WSDA was significant when tested alone in part 1, in 

the multiple regression model this significance was undermined by the 

effect of other constructs.  

The three most significant factors depending on their p-values were 

security and privacy attitudes, customer satisfaction fulfillment, and 

perception of governmental factors, whereas website design attitudes 

was not significant therefore removing it from the regression model 

should be considered. The model's equation after removing the 

WSDA was:  

                                       

                  ( )   
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 Testing model significance (F-test of overall significance of 

the model) 

Form the ANOVA table, we notice that the significance of the 

regression model is 0.0 with an F test value of 47.11, indicating that at 

least on coefficients is not equal to zero. Which means that a linear 

relationship exists. 

 Testing individual regression model coefficients  

The values of the slope coefficients β's are illustrated in Table (19): 

 

Table 19: Slope coefficients of modified first degree  

polynomial main regression model predictors 

In the above equation, slope coefficients (β's) for the three factors are 

positive values indicating a positive influence on customers' trust. The 

most influencing predictor is the perception of governmental factors, 

followed by customer satisfaction fulfillment and finally security and 

privacy attitudes. 

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 28.53%, R

2
 adjusted was 

27.93%. These values are almost the same as those of the original 

model, meaning that these three factors alone contribute 

Predictor Coefficient Value Standard Error of 

the coefficient 

p-value 

SPA β1 1.25611 0.53695 0.02 

CSF β2 1.7524  0.52133 0.001 

PGF β3 2.25845 0.25790 0 

Level of significance α=0.05 
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approximately 100% of the values of R
2
 and adjusted R

2
, and the 

addition or removal of the website design attitudes does not have a 

significant contribution in these values. 

 Residuals Check 

Checking the model residuals indicated that the residuals were 

distributed normally with p-value is 0.132, the independency test of 

residuals showed that Durbin Watson statistics is 1.91 indicating that 

the residuals are independent, residuals were with constant variance as 

illustrated in Figure 13, and finally no multicollinearity exists as VIF 

values in regression model were between 1.08 and 1.51 (below 5). 

Thus, the model fits the data.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Residuals versus fits for the modified first degree polynomial of trust 

To support these findings, stepwise regression was used between trust 

and four significant factors. Stepwise regression is an automated tool 

available in Minitab that is used to build a set of regression models 

from the significant independent variables (predictors). Building 

regression models could be either by starting with all predictors and 

removing one of them each time (backward method), or starting by one 
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predictor and adding new predictor each time(forward method), each of 

these regression models has its own R
2
 and Adjusted R

2
 value and  a 

Mallow' CP value. This value is used choose the best model among the 

suggested models. The rule here is to choose the model that has the 

closest Mallow' CP value to the number of significant predictors plus 

the constant, for example, if the number of significant variables was 3 

then choose the model that has a Mallow' CP value closest to 4 (3 

variables + 1 constant). According to Minitab support website, by 

choosing the model with the closest value then this model has a small 

variance and is relatively precise (unbiased) in estimating coefficients 

of the regression model. Despite of the advantages of stepwise 

regression as ease of use, speed and flexibility, many researchers and 

statisticians suspect the findings regarding coefficients, collinearity and 

bias (Flom and Cassell, 2007; Whittingham et al., 2006). The 

justification for using it in this study is that the researcher is not using it 

for building the regression model completely, rather it is used as a 

supportive tool and not necessarily that the suggested models by 

stepwise are approved. In this study, the suggested model by Stepwise 

regression was:  

                                           ………(6)   

With an R
2
 value of 27.34%, and Adjusted R

2
 of 26.72% and a Mallow' 

CP of 3.1. These results are very close to those of the original model. 
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Therefore, these findings support that the previous model of three 

predictors only for trust represent a good model. 

2.2 Second degree polynomial between trust construct and 

independent constructs  

In statistics, it is a fact that R
2
 value increases whenever new factors 

are increased to the model and adjusted R
2
 increases only in the 

addition is a meaningful and add value to the model (Montogemry and 

Runger, 2010). Therefore, in an attempt to increase the R
2
 value of the 

previous model, a second degree polynomial was examined, the 

standardized form was: 

     ∑     
 
     ∑  (   )  

  
   …………………………….(7) 

 

In this model, the same four significant factors are squared and added 

to the previous model, the coe-fficients values were: 

      

                                

                                         

                                   

                 

   ………………………………(8) 
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Although that the shape generated by this model is quadratic, it is 

considered a linear regression model since it is linear in parameters 

(Montogemry and Runger, 2010). 

 Testing model significance 

From the ANOVA table, we notice that the significance of the 

regression model is 0.0, indicating that at least on coefficients is not 

equal to zero. Which means that a linear relationship exists.  

 Testing individual regression model coefficient  

The values of the slope coefficients β's are illustrated in Table (20):  

Table 20: Slope coefficients of second degree polynomial main 

regression model predictors 

Predictor Coefficient Value Standard Error 

of the 

coefficient 

p-value 

WSDA β1 1.67680 3.8307 0.662 

SPA β2 -9.21968 5.2477 0.080 

CSF β3 6.64884 2.8418 0.020 

PGF β4 -0.98919 1.2639 0.434 

WSDA
2
 β5 -0.22081 0.4206 0.600 

SPA
2
 β6 1.23861 0.6340 0.052 

CSF
2
 β7 -0.59845 0.3246 0.066 

PGF
2
 β8 0.56221 0.2103 0.008 

Level of significance α=0.05 

In the above equation, slope coefficients (β's) for four factors are 

positive values indicating a positive influence on customers' trust 

these are β1, β3, β6, β8 for web site design attitudes, customer 
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satisfaction fulfillment, the squared of security and privacy attitudes 

and perceived governmental factors respectively . The other 

coefficients are negative values indicating a negative influence on the 

response variable, these are β2, β4, β5, β7 for security and privacy 

attitudes, governmental factors, the squared of web site design 

attitudes, and the squared of customer satisfaction fulfillment 

respectively.  

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 31.36%,  R

2
 adjusted was 

29.79%, although that the value of R
2
 and R

2
 adjusted increased, this 

increase is about 2% which is not enough to justify the use of a more 

complex model with extra factors and extra administrative efforts.   

 Residuals check 

Despite the fact the normality plot of the residuals of this model 

showed that the residuals are normally distributes with p-value of 

0.331, the VIF values for the predictors were higher than 5 which 

indicates that multicollinearity exists. Multicollinearity could be 

avoided by adding the interactions between the predictors to the 

model which will eventually makes it even more complex. Therefore, 

the researcher believes that this model can't be considered as a good 

fit for the data. 

Table (21) summarizes the three regression models: 
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Table 21: Summary of main regression models 

 
Regress- 

ion Type 
R

2
 

Adj. 

R
2
  

P-

value 

of the 

mode

l 

P-

value 

of 

resid

uals 

F 

test N
o

te
s 

Main 

regress

-ion 

betwee

n trust 

and  

sig. 

constru

-cts 

First degree 

polynomial 

of 4 

variables 

shown in 

equation 4 

28.54

% 

27.73

% 
0 0.132 

35.2

4 

Good 

fit 

First degree 

polynomial 

of 3 

variables 

shown in  

equation 5 

28.53

% 

27.93

% 
0 0.132 

47.1

1 

Best 

fit 

First degree 

polynomial 

(stepwise) 

shown in 

equation 6 

27.34

% 

26.72

% 
0 

Mall

ow' 

CP = 

3.1 

 
Good 

fit 

Second 

degree 

polynomial 

shown in 

equation 8 

31.36

% 

29.79

% 
0 0.331 

19.9

3 

High 

VIF 

 

The researcher believed that the best model among the four models is 

the second one for several reasons. First, it has the highest f value 

which is a measure of the overall model significance compared to the 

intercept-only model. Second, although that it has a lower value of 

Adjusted R
2
 than the fourth one, but the latter has been excluded since 
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it did not meet the conditions required for residuals' checking since 

multicollinearity existed between the variables. Its R
2
 value is as equal 

as the original model of four predictors and higher than that of the 

stepwise regression model. Third, it is easier to manage a 3 predictors' 

model than a four predictors' model.  

The detailed Minitab results of this model are shown in appendix 4. 

4.5.2 Sub factors regression models  

In addition to the main regression model, three regression models for 

each of the subcomponents of trust are examined. The first regression 

model was for integrity, the second for benevolence and the third for 

ability.  

 Regression model for integrity: 

In order to build the regression model for integrity, the researcher 

started with a first degree polynomial multiple regression model, next a 

second degree polynomial was tested to examine whether it produces 

better results. 

1. First degree polynomial 

In this model, integrity was the independent variable, whereas the 

significant factors for integrity were the dependent variables. These 

include seven factors; content, security, adaptation, commitment, 

assortment, ICT infrastructure, regulations. The notation for this model 

was: 
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     ∑     
 
   ………………………………….(9) 

 The regression model was:  

                                                 

                                            

                                          …………..(10) 

 Testing model significance 

Form the ANOVA table, we notice that the significance of the 

regression model is 0.0 with F test value of 16.76, indicating that at 

least on coefficients is not equal to zero. Which means that a linear 

relationship exists.  

 Testing individual regression model coefficient  

The values of the slope coefficients β's are illustrated in Table (22):  

Table 22: Slope coefficients of integrity first degree polynomial 

regression model 

Predictor Coefficient Value Standard Error 

of the 

coefficient 

p-value 

CONT β1 0.20146 0.21956 0.359476 

SEC β2 0.225683 0.19109 0.238392 

ADAP β3 0.0135526 0.19426 0.944421 

COMT β4 0.382328 0.17040 0.025478 

ASRT β5 0.23415 0.18099 0.196603 

ICT β6 0.304014 0.16170 0.060920 

REGU β7 0.668417 0.16503 0.000063 

Level of significance α=0.05 
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In the above equation, slope coefficients (β's) are positive for all 

predictors, which means that all of these variables have a positive 

influence on the integrity of the e-vendor. The highest value is for 

regulations followed by COMT. The third highest value is for ICT, 

this indicates that the governmental factors have the highest influence 

of the e-vendor integrity and the p-values for these two variables are 

the significant as well as that of COMT. Next, are the values of 

CONT, SEC and ASRT with almost equal values and insignificance 

level, and finally is the coefficient of ADAP with the lowest value and 

effect.  

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 25.11%,  R

2
 adjusted was 

23.62%,  

This means that about 25% of the variability in customers trust in the 

integrity of the e-vendor is attributed to the model. 

 Residuals check 

Checking the model residuals showed that the residuals were 

distributed normally with p-value is 0.195, the independency test of 

residuals showed that the residuals are independent since DW 

statistics is 1.93058 which is close to 2, residuals were with constant 

variance as illustrated in Figure 14, and finally no multicollinearity 

exists as VIF values in regression model were below 5. Thus, the 

model adequacy conditions are met. 
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Figure 14: Residuals versus fits for the first degree polynomial of integrity 

 First degree polynomial modification 

The three significant predictors were regulations, commitment, and 

ICT infrastructure (very close to significance level). Keeping only 

these factors as predictors of integrity and use them in a multiple 

regression model to see their relative contribution in the model yield 

the following equation: 

                                                   

                  ………………………….(11) 

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 23.70%,  R

2
 adjusted was 

22.06%,  

This mean that these three factors contribute about 94.38% to the 

model significance. The p-value of residuals was 0.320 indicating that 

they are distributed normally. Durbin Watson statistics was 1.92 and 

VIF values were less than 5, so all conditions for model adequacy are 

met. 
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 To support these findings, stepwise regression was used. The best 

regression model among the suggested models by stepwise regression 

is: 

                                  

               ……………….(12) 

This model suggests that three factors are the most significant factors 

for integrity. The R
2
 for this model equals 23.13% and Adjusted R

2
 

22.48%. The closest Mallow' CP to the number of predictors was 

5.This result supports that the previous model of three factors include 

the most significant factors influencing integrity.  

Therefore, the researcher believes that the modification of the first 

degree polynomial model is the best fit since it has only three 

variables instead of seven which is easier to control, and the amount 

of increase in R
2
 and adjusted R

2
 value is not big enough to justify the 

use of three more predictors.  

2. Second degree polynomial for integrity 

A second degree model for integrity was tested in an attempt to 

increase the value of R
2
. The notation of this model was: 

     ∑     
 
     ∑  (   )  

  
   …………………………(13) 

The regression equation was:  
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     ………………………..(14) 

Although that the value of R
2
 in this model increased to 27.59% and 

R
2
 adjusted to 24.63%, and the residuals' distribution was normal with 

p value 0.255, this model is not recommended by the researcher since 

the VIF values were high indicating multicollinearity problem.  

These models are summarized in Table (23): 

 

Table 23: Summary of integrity regression models 

 Regressi
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R
2
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R
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ls 
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N
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(10) 
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% 
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% 
0 0.195 

16.7

672 

Good 

fit 
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The detailed Minitab results for this model are shown in appendix 5: 

 Regression model for Benevolence: 

Similar to the regression models of integrity, two regression models 

for benevolence were tested, these are first and second degree 

polynomials.  The dependent variable this time is benevolence, and 

s First 

degree 

polynom

ial of 3 

predictor

s shown 

in 

equation 

(11) 

23.70

% 

22.06

% 
0 0.320 

36.6

575 

Best 

fit 

Stepwise 

regressio

n of 3 

predictor

s  shown 

in 

equation 

(12) 

23.13

% 

22.48

% 
0 

Mallo

w' CP 

= 5 

 
Good 

fit 

Second 

degree 

polynom

ial of 

seven 

predictor

s shown 

in 

equation 

(14) 

27.59

% 

24.63

% 
0 0.255 

9.33

41 

High 

VIF 
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the independent variables are the significant factors of benevolence 

including 10 variables; content, presentation, security, privacy, 

adaptation, commitment, network, assortment, ICT infrastructure, and 

regulations. 

1. First degree polynomial 

The standardized form for this model was 

     ∑     
  
   ……………………………..(15) 

 That is:  

                                         

                                         

                                       

               

                                             …………………………………(16) 

 

 Testing model significance 

Form the ANOVA table, we notice that the significance of the 

regression model is 0.0 with F test value of 9.96, indicating that at 

least on coefficients is not equal to zero. Which means that a linear 

relationship exists. 

  

 Testing individual regression model coefficient  
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The values of the slope coefficients β's are illustrated in Table (24): 

 

Table 24: Slope coefficients of benevolence first degree polynomial 

regression model 

Predictor Coefficient Value Standard Error 

of the 

coefficient 

p-value 

CONT β1 0.115256 0.090219 0.202   

PREST β2 0.0728545 0.088986 0.414   

SEC β3 0.136531 0.075129 0.070   

PRI β4 0.126784 0.084051 0.132   

ADAP β5 0.0808874 0.076376 0.290   

COMT β6 0.210815 0.064880 0.001   

NW β7 0.00854843 0.038384 0.824   

ASRT Β8 0.0395701 0.069373 0.569   

ICT Β9 0.0024084 0.062410 0.969 

REGU Β10 0.251877 0.064255 0.000   

Level of significance α=0.05 

In the above equation, slope coefficients (β's) are positive for all 

predictors except for privacy which was negative. This means that all 

of the positive variables have a positive influence on the integrity of 

the e-vendor. The highest value is for regulations followed by COMT. 

The third highest values are for security, privacy and content 

respectively with approximately equal values. Then the values of 

adaptation, presentation and assortment are almost equal, and finally 

the effect of network and ICT are the lowest values.  
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The value of the R
2
 of this model was 22.31%,  R

2
 adjusted was 

20.07%,  

This means that about 22% of the variability in customers trust in the 

integrity benevolence of the e-vendor is attributed to the model. 

 Residuals check 

Checking the model residuals showed that the residuals were 

distributed normally with p-value is 0.096, the independency test of 

residuals showed that the residuals are independent since DW 

statistics is 1.95139 which is close to 2, residuals were with constant 

variance as illustrated in Figure 15, and finally no multicollinearity 

exists as VIF values in regression model were below 5. Thus, the 

model adequacy conditions are met. 
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Figure 15: Residuals versus fits for the first degree polynomial of benevolence 

Since all of the required conditions for model adequacy are met, this 

model is considered a good fit for the data. 

First degree polynomial modification 
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The three most significant predictors were security (very close to 

significance level), commitment and regulations. Keeping only these 

factors as predictors of benevolence and use them in a multiple 

regression model to see their relative contribution in the model yield 

the following equation: 

                                       

             …………………………………… (17) 

 

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 20.72%, R

2
 adjusted was 

20.05%, p-value of the model was   

This mean that these three factors contribute about 92.8 % to the 

model significance.  

The p-value of the residuals was 0.226 indicating normal distribution 

of residuals, Durbin Watson was 1.95 and VIF values were less than 5 

so all conditions for model adequacy were met. 

Similar to integrity, stepwise regression was used to determine the 

best model of the significant factor that fit the data most. The best 

model among the suggested models was the model that used the 

previous three variables, the model equation was: 

                               

          …………………………...(18) 
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The R
2
 for this model equals 20.72% and Adjusted R

2 
20.05%. 

Mallow' CP for this model was 4 which indicated unbiased model. 

The findings of the stepwise regression supported the previous model, 

therefore, the researcher believes that the previous modified first 

degree polynomial regression model is the best model to fir the data 

fit since it has only three variables instead of seven which is easier to 

control, and the amount of increase in R
2
 and adjusted R

2
 value is not 

big enough to justify the use of four more predictors. 

2. Second degree polynomial 

A second degree model for benevolence was tested. The notation of 

this model was: 

     ∑     
  
     ∑  (    )  

   
    …………………………..(19) 

That is:  
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    …………………………………(20) 

 

The value of R
2
 was 23.15%, and the value of the adjusted R

2
 was 

18.59%. Despite that R
2
 value increased, R

2
 adjusted decreased 

indicating that the addition of the new predictors to the model did not 

have any actual added value to the model, besides that residuals were 

normally distributed but the VIF values were high so this model is not 

a good fit for the data. 

Table (25) summarizes these models: 

Table 25: Summary of benevolence regression models 

 Regressio
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R
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R
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of the 
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fit 
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predictors 

shown in 

equation 

(17) 

Stepwise 

regression 

of 3 

predictors 

shown in 

equation 

(18)  

20.72

% 

20.05

% 
0 

Mall

ow' 

CP = 

4 

 
Good 

fit 

Second 

degree 

polynomia

l of ten 

predictors 

shown in 

equation 

(20) 

23.15

%          

18.59

% 
0 0.122 5.07 High 

VIF 

The detailed Minitab Results are as shown in appendix 6: 

 Regression model for Ability 

Similar to the previous component of trust, a first degree polynomial 

multiple regression model was tested. Then a second degree 

polynomial was examined. In these models, Ability was the response 

variable, whereas eleven variables were the independent variables 

(predictors). These predictors include: content, interaction, 

presentation, security, privacy, adaptation, commitment, network, 

assortment, ICT infrastructure, and regulations. 
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 First degree polynomial 

This model has the form: 

     ∑     
  
   ……………………….(21) 

The regression Equation was:  

                                            

                                        

                                       

                         

            ………………………….(22) 

 

 Testing model significance 

Form the ANOVA table, we notice that the significance of the 

regression model is 0.0 with F test of 10.12, indicating that at least 

on coefficients is not equal to zero. Which means that a linear 

relationship exists.  

 Testing individual regression model coefficient  

The values of the slope coefficients β's are illustrated in Table (26):  
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Table 26: Slope coefficients of ability first degree polynomial 

regression model 

Predictor Coefficient Value Standard 

Error of the 

coefficient 

p-value 

CONT β1 0.0848824 0.64308 0.895 

PREST β2 0.803631 0.41030 0.238 

INTER  β3 0.485381 0.62789 0.201 

SEC β4 1.88071 0.52400 0 

PRI β5 - 

0.331168 
0.58951 0.575 

ADAP β6 - 1.09681 0.53200 0.040 

COMT β7 0.159654 0.45243 0.724 

NW β8 0.193369 0.26757 0.470 

ASRT β9 2.2306 0.48330 0 

ICT β10 - 

0.113073 
0.43462 0.795 

REGU β11 1.92329 0.44755 0 

Level of significance α=0.05 

In the above equation, slope coefficients (β's) are positive for all 

predictors except of three variables privacy, adaptation and ICT. 

Among the positive influencers, the highest value is for assortment 

followed by Regulations and security. Followed by presentation and 

interaction of the website, commitment and network variables are next 

with close value and finally the content of the website had the lowest 

positive effect. On the other hand, the highest negative influencers is 

adaptation, then privacy and at last ICT has the lowest negative impact.  

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 24.35%,  R

2
 adjusted was 

21.94%,  
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This means that about 25% of the variability in customers trust in the 

ability of the e-vendor is attributed to the model. 

 Residuals check 

Checking the model residuals showed that the residuals were not 

distributed normally with p-value is 0.028, the independency test of 

residuals showed that the residuals are independent since DW statistics 

is 1.93931 which is close to 2, residuals were with constant variance as 

illustrated in Figure 16, and finally no multicollinearity exists as VIF 

values in regression model were below 5. Thus, the model adequacy 

conditions are not met, and the model does not represent a good fit for 

the data. 
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Figure 16: Residuals versus fits for the first degree polynomial of ability 

First degree polynomial modification 

The four most significant predictors were security, adaptation, 

assortment and regulations. Keeping only these factors as predictors 

of ability and use them in a multiple regression model to see their 

relative contribution in the model yield the following equation: 
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…………..(23) 

The value of the R
2
 of this model was 23.21%,  R

2
 adjusted was 

22.34%, This mean that these four factors contribute about 95.3% to 

the model significance. 

The p-value of residuals was 0.052, indicating normal distribution of 

residuals. The Durbin Watson statistics was 1.93, VIF values were 

less than 5. So all conditions were met for model adequacy.  

Similar to integrity and benevolence, stepwise regression was used to 

determine the best model of the significant factor that fit the data 

most. Different models were suggested, the model with the closest 

value of Mallow' CP was the model that used three predictors only; 

regulations, assortment, and security. The regression equation was:  

                                     

         ………..(24) 

The R
2
 of this model is 21.08% and Adjusted R

2
 is 20.04%. Mallow' 

CP = 3.3. 

Although that this model suggested three factors, the researcher 

believes that the previous modified first degree polynomial model that 

used four predictors is the best fit since it included the four significant 

variables and the value or R
2
and Adjusted R

2
 are higher.  
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 Second degree polynomial 

A second degree polynomial model for ability was tested. The 

standardized form for this model is :  

      ∑     
  
     ∑  (    )  

   
   ……………………….(25) 

That is:  

    

                                 

                            

                         

                           

                                      

                                 

                            

                                  

                                 

                                   

                                    

     …………………………………….……...(26) 

Despite of the increase in the values of R
2
 and adjusted R

2
 to be 

26.99% and 22.2% respectively, and that residuals are distributed 

normally with p-value of 0.078, the VIF values are higher than 5 
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which is a sign of multicollinearity. Therefore, this model is not 

accepted as a good fit for the data. 

Table (27) summarizes these results: 

Table 27: Summary of ability regression models 
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equation 

(26) 

The detailed Minitab Results are as shown in appendix 7: 

Based on the above results and discussion, the researcher suggest the 

following models shown in Table (28) as best fit for the data: 

Table 28: Suggested regression models 

 Regression 

Type 

R
2
 R

2
 

Adjuste

d 

P-

value 

of the 

model 

P-

value 

of 

residu

als 

Main 

regressio

n 

between 

Trust 

and 

significa

nt 

factors 

First degree 

polynomial 

(3 predictors 

SPA, CSF, 

PGF) 

28.53% 27.93% 0 0.132 

Integrity 

Model  

First degree 

with 3 

predictors 

(REGU,CO

MT,ICT) 

23.04% 22.06% 

0 

0.194 

Benevole

-nce 

Model  

First degree 

polynomial 

with 3 

predictors 

(SEC,COMT

,REGU) 

20.72% 20.05% 

0 

0.226 

Ability  

Model 

Frist degree 

polynomial 4 

predictors ( 

SEC, ASRT, 

ADAP, 

REGU)  

23.21% 22.34% 

0 

0.052 
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4.6 Statistical Differences Based on Demographic Factors 

In this study five demographic factors are considered. These include 

gender, age, educational level, shopping experience and ownership or 

accessibility to credit card account. Based on the previous normality 

check results and since the data was not normally distributed, non-

parametric tests were used. Kruskal-Wallis Test in particular was used 

for comparing participants' trust in e-commerce according to age, 

educational level, and shopping experience because these three 

characteristics have more than two categories; age and educational 

level have five categories each, whereas shopping experience has four 

categories. On the other hand, The Mann-Whitney test was used for 

comparing participants' trust in e-commerce according to gender and 

accessibility to credit card since these characteristics have only two 

unrelated categories , gender is either male or female and accessibility 

to credit card is either yes or no.  

4.6.3 Statistical difference according to Gender 

In order to test for the availability of statistical differences in trust 

level in e-commerce between males and females, the following null 

and alternative hypothesis were formulated: 

H0: There is no statistical difference between males and females in 

trusting e- commerce in Palestine. 
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H1: there is a statistical difference between males and females in 

trusting e-commerce in Palestine. 

The results of the Mann-Whitney test are shown next in Table (29): 

Table 29: Mann-Whitney test results according to gender 

 N Median 

Males  208 3.7778 

Females 150 3.4444 

This test is significant at 0.0005 , Level of significance 

α=0.05 
 

Examining the level of significance (0.0005< 0.05) led to rejecting the 

null hypothesis; in other words, there is a statistical difference 

between males and females in trusting e-commerce in Palestine.  By 

looking at the Median column, it is realized that the median trust 

scores were higher for males compared to females trust scores.  

4.6.2 Statistical difference according to Age 

Kruskal-Wallis test was conducting for testing the following null 

hypothesis: 

H0: the medians of all age categories are equal. 

H1: The medians of all age categories are not equal. 

The output of the Kruskal-Wallis test include (Minitab support): 

 The number of items in each group N 
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 The median of each group 

 Avg Rank which is the average rank of the ranks for all 

observations within each sample. When a group's average rank 

is higher than the overall average rank, the observation values 

in that group tend to be higher than those of the other groups. 

 The z-value which indicates how the average rank for each 

group compares to the average rank of all observations. A 

negative z-value indicates that a group's average rank is less 

than the overall average rank, whereas a positive z-value 

indicates that a group's average rank is greater than the overall. 

The higher the absolute value, the further a group's average 

rank is from the overall average rank. 

 A p-value  

At a significance level of 5% the following results shown in Table 

(30) were obtained: 

Table 30: Kruskal-Wallis test according to age 

Age 

(Years) N Median Ave Rank Z value 

18-23 
107 3.667 184.9 0.65 

24-30 
113 3.667 174.4 -0.63 

31-40 
97 3.722 173.9 -0.63 

41-50 
30 4.000 204.4 1.73 

>50 
11 3.444 161.0 -0.60 
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This test is insignificant at p value of 0.567 , Level of 

significance α=0.05 

 

The p-value of this test was 0.567 which is higher than 5%, thus no 

enough evidence is available to reject the null hypothesis that all 

medians are equal. 

4.6.3 Statistical difference according to educational level 

Kruskal-Wallis test was conducting for testing the following null 

hypothesis: 

H0: the medians of all educational level categories are equal. 

H1: The medians of all educational level categories are not equal. 

At a significance level of 5% the following results shown in Table 

(31) were obtained: 

 Table 31: Kruskal-Wallis test according to educational level 

Educational 

level N Median Ave Rank Z value 

Less than high 

school 

4 4.000 247.6 1.32 

High school 12 3.778 209.4 1.02 

Diploma 49 3.889 201.9 1.63 

Bachelor 193 3.667 169.2 -2.04 

Higher 100 3.778 182.1 0.30 
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education 

This test is insignificant at p value of 0.134 , Level of significance 

α=0.05 

 

The p-value of this test was 0.134 which is higher than 5%, thus no 

enough evidence is available to reject the null hypothesis that all 

medians are equal.  

4.6.4 Statistical difference according to shopping experience  

Kruskal-Wallis test was conducting for testing the following null 

hypothesis: 

H0: the medians of all shopping experience categories are equal. 

H1: The medians of all shopping experience categories are not equal. 

At a significance level of 5% the following results were shown in 

Table (32) were obtained: 

Table 32: Kruskal-Wallis test according to shopping experience 

Shopping 

experience  N Median Ave Rank Z value 

Less than a 

year 128 3.667 169.8 -1.32 

1-2 years 
121 3.778 191.4 1.56 

3-5 years 
65 3.667 168.2 -0.98 

>5 years 
44 3.889 191.7 0.84 

This test is insignificant at p value of 0.248, Level of significance 
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α=0.05 

 

The p-value of this test was 0.248 which is higher than 5%, thus no 

enough evidence is available to reject the null hypothesis that all 

medians are equal.  

4.6.5 Statistical difference according to accessibility to electronic 

payment cards 

In order to test for the statistical differences in trust level in e-

commerce between buyers who own or have access to credit card and 

those buyers who don't have, the following null and alternative 

hypothesis were formulated: 

H0: There is no statistical difference between buyers' who have access 

to electronic payment cards and buyers who don‟t have in trusting e- 

commerce in Palestine. 

H1: there is a statistical difference between buyers' who have access to 

electronic payment cards and buyers who don‟t have in trusting e-

commerce in Palestine. 

The results of the Mann-Whitney test are shown next in Table (33): 

 

Table 33: Mann-Whitney test according to having access to 

electronic payment cards 
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 N Median 

Have access 271 3.7778 

Don‟t have 

access 

87 3.4444 

This test is significant at 0.0095, Level of significance 

α=0.05 

 

Examining the level of significance (0.0095< 0.05) led to rejecting the 

null hypothesis; in other words, there is a statistical difference 

between buyers who have access to credit cards and buyers who don‟t 

have access to credit cards in trusting e-commerce in Palestine.  By 

looking at the Median column, it is realized that the median trust 

scores were higher for buyers who have access to credit cards 

compared to buyers who don‟t have access to credit cards trust scores.  

The results of the demographic factors comparisons indicated that 

there were no significant statistical differences between the 

respondents regarding age, educational level, and experience. On the 

other hand, there were significant statistical differences between the 

respondents based on gender and accessibility to electronic payment 

methods. Results showed that males tend to trust in e-commerce more 

than females; and those who had access to electronic payment 

methods tend to trust e-commerce more than those who did not.   
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Chapter Five 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
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5.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the summarized results of the research and 

derives conclusions. Besides that it aims to suggest some 

recommendations regarding enhancing customer trust in e-commerce 

in Palestine.  

5.2 Conclusions 

Due to the massive spread of the internet which has affected product 

availability to customers throughout the world, hence converting it 

into a one big store where any one can buy anything anywhere any 

time, studying and analyzing the factors affecting buyers' trust in e-

commerce was necessary. The reason behind undertaking this 

research in the first place was to meet two main objectives: 

1. Identifying the factors influencing buyers' trust in e-commerce 

in Palestine among the factors introduced in the proposed 

research model. 

2. Identifying the relative influence of each factor. 

In order to achieve these objectives, the current research followed the 

quantitative approach in which a questionnaire was used to gather the 

required data for analysis. The data was analyzed using Minitab 

software package. This study examined five main hypotheses which 

related the five independent constructs with the main dependent 

construct. Each of these hypotheses was divided into sub hypotheses 
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that related the sub factors of the independent constructs with the sub 

factors of trust. The findings have answered the two research 

questions and achieved its objectives. The results showed that four out 

of five main independent constructs had a significant influence on 

buyer' trust in e-commerce in Palestine. These were website design 

attitudes, security and privacy attitudes, customer satisfaction 

fulfillment and perception of governmental factors. The relative 

significance of each of these variables was examined by building a 

regression model for the data, different attempts were undertaken to 

build the model that fitted the data most as seen forehead, the best 

model suggested that security and privacy attitudes, customer 

satisfaction fulfillment and perception of governmental factors have 

higher impact than that of the website design attitudes which was 

eliminated from the model.  Therefore, the three main significant 

factors on buyers' trust in e-commerce in Palestine include security 

and privacy attitudes, customer satisfaction fulfillment and perception 

of governmental factors, these factors explain about 28% of the 

variability in trusting e-commerce in Palestine. The highest impact 

was for the perception of governmental factors, followed by the 

customer satisfaction fulfillment and finally security and privacy 

attitudes. 

Similarly, in order to assess the relative significance of the sub factors 

on the dependent sub factors of trust three regression models were 
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built; the first for integrity, the second for benevolence and the third 

for ability. The most influencing factors on integrity were 

commitment, ICT infrastructure, and regulations, these factors explain 

about 23% of the variability in the integrity of the e-vendor. Similarly, 

four variables were the most significant on the benevolence of the e-

vendor these were regulations, commitment, and security, these 

factors explain 21% of the variability in the benevolence of the e-

vendor. And finally, four predictors were the most significant factors 

on the ability of the e-vendor, these were regulations, adaptation, 

assortment, and security, these factors explain 23% of the variability 

in the ability of the e-vendor. In the three regression models of the sub 

factors, regulations was the only common variable in the three 

models, this implies that the buyers in Palestine consider it as a 

dominant factor affecting their trust level in the integrity, benevolence 

and abilities of the e-vendor. Therefore, in order to engender trust in 

e-commerce for the new customers, and reinforce the trust of the 

current customers the government is responsible for the drafting of 

laws and legislations that guarantee the rights of all parties which 

increases the bonds of trust. 

The findings of the present study revealed that most buyers aged 18-

30 years, most of them were graduates or postgraduate degree holders 

with relatively short shopping experience for the majority of them.   In 

additions, about one fourth the surveyed respondents were used to 
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shop online and pay directly when their purchases were delivered 

instead of using electronic payment cards.    

Statistical difference based on the demographic factors showed that 

there was statistical significance regarding gender and accessibility to 

electronic payment methods only; whereas no statistical significant 

differences existed based on age, educational level, and shopping 

experience. Males tend to trust e-commerce more than females, and 

respondents with accessibility to electronic payment methods tend to 

trust e-commerce more. 

 

5.3 Recommendations: 

The current study analyzed the factors affecting customers' trust in e-

commerce in Palestine, e-commerce is still in its infancy in Palestine 

with limited impact on the Palestinian economy. It is expected that it 

will to evolve in the future in conjunction with technological advances 

in the information technology sector. The researcher came out with 

some recommendations for enhancing trust in e-commerce in 

Palestine. These recommendations are classified into two categories: 

 Recommendations for the government and authorities 

 Recommendations for business owners who plan to use e-

commerce.  

1. Recommendation for  the government and authorities 
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The government and the official authorities should consider several 

actions and functions necessary for the success of e-commerce in 

Palestine these include: 

 Dissemination of awareness about e-commerce concept 

and operations   

The findings of this study revealed that reliability fulfillment was not 

a significant factor influencing trust in e-commerce in Palestine. The 

reason behind this could be the lack of awareness among customers of 

the concept of e-commerce, the importance of the reliability of an e-

vendor, absence of full understanding of the possible risks, and 

security procedures that should be considered when dealing with local 

or international e-vendors. All of these would expose the customers to 

different types of substantial risks that could have been avoided if the 

customers were aware of and knew in advance the pros and cons of e 

commerce. Other results of this study indicated that most respondents 

have relatively short shopping experiences and that most of them were 

young, therefore in order to overcome cultural barriers that imped 

technology and e-commerce usage among the older people setting up 

a strategy to develop the use of e-commerce in the Palestinian 

community by dissemination of awareness campaigns and the 

elimination of illiteracy in information technology field among society 

members are important.    
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 Drafting and issuing relevant regulations and legislations 

regarding online environment 

Governmental factors have the dominant influence on trusting e-

commerce in Palestine. Regulations has the major influence on 

trusting the integrity, benevolence and ability of the e-vendors. The 

era of electronic communication and information technology requires 

the provision of legal and legislative environment suitable for e-

commerce by issuing the relevant regulations and legislations in 

Palestine that meet all aspects of e-commerce. Until now, the 

applicable law in electronic transactions is the traditional trade law of 

1966, which is not an appropriate law in the electronic environment. 

Although the activation of the electronic transactions law submitted to 

the Legislative Council is necessary, the most important is to ensure 

that this legislation covers the various types of transactions used in the 

electronic environment. In this context, we believe that the Palestinian 

legal legislator should work to issue laws related to e-commerce, e-

signature and e-payment system so that the legislative system related 

to e-transactions is comprehensive. This makes it easier for 

contractors to conclude their contracts away from the formalities 

required by the laws in force in general, in addition, it contributes to 

enhancing the role of e-commerce in Palestine in particular as an 

alternative to traditional trade.   
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Besides that, the presence of specialized judges in electronic 

transactions will help to enhance the role of arbitration as a means of 

resolving disputes arising from online contracting in case that the 

electronic contract contains a condition that provides for the referral 

of the dispute that may arise to arbitration, which means recognition 

of the electronic arbitration agreement as an electronic editor In 

accordance with the provisions of the new electronic transactions law 

and ensures that such disputes are referred to arbitration, which will 

contribute to filling the shortfall in the 2000 Arbitration Act which 

recognizes only the written arbitration agreement, and does not 

recognize the importance of the electronic arbitration agreement. 

Furthermore, the continuous monitoring and improvements of these 

legislations are also needed since technological progress is 

continuously evolving in a higher rate than that of policy and 

legislations.  By adopting the relevant legislations, the rights of all 

parties involved in the online processes and transactions are protected, 

which leads to a reduction of scams and fraud, and enhance trust in 

the buying and selling online.  

 

 Developing the ICT infrastructure to meet the increasing 

demands 
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Developing the ICT infrastructure in Palestine should be in line with 

the increasing demands in internet usage in general, and in e-

commerce transactions in particular. As discussed previously, the 

current capacity of the Palestinian postal services is limited. This 

requires relentless work to increase the capacity of the postal services, 

in addition, working on increasing the speed in delivering customers' 

purchases, which reflects positively on trusting e-commerce. On the 

other hand, although that about half of the Palestinian households 

have internet access as the statistics showed, more effort should be 

exerted toward enhancing internet connection quality and services, 

reducing the subscription prices of the Internet thus it reaches a larger 

segment of the society which will offer them the chance to try e-

commerce. 

 Developing supportive services 

E-commerce operations require many financial and administrative 

services, shipping, transportation, enough mail boxes and the presence 

of electronic banking that facilitates electronic payments. The costs of 

transportation and shipping companies in Palestine are high, thereby 

hindering e-commerce. Although that electronic payment services are 

available in Palestinian banks, the issuing fees and the monthly cost 

are relatively high and most of them require a current account in the 

bank, therefore, many customers don‟t use these cards and pay 

directly when they receive their purchases.  
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The development of these service would positively affect e-

commerce, in addition increasing security and safety procedure 

related to electronic payment cards would enhance customers' trust 

towards using them. The provision of sufficient mail boxes is also 

necessary to meet the customers' needs.  

 

2. Recommendations for business owners who plan to use e-

commerce 

For business owners or individuals who want to explore e-commerce 

gore and use it as a platform for their work in order to reach a larger 

segment of people and gain their trust and loyalty, several points 

should be taken into consideration when designing the website, these 

include: 

 Investment in the website design is vital 

The first trust model suggested by this study used website design 

attitudes as a predictor for trust in e-commerce, but then the effect of 

website design attitudes was eliminated by other factors. This reflect 

that although the website design attitudes was not among the 

determining factors of trust, it was a strong candidate to be.  Website 

design investment serves as a cue for the business as a whole. 

Customers usually make their judgements on the e-vendor 

trustworthiness based on the first impression they got from the 
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website design. Investing in building a professional, reliable, 

enjoyable, and secure website is elementary for attracting web 

browsers and make them regular customers. When customers navigate 

easily in a pleasant website without facing major problems this shall 

generate a positive attitude toward the e-vendor, hence, enhance 

customers' trust. Another important aspect that should not be 

overlooked is the content of the website, the information should be 

rich and comprehensive about the products and the e-vendors policies 

and procedures in accomplishing the deal, when customers have full 

information about their enquiries, this will encourage them to 

complete the transaction. Therefore, in order to be assessed as 

trustworthy online vendors and businesses should work hard on 

improving their website appearance and functionality. 

 Applying necessary security and privacy measures 

Based on the findings of this study security and privacy attitudes are 

predictors for trust in e-commerce. Using e-commerce is like 

exploring into the unknown especially to the unexperienced 

customers. The availability of persuasive security and privacy 

measures in the website helps in breaking the ice and convince the 

customer to conduct the transaction. The businesses need to enrich the 

site with evidences on the use of safety measures that guarantee 

transactions' safety. First time customers are more interested in these 

measure and tools than their experienced counterparts, and since that 
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e-commerce is relatively new in Palestine most people don‟t have 

long experience in online transactions therefore the website's 

containment on good security features and privacy policy shall 

enhance the customers trust behavior. Some of the security features 

include warranty messages, third party security seals, security tools 

regarding electronic payment methods, authorizations by providing 

access right to the employees in the website on a need to know basis, 

as well as encrypting the sensitive data, and authentication tools like 

identity certificate to make sure that the users are those who claim 

they are. On the other hand, for privacy features third privacy seals are 

recommended, the containment on readable and easy to understand 

privacy statement, and third party trustmarks: links to other trusted 

sites which helps assurance and enhancing trust in e-vendor because if 

the linked site is a trusted good site, them this site is a trusted one as 

well.  

 Intensify efforts on customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction fulfillment is a predictor for trust in e-

commerce. Therefore, it is worthwhile for the current and emerging e-

businesses to intensify and focus their efforts on satisfying their 

customers, especially that in the cyberspace nothing is easier than 

leaving a page of an e-vendor to another one.  Satisfying customers 

encompasses different aspects, some of these were considered in the 

current study and proved their significance including customization 
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the products according to customer' needs, being committed to solve 

and possible problems customers may face while using the website, 

establishing a network or a virtual community for the customers of the 

website to share experiences, and assortment of products. Other 

aspects like transaction ease, service quality, products' brands, and 

competitive prices should also be considered in order to reach the 

ultimate goal of satisfying the customers. Through building an 

effective customer relationship management, a satisfied customer, 

who finds everything he needs, who is a member is a community he 

trusts, and who is dealing with an e-vendor who cares for him would 

eventually trust the e-vendor and be loyal to him.  

 Offering distinguishable products and services compared to 

offline commerce  

In order to convince the customers to buy online, the products should 

speak for themselves. If the products provided by the e-vendor are 

similar to those available in traditional offline commerce, customers 

would buy it from the traditional commerce vendors, thus avoiding 

any risks and saving time instead of waiting for delivery. Therefore, 

for those who wish to start their online business and those who 

already started, the quality and the specialty of the presented products 

are necessary. Products could be distinguished from others based on 

price, quality, brand, customized features, and after sale services. 
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5.4 Contribution of the study 

While reading the available literature related to factors affecting 

customers' trust in e-commerce, it was noted that the number of 

studies in the Arab world was limited, and none of these studied the 

Palestinian context. Therefore, the current research is the first to 

analyze and determine the factors affecting customers' trust in 

Palestine and the relative significance of each factor. In this study, the 

concept of trust was studied in two approaches, first, factors 

influencing trust as a construct were determined, and second, factors 

affecting each of the three components of trust (integrity, 

benevolence, ability) were also determined. In the available literature, 

few studies focused on determining the factors affecting each 

component of trust, hence, this part of the research is significant. 

The findings of this study are important for both practitioners' and 

researchers. For practitioners it can help them identify the factors that 

influence customers' trust in Palestine and focus on these in 

establishing their business website.  On the other hand, for researchers 

it forms a first step on the way of building a comprehensive model of 

factors affecting customers' trust in Palestine. They can benefit from 

the current study' findings and build on it to include other factors that 

are not included.   
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5.5 Limitations 

Any study has limitations, likewise the current study had its 

limitations. First, It is impossible to include all potential factors, but 

the aim was to cover the most important and relevant determining 

factors of trust due to the specialty of the Palestinian context because 

of the restrictions imposed by the Israeli authorities on Palestinian 

telecommunication sector. Second, lack of recent official statistics 

related to some elements of the study such as the number of internet 

users for shopping purposes in each of the Palestinian provinces, and 

absence of e-transactions laws. 
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Appendices 

Appendix (1)  English  Questionnaire:  

 

 

Dear Participant: 

 

I am a postgraduate student at An-Najah National University. I am 

conducting a study about "The Factors Influencing Buyers' Trust in 

Electronic Commerce in Palestine". Five factors are to be studied 

including: website design attitudes; reliability fulfillment; privacy and 

security attitudes; customer satisfaction fulfillment and perception of 

governmental policies.  

This questionnaire is designed to collect the required data for this research.  

 The tremendous development in the field of communication technology has 

led to the rapid spread of electronic commerce over the last two decades. An 

online store can be defined as a platform for selling and buying 

products, services or information over the Internet. 

We believe that you are the best source for providing us with the necessary 

information to carry out this study by thankfully filling out this questionnaire 

which does not take more than 10 minutes. As a participant in the study you 

have the right to refuse to participate, refuse to answer any specific question, 

obtain the results of the study after implementation and ensure independence 

and confidentiality. 

This study is supervised by : Dr. Yahya Saleh from An-Najah National 

University. 

Please read the questions and put X at the option you see fit. If you have any 

comments or suggestions, feel free to type it. 

Thank you for your time and support. 

The Researcher 

Rania Abdullah 

Master of Engineering Management 
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Part 1: Personal Information 

 

Part 2: Study Variables 

1.  Gender   Male  Female 

2.  Age 18-23 

 

 31-40 

 

 24-30 

 

 41-50  

   >50 

 

 

    

3.  Educational level   High School 

 

 Bachelor    

     Degree 

 

 Diploma 

 

 ostgraduate 

     Degree  

4.  Do you own an internet 

shopping card? 

 

  Yes  No 

5.  Have you ever experienced 

online shopping? 

 

  Yes  No 

6.  For how long have you been 

shopping online? 

 less than a year 

 

 3-5 years 

 1-2 years 

 

 more than               

     5 years 

Construct Strongl

y Agree 

5 

Agree 

 

4 

Neutral 

 

3 

Disagre

e 

 

2 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

1 

1. Website Design Attitudes  

I think that the website content should:       

Be useful  for getting information about 

the products 

     

Help in decision making       

Contain information about the company       

Update Products' information regularly       

In my opinion, the website should      

Provide effective search capabilities       

Be easy to get around and find what I 

want 

     

Provide a contact address      
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Allow to compare with other products 

you choose 

     

Use multimedia elements (audio, video, 

animation) properly 

     

Has a professional appearance      

Use legible colors and texts      

Provide a site map      

Provide "add to cart" option      

Has Pictures of good quality and proper 

size (display from different angles) 

     

Few clicks to get to end product from home 

page  

     

Complete a transaction should be quick and 

easy  

     

A first time buyer can make a purchase 

without much help 

     

2. Reliability Fulfillment  

The delivered product should:      

Be represented accurately in the  

website 

     

Be delivered by the time promised 

by the website 

     

In my opinion, it is important that      

Returning items is relatively 

straightforward  

     

The website has reasonable 

shipping and handling costs  

     

Shipping and handling costs are 

known upfront 

     

Cancellation Policy of orders  is 

relatively straightforward 

     

Error free transactions at the website is 

necessary 

     

3. Privacy/Security Fulfillment   
The website has adequate security features       

I feel secure about electronic payment 

system of the website 

     

The website usually ensures that 

transactional information is 'virus free 

approved' 

     

There were seals form companies 

stating that my information on this site 
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is secured (e.g verisign) 

The general privacy policy should      

Be easy to find on the site       

Has an easy to understand text      

The website explain      

What personal information is 

going to be collected 

     

Why personal information is 

going to be collected 

     

How the collected data is going to 

be used 

     

4. Customer Satisfaction 

Fulfillment  

 

I believe that the e-commerce websites 

take good care of its customers 
     

My positive experiment with  e-

commerce websites enhances my 

relationship with it 

     

Gives me attention      

I am interested in other customers 

opinions 
     

I am interested in other customers  

experiences about their product 

purchases and use at the website  

     

I am not interested in other customers  

experiences   and I depend on my own 

judgment  

     

I visit  chat rooms available in e-

commerce websites 
     

In my opinion, it is important that      

Respond to the customer's 

individual needs and desires 
     

Be willing to provide customized 

services to its customers  
     

Send advertisements and 

promotions that are designed to fit 

in my situation 

     

I prefer to deal with websites      

with broad variety of products       

with unexpected items you may 

find  (seldom items) 
     

that have products I can't easily find 

in traditional stores   
     

The website does satisfy majority 

of my online shopping needs   
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5. Perception of Governmental 

Factors 

 

Access to network services or 

infrastructure to support Web and 

Internet Technologies is satisfactory  

     

The telecommunication infrastructure 

is reliable and efficient to support e-

commerce and e-business  

     

We feel that there is efficient and 

affordable support from the local IT 

industry to support our move on the 

Internet  

     

Secure electronic transaction (SET) 

services are easily available and 

affordable  

     

There are effective laws to combat 

cyber crime 

     

The legal environment is conducive to 

conduct business on the Internet  

     

There are effective laws to protect 

consumer privacy   

     

There is no lack of developed legal and 

regulatory systems  

     

6.Customer Trust in e-retailers      

I think      

That the website usually fulfils the 

commitments it assumes   

     

That the information offered by the site 

is sincere and honest   

     

I can have confidence in the promises 

that the website makes   

     

That the advice and recommendations 

given on website are made in search of 

mutual benefit  

     

That the website is concerned with the 

present and future interests of its users  

     

That the website would not do 

anything intentional that would 

prejudice the user  

     

That the website has the necessary 

abilities to carry out its work  

     

That the website has sufficient 

experience in the marketing of the 

products and  services that it offers 

     

That the website has the necessary 

resources to successfully carry out its 

activities  
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Appendix (2) :The Arabic version of the questionnaire  

 

 

 

 اٌّشزشن اٌىش٠ُ/ح:

اىع٘اٍو اىَإثشة فٜ ثقت اىَشخشِٝ فٜ اىخجاسة رغؼٝ اٌجبزثخ فٟ ٘زٖ االعزجبٔخ اٌٝ رسذ٠ذ 

رزؼّٓ ٘زٖ اٌذساعخ خّغخ ػٛاًِ سئ١غخ ِفزشػخ رؤثش ػٍٝ ثمخ االىنخشّٗٞت فٜ فيسطِٞ. 

 اٌّشزش٠ٓ ٟٚ٘: رظ١ُّ اٌّٛلغ )اٌّزدش( االٌىزشٟٚٔ، اٌّٛثٛل١خ فٟ اٌّٛلغ، اٌخظٛط١خ

 ٚاألِبْ، رسم١ك سػب اٌضثبئٓ ٚدسخخ االدسان ٌٍغ١بعبد اٌسى١ِٛخ. 

 

أدٜ اٌزطٛس اٌٙبئً فٟ ِدبي رىٌٕٛٛخ١ب االرظبالد اٌٝ أزشبس اٌزدبسح االٌىزش١ٔٚخ خالي 

َٗٝنِ حعشٝف اىَخجش االىنخشّٜٗ بأّٔ ٍْصت ىبٞع ٗششاء اٌؼمذ٠ٓ االخش٠ٓ ثشىً ِزغبسع. 

  ث عبش شبنت االّخشّج.اىَْخجاث اٗ اىخذٍاث اٗ اىَعيٍ٘ا

ٚٔسٓ ٔؼزمذ أىُ افؼً ِٓ ٠ضٚدٔب ثبٌّؼٍِٛبد اٌالصِخ ٌزٕف١ز ٘زٖ اٌذساعخ ِٓ خالي رىشِىُ 

دلبئك.  وّشزشو١ٓ فٟ اٌذساعخ ٌذ٠ىُ اٌسك  10ثزؼجئخ ٘زٖ االعزجبٔخ اٌزٟ ال رغزغشق اوثش ِٓ 

ٌذساعخ ثؼذ فٟ سفغ االشزشان، سفغ اإلخبثخ ػٓ أٞ عؤاي ِسذد، اٌسظٛي ػٍٝ ٔزبئح ا

 رٕف١ز٘ب ٚػّبْ االعزمال١ٌخ ٚاٌغش٠خ.

 ِٓ خبِؼخ إٌدبذ  اٌٛؽ١ٕخ.٘زٖ اٌذساعخ رسذ اششاف د. ٠س١ٝ طبٌر 

رشٚٔٗ ِٕبعجب. ارا وبْ ٌذ٠ىُ أٞ ػٕذ اٌخ١بس اٌزٞ   Xاسخٛ ِٓ زؼشرىُ لشاءح األعئٍخ ٚٚػغ

 رؼ١ٍك اٚ الزشاذ، رفؼٍٛا ثىزبثزٗ.

 شنشا ى٘قخنٌ ٗدعَنٌ

 اٌجبزثخ

 ػجذ هللاسا١ٔخ 

 ثشٔبِح ِبخغز١ش اإلداسح إٌٙذع١خ
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 اىقسٌ االٗه: ٍعيٍ٘اث شخصٞت

 أثٝ  روش  اٌدٕظ  .1

  18-23  24-30 اٌؼّش  .2

 31-40  41-50   

  ِٓ 50اوثش  

 دثٍَٛ ِزٛعؾ  ثب٠ٛٔخ ػبِخ  اٌّغزٜٛ اٌزؼ١ٍّٟ  .3

 ثىبٌٛس٠ٛط  دساعبد ػ١ٍب 

 غ١ش رٌه  

اٚ ثطبلخ رغٛق  ً٘ رّزٍه زغبة  .4

 اٌىزشٟٚٔ؟

  ُٔؼ  ال 

 

 

 ال  ٔؼُ  ً٘ لّذ ثزدشثخ اٌزغٛق االٌىزشٟٚٔ؟  .5

 

 عٕخ 2-1ِٕز    ِٕز الً ِٓ عٕخ  ِٕز ِزٝ رّبسط اٌزغٛق االٌىزشٟٚٔ؟  .6

  عٕٛاد 5-3ِٕز   ِٓ عٕٛاد 5ِٕز اوثش 

 

 

 اىقسٌ اىثاّٜ: دساست اىع٘اٍو

 ِٓ اٌفمشاد اٌزب١ٌخ ثّب رشاٖ ِٕبعجبٌىً   ٠Xشخٝ ِٕه االخبثخ ثؼالِخ 

 
اٗافق 

 بشذة

ال أٗافق  ال اٗافق ٍذاٝذ اٗافق

 بشذة

 حصٌَٞ اىَ٘قع االىنخشّٜٗ .1
 

 اعخقذ اُ ٍذخ٘ٙ اىَخجش االىنخشّٜٗ ٝجب اُ

      ٠ىْٛ غ١ٕب ثبٌّؼٍِٛبد ػٓ إٌّزدبد ٚاٌغٍغ اٌّمذِخ ف١ٗ

      ٠غبػذ فٟ ارخبر اٌمشاس اٌّزؼٍك ثؼ١ٍّخ اٌششاء

      ٠شزًّ ػٍٝ ِؼٍِٛبد ػٓ اٌششوخ اٌّبٌىخ ٌٍّٛلغ اٌزدبسٞ

 ٠مَٛ ثزسذ٠ث ِؼٍِٛبد إٌّزدبد ٚاٌغٍغ ثشىً ِٕزظُ

 

     

 بشأٜٝ أّ ٍِ اىٌَٖ فٜ اىَخجش االىنخشّٜٗ اُ 

      ٠سزٛٞ ػٍٝ ِسشن ثسث فؼبي

      ٠ىْٛ عًٙ اٌزٕمً ٠ّٚىٕٕٟ ِٓ إ٠دبد ِب اثسث ػٕٗ

      ٚ ؽش٠مخ ٌٍزٛاطً ِغ اٌمبئ١ّٓ ػ٠ٗ١ٍسزٛٞ ػٍٝ ػٕٛاْ ا

      ٠غّر ثبٌّمبسٔخ ث١ٓ اٌجؼبئغ اٌزٟ اخزبس٘ب

     طٛس ِزسشوخ( -ف١ذ٠ٛ-٠غزخذَ رؼذد اٌٛعبئؾ )طٛد
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اٗافق 

 بشذة

ال أٗافق  ال اٗافق ٍذاٝذ اٗافق

 بشذة

 ثطش٠مخ ِالئّخ

      ٠ىْٛ رٚ ِظٙش اززشافٟ 

      ٠غزخذَ ٔظٛطب ٚاػسخ

      ٠غزخذَ اٌٛأب ِالئّخ ٌٍٕظٛص 

      لغ رغًٙ اٌزٕمً ف٠ٗ١سزٛٞ ػٍٝ خش٠طخ ٌٍّٛ

       Add to Basket"٠سزٛٞ ػٍٝ ١ِضح "إػبفخ اٌٝ اٌغٍخ

٠شزًّ ػٍٝ طٛس ثدٛدح ٚزدُ ِٕبعت ِغ إِىب١ٔخ ػشع 

 اٌظٛس ِٓ صٚا٠ب ِخزٍفخ

     

ِٓ اٌُّٙ اْ رىْٛ ػ١ٍّخ اٌٛطٛي ِٓ اٌظفسخ اٌشئ١غ١خ ٌٍّزدش 

 حاٌٝ إٌّزح اٌّطٍٛة ثؤلً ػذد ِٓ إٌمشاد ػٍٝ اٌفؤس

     

اػزمذ اْ رٕف١ز اٌؼ١ٍّخ )اٌسشوخ( اٌّطٍٛثخ ٠دت اْ ٠ىْٛ عش٠ؼب 

 ٚعٙال 

     

ػٕذ اٌششاء ِٓ ِزدش اٌىزشٟٚٔ ألٚي ِشح افؼً اْ ٠ىْٛ رٌه 

 ثئلً ِغبػذح ِّىٕخ

     

 ٍ٘ث٘قٞت اىَخجش االىنخشّٜٗ

ِٓ اٌؼشٚسٞ خٍٛ اٌسشوبد ٚاٌؼ١ٍّبد اٌزٟ أفز٘ب فٟ اٌّزدش 

 خطبء اٌزم١ٕخاالٌىزشٟٚٔ ِٓ األ

 

     

 اعخقذ اُ اىَْخج اىزٛ حٌ ششاؤٓ ٗاسخالٍٔ ٍِ اىَخجش االىنخشّٜٗ ٝجب اُ 
 

٠ىْٛ ِطبثمب ثذلخ ٌٍّٕزح اٌّؼشٚع فٟ اٌّزدش 

 االٌىزشٟٚٔ

     

 ٠زُ اعزالِٗ فٟ اٌّٛػذ اٌّزفك ػ١ٍٗ

 

     

 باعخقادٛ أّ ٍِ اىٌَٖ اُ حنُ٘
 

      ع١بعخ اسخبع إٌّزح عٍٙخ ٔغج١ب

      رىٍفخ إٌمً ٚاٌزٛط١ً ِٕبعجخ

      رىٍفخ إٌمً ٚاٌزٛط١ً ِسذدح ِغجمب

 ع١بعخ اٌغبء اٌطٍجبد عٍٙخ ٔغج١ب

 

     

      خٍٛ اٌسشوبد إٌّفزح فٟ اٌّٛلغ ِٓ االخطبء

 األٍاُ ٗاىخص٘صٞت 
 

      ِٓ اٌُّٙ اززٛاء اٌّٛلغ ػٍٝ ع١بعبد ٌالِبْ

ّخ اٌذفغ االٌىزش١ٔٚخ فٟ اٌّزبخش اشؼش ثبألِبْ ػٕذ اعزخذاَ أٔظ

 االٌىزش١ٔٚخ

     

اشؼش ثبألِبْ ػٕذ اززٛاء اٌّزدش االٌىزشٟٚٔ ػٍٝ رؤو١ذ اْ 

 اٌّؼبِالد ِٓ خالٌٗ خب١ٌخ ِٓ اٌف١شٚعبد 

     

اشؼش ثبألِبْ ػٕذ اززٛاء اٌّزدش االٌىزشٟٚٔ ػٍٝ اخزبَ 

 ٌّؤعغبد ػب١ٌّخ رثجذ اْ اٌّؼٍِٛبد فٟ اٌّٛلغ إِخ 

 

     

 عْذٍا اسٝذ قشاءة سٞاست اىخص٘صٞت ىيَخجش االىنخشّٜٗ افضو اُ
 

 أرّىٓ ِٓ ا٠دبد٘ب ثغٌٙٛخ فٟ اٌّزدش االٌىزشٟٚٔ
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اٗافق 

 بشذة

ال أٗافق  ال اٗافق ٍذاٝذ اٗافق

 بشذة

 اْ رىْٛ ِىزٛثخ ثٕض ٚأعٍٛة عًٙ اٌفُٙ 

 

     

 عْذ جَع ٍعيٍ٘اث عِ اىَسخخذً، اعخقذ أّ ٝجب عيٚ اىَخاجش االىنخشّٗٞت اُ ح٘ضخ 

      ع١مَٛ ثدّؼٙبِب١٘خ اٌّؼٍِٛبد اٌزٟ 

      عجت خّغ ٘زٖ اٌّؼٍِٛبد

      ؽش٠مخ رد١ّغ ٘زٖ اٌّؼٍِٛبد

 سضا اىزبائِ
 

      اػزمذ اْ اٌّزبخش االٌىزش١ٔٚخ رٙزُ ثضثبئٕٙب

      ردبسثٟ اإل٠دبث١خ ِغ اٌّزبخش اإلٌىزش١ٔٚخ رؤثش ػٍٝ ػاللزٟ ِؼٙب

      رؼط١ٕٟ اال٘زّبَ

      ٠ٓ فٟ اٌّزبخش االٌىزش١ٔٚخا٘زُ ثآساء اٌّشزش٠ٓ ا٢خش

      ا٘زُ ثمشاءح ردبسة اٌّشزش٠ٓ االخش٠ٓ فٟ اٌّزبخش االٌىزش١ٔٚخ

ال ا٘زُ ثزدبسة اٌّشزش٠ٓ ا٢خش٠ٓ ٚاػزّذ ػٍٝ رم١١ّٟ 

 اٌشخظٟ ٌٍّزدش االٌىزشٟٚٔ

     

      ألَٛ ثض٠بسح غشف اٌذسدشخ فٟ اٌّزبخش االٌىزش١ٔٚخ 

 اىَخاجش االىنخشّٗٞت اُ باعخقادٛ أّ ٍِ اىٌَٖ فٜ 
 

      رغزد١ت الزز١بخبرٟ ٚسغجبرٟ 

      رىْٛ ِغزؼذح ٌزمذ٠ُ ثؼبئغ ٚخذِبد ِخظظخ ٌٟ

 رشعً ٌٟ اإلػالٔبد ٚاٌؼشٚػبد اٌزٟ رٕبعجٕٟ

 

     

 افضو اىخعاٍو ٍع اىَخاجش االىنخشّٗٞت

      راد اٌمبػذح اٌىج١شح ِٓ إٌّزدبد

      راد اٌجؼبئغ إٌبدسح

      اد اٌجؼبئغ اٌزٟ ال أعزط١غ ا٠دبد٘ب فٟ اٌّزبخش اٌزم١ٍذ٠خر

 ٍذٙ ادساك اىع٘اٍو اىذنٍ٘ٞت 
  

اشؼش ثبٌشػٝ ػٓ اٌج١ٕخ اٌزسز١خ ٚخذِبد اٌشجىبد اٌّمذِخ ِٓ 

 اٌسىِٛخ اٌفٍغط١ٕ١خ اٌؼشٚس٠خ ٌزىٌٕٛٛخ١ب االٔزشٔذ 

 

     

 اعخقذ اُ
 

مذِخ ِٓ ِٓ اٌّّىٓ االػزّبد ػٍٝ اٌج١ٕخ اٌزسز١خ اٌّ

اٌسىِٛخ اٌفٍغط١ٕ١خ فٟ ِدبي االرظبالد ٌذػُ اٌزدبسح 

 االٌىزش١ٔٚخ  

     

اٌّزبخش االٌىزش١ٔٚخ اٌفٍغط١ٕ١خ رسظً ػٍٝ دػُ ِٕبعت 

 ِٓ لطبع رىٌٕٛٛخ١ب اٌّؼٍِٛبد فٟ فٍغط١ٓ 

     

اٌّؼبِالد االٌىزش١ٔٚخ االِٕخ ِزٛفشح ثذسخخ وبف١خ فٟ 

 فٍغط١ٓ

     

      ٟ فٍغط١ٓ ٌّىبفسخ اٌدشائُ االٌىزش١ٔٚخ ٕ٘بن لٛا١ٔٓ فؼبٌخ ف
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اٗافق 

 بشذة

ال أٗافق  ال اٗافق ٍذاٝذ اٗافق

 بشذة

اٌج١ئخ اٌمب١ٔٛٔخ فٟ فٍغط١ٓ رغبػذ ػٍٝ اٌم١بَ ثبالػّبي 

 االٌىزش١ٔٚخ ِٓ خالي االٔزشٔذ

     

      ٕ٘بن لٛا١ٔٓ فؼبٌخ ٌسّب٠خ خظٛط١خ اٌّشزش١٠ٓ

اٌغ١بعبد اٌمب١ٔٛٔخ االٌىزش١ٔٚخ اٌّؼّٛي ف١ٙب فٟ فٍغط١ٓ 

 ضشبٍِخ ٚال ٠ٛخذ ف١ٙب ٔم

     

اػزمذ اْ اٌسىِٛخ اٌفٍغط١ٕ١خ رٛفش ِدّٛػخ ِٓ اٌمٛا١ٔٓ 

 اٌزٟ ردؼً أٔظّخ اٌذفغ االٌىزشٟٚٔ إِٓخ ِٚٛثٛلخ

     

 اىثقت فٜ اىَخاجش االىنخشّٗٞت
 

 اعخقذ اُ اىَخاجش االىنخشّٗٞت
 

      رفٟ ثبٌزضاِبرٙب اٌزٟ رسذد٘ب

      رضٚد ثّؼٍِٛبد طبدلخ ِٚخٍظخ

      ٕٟ اْ اثك ثٙب رمطغ ٚػٛدا ٠ّىٕ

      رمذَ إٌظبئر ٚاٌزٛط١بد اٌزٟ رٙذف ٌٍّٕفؼخ اٌّزجبدٌخ

      رٙزُ ثبٌّظبٌر اٌسب١ٌخ ٚاٌّغزمج١ٍخ ٌّغزخذ١ِٙب

      ٌٓ رزؼّذ اٌم١بَ ثؤٞ ػًّ ٠ؼش ثبٌّغزخذ١ِٓ

      ٌذ٠ٙب اٌمذساد اٌىبف١خ ٌٍم١بَ ثؼٍّٙب

اٌخذِبد اٌزٟ ٌذ٠ٙب اٌخجشح اٌىبف١خ فٟ رغ٠ٛك اٌجؼبئغ ٚ

 رمذِٙب

     

ٌذ٠ٙب االدٚاد اٌىبف١خ ٌٍم١بَ ثؤٔشطزٙب ثٕدبذ )رغ٠ٛم١خ، 

 دػبئ١خ، رٛاطً ِغ اٌضثبئٓ....(

     

 

 ارا ماُ ىذٝل اٝت اقخشاداث اٗ حعيٞقاث اخشٛ، ٝشجٚ اضافخٖا ْٕا:

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix (3): Arbitrators 

Name: Specialization  Position 

Dr. Manal Sharabati E-commerce Head of Business 

Manangement & E-

Commerce 

Department at PTUK 

Dr. Ayham Jaaron Manufacturing 

Engineering and 

Operations Management 

Director of the 

Quality Assurance 

Unit of An-Najah 

National University, 

Dr. Mohammed 

Othman 

Industrial Engineering  

 

Head of the Industrial 

Engineering Dep. 

Dr. Mervat Sharabati Entrepreneurship  

Dr. Ghassan Shaheen E-Learning Assistant Professor at 

Ploytechnic 

University- Hebron 

Dr. Ali Zlait   

Dr. Amal Rashid Knowledge 

Management 

 

Dr. Hisham Mallasi   
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Appendix (4): Main Regression model of trust 

1. First degree polynomial between trust and four significant factors 
 
 
General Regression Analysis: TRST versus WSDA, SPA, CSF, PGF  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 2 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.175, *) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

TRST^2  =  -5.35955 + 0.0177498 WSDA + 1.25065 SPA + 1.74788 CSF + 2.2589 

PGF 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term          Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant  -5.35955  2.45852  -2.17999  0.030 

WSDA       0.01775  0.54861   0.03235  0.974  1.37004 

SPA        1.25065  0.56351   2.21940  0.027  1.55431 

CSF        1.74788  0.54043   3.23424  0.001  1.62054 

PGF        2.25890  0.25862   8.73429  0.000  1.08983 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 4.20064      R-Sq = 28.54%        R-Sq(adj) = 27.73% 

PRESS = 6429.34  R-Sq(pred) = 26.23% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression       4  2487.10  2487.10   621.77  35.2373  0.000000 

  WSDA           1   210.44     0.02     0.02   0.0010  0.974208 

  SPA            1   302.46    86.92    86.92   4.9257  0.027095 

  CSF            1   628.07   184.58   184.58  10.4603  0.001335 

  PGF            1  1346.13  1346.13  1346.13  76.2878  0.000000 

Error          353  6228.81  6228.81    17.65 

  Lack-of-Fit  349  6228.81  6228.81    17.85        *         * 

  Pure Error     4     0.00     0.00     0.00 

Total          357  8715.90 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs   TRST^2      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 34   4.9383  14.5115  0.40944   -9.5732  -2.28989  R 

 51  20.7531  10.8598  1.10730    9.8933   2.44154  R  X 

 68   4.4568  13.7601  0.45632   -9.3033  -2.22791  R 

 70   4.9383  13.7605  0.47286   -8.8222  -2.11365  R 

 80  21.2623  12.1105  0.42585    9.1519   2.18997  R 

131  20.7531  12.3645  0.51253    8.3886   2.01202  R 

145  25.0000  13.7803  0.32434   11.2197   2.67894  R 

153  25.0000  14.9868  0.27946   10.0132   2.38903  R 

162  11.1111   6.2660  0.92493    4.8451   1.18244     X 

167   9.0000   6.4915  0.92313    2.5085   0.61214     X 

168   9.0000   9.4718  0.91114   -0.4718  -0.11506     X 

173   6.5309   8.7823  0.88857   -2.2514  -0.54837     X 

182   7.7160  16.1146  0.40354   -8.3985  -2.00864  R 

186  11.1111  10.8728  1.48469    0.2383   0.06064     X 
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215  25.0000  10.7406  0.53213   14.2594   3.42216  R 

243   5.9753  15.0807  0.40164   -9.1054  -2.17760  R 

251  16.0000  23.9753  1.80147   -7.9753  -2.10168  R  X 

255  16.0000   6.9064  0.64113    9.0936   2.19049  R 

267  23.9012  13.3125  0.39479   10.5887   2.53194  R 

268  14.6944  18.7808  1.55404   -4.0864  -1.04709     X 

306  25.0000  13.9008  0.32071   11.0992   2.64999  R 

310  25.0000  14.2582  0.45340   10.7418   2.57222  R 

338  23.9012  15.3439  0.30834    8.5573   2.04265  R 

356  22.8272  13.4729  0.39199    9.3542   2.23662  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs     TRST      Fit 

 34  2.22222  3.80939  R 

 51  4.55556  3.29542  R  X 

 68  2.11111  3.70946  R 

 70  2.22222  3.70952  R 

 80  4.61111  3.48001  R 

131  4.55556  3.51631  R 

145  5.00000  3.71219  R 

153  5.00000  3.87128  R 

162  3.33333  2.50320     X 

167  3.00000  2.54784     X 

168  3.00000  3.07763     X 

173  2.55556  2.96349     X 

182  2.77778  4.01430  R 

186  3.33333  3.29740     X 

215  5.00000  3.27728  R 

243  2.44444  3.88339  R 

251  4.00000  4.89646  R  X 

255  4.00000  2.62799  R 

267  4.88889  3.64863  R 

268  3.83333  4.33369     X 

306  5.00000  3.72838  R 

310  5.00000  3.77600  R 

338  4.88889  3.91714  R 

356  4.77778  3.67055  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.91633 
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2. First degree polynomial between trust and three significant factors 
 

General Regression Analysis: TRST versus SPA, CSF, PGF  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 2 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.175, *) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

TRST^2  =  -5.32301 + 1.25611 SPA + 1.7524 CSF + 2.25845 PGF 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term          Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant  -5.32301  2.18063  -2.44104  0.015 

SPA        1.25611  0.53695   2.33933  0.020  1.41526 

CSF        1.75240  0.52133   3.36138  0.001  1.51231 

PGF        2.25845  0.25790   8.75715  0.000  1.08679 

 

 

Summary of Model 
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S = 4.19471      R-Sq = 28.53%        R-Sq(adj) = 27.93% 

PRESS = 6398.22  R-Sq(pred) = 26.59% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F          P 

Regression       3  2487.08  2487.08   829.03  47.1157  0.0000000 

  SPA            1   490.60    96.29    96.29   5.4725  0.0198740 

  CSF            1   647.12   198.81   198.81  11.2989  0.0008602 

  PGF            1  1349.36  1349.36  1349.36  76.6878  0.0000000 

Error          354  6228.83  6228.83    17.60 

  Lack-of-Fit  344  6144.60  6144.60    17.86   2.1207  0.0920040 

  Pure Error    10    84.23    84.23     8.42 

Total          357  8715.90 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs   TRST^2      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 34   4.9383  14.5064  0.37846   -9.5682  -2.29035  R 

 51  20.7531  10.8552  1.09654    9.8979   2.44462  R  X 

 68   4.4568  13.7557  0.43540   -9.2989  -2.22886  R 

 70   4.9383  13.7618  0.47044   -8.8235  -2.11685  R 

 80  21.2623  12.1108  0.42509    9.1515   2.19297  R 

131  20.7531  12.3723  0.45149    8.3808   2.00962  R 

145  25.0000  13.7835  0.30899   11.2165   2.68125  R 

153  25.0000  14.9872  0.27877   10.0128   2.39230  R 

162  11.1111   6.2679  0.92171    4.8432   1.18352     X 

167   9.0000   6.4969  0.90668    2.5031   0.61118     X 

182   7.7160  16.1135  0.40162   -8.3975  -2.01116  R 

215  25.0000  10.7370  0.52006   14.2630   3.42667  R 

243   5.9753  15.0839  0.38908   -9.1085  -2.18084  R 

251  16.0000  23.9963  1.67906   -7.9963  -2.08019  R  X 

255  16.0000   6.9089  0.63532    9.0911   2.19257  R 

267  23.9012  13.3199  0.32288   10.5814   2.53006  R 

306  25.0000  13.8950  0.26412   11.1050   2.65266  R 

310  25.0000  14.2534  0.42835   10.7466   2.57540  R 

338  23.9012  15.3461  0.30093    8.5552   2.04479  R 

356  22.8272  13.4693  0.37545    9.3578   2.23986  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs     TRST      Fit 

 34  2.22222  3.80873  R 

 51  4.55556  3.29472  R  X 

 68  2.11111  3.70887  R 

 70  2.22222  3.70969  R 

 80  4.61111  3.48006  R 

131  4.55556  3.51742  R 

145  5.00000  3.71261  R 

153  5.00000  3.87133  R 

162  3.33333  2.50358     X 

167  3.00000  2.54890     X 

182  2.77778  4.01416  R 

215  5.00000  3.27674  R 

243  2.44444  3.88379  R 

251  4.00000  4.89860  R  X 

255  4.00000  2.62848  R 

267  4.88889  3.64964  R 

306  5.00000  3.72759  R 

310  5.00000  3.77537  R 

338  4.88889  3.91740  R 

356  4.77778  3.67006  R 
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R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.91604 
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Second degree polynomial 
 
 

Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 2 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.285, *) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

TRST^2  =  7.82524 + 1.6768 WSDA - 9.21968 SPA + 6.64844 CSF - 0.989193 

PGF - 

           0.22081 WSDA*WSDA + 1.23861 SPA*SPA - 0.59845 CSF*CSF + 

0.562208 

           PGF*PGF 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term           Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant    7.82524  13.3128   0.58780  0.557 

WSDA        1.67680   3.8307   0.43772  0.662   68.766 

SPA        -9.21968   5.2477  -1.75689  0.080  138.762 

CSF         6.64844   2.8418   2.33955  0.020   46.126 

PGF        -0.98919   1.2639  -0.78267  0.434   26.793 

WSDA*WSDA  -0.22081   0.4206  -0.52501  0.600   65.675 

SPA*SPA     1.23861   0.6340   1.95359  0.052  140.366 

CSF*CSF    -0.59845   0.3246  -1.84369  0.066   43.409 

PGF*PGF     0.56221   0.2103   2.67323  0.008   27.002 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 4.14017      R-Sq = 31.36%        R-Sq(adj) = 29.79% 

PRESS = 6415.52  R-Sq(pred) = 26.39% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression       8  2733.68  2733.68  341.710  19.9352  0.000000 

  WSDA           1   210.44     3.28    3.284   0.1916  0.661859 

  SPA            1   302.46    52.91   52.909   3.0867  0.079813 

  CSF            1   628.07    93.82   93.822   5.4735  0.019870 

  PGF            1  1346.13    10.50   10.500   0.6126  0.434354 

  WSDA*WSDA      1     2.17     4.72    4.725   0.2756  0.599911 

  SPA*SPA        1    84.62    65.42   65.419   3.8165  0.051548 

  CSF*CSF        1    37.31    58.27   58.266   3.3992  0.066076 

  PGF*PGF        1   122.49   122.49  122.493   7.1462  0.007865 

Error          349  5982.22  5982.22   17.141 

  Lack-of-Fit  345  5982.22  5982.22   17.340        *         * 

  Pure Error     4     0.00     0.00    0.000 

Total          357  8715.90 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs   TRST^2      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 21   9.6790  18.0408  0.61905   -8.3617  -2.04262  R 

 34   4.9383  14.4966  0.55696   -9.5584  -2.32987  R 

 51  20.7531  15.2779  2.39778    5.4752   1.62221     X 

 60   1.0000   9.6678  0.91513   -8.6678  -2.14667  R 

 68   4.4568  13.0828  0.52575   -8.6260  -2.10049  R 

 70   4.9383  14.0329  0.52906   -9.0946  -2.21483  R 

 80  21.2623  12.6020  0.44648    8.6604   2.10406  R 
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128   3.1605  11.2876  0.93428   -8.1271  -2.01497  R 

145  25.0000  13.5112  0.35242   11.4888   2.78507  R 

153  25.0000  14.6527  0.32875   10.3473   2.50715  R 

162  11.1111  10.1680  1.58485    0.9431   0.24658     X 

167   9.0000   7.3015  1.78358    1.6985   0.45459     X 

168   9.0000   7.8714  1.45627    1.1286   0.29121     X 

173   6.5309   7.4705  1.42153   -0.9397  -0.24166     X 

186  11.1111   8.9118  2.36485    2.1994   0.64719     X 

215  25.0000  12.2056  0.68925   12.7944   3.13405  R 

243   5.9753  14.3869  0.47113   -8.4116  -2.04498  R 

251  16.0000  17.9973  3.77082   -1.9973  -1.16846     X 

255  16.0000   7.6982  1.02365    8.3018   2.06943  R 

267  23.9012  13.3338  0.43129   10.5674   2.56638  R 

268  14.6944  18.0017  2.99621   -3.3073  -1.15751     X 

269  20.7531  12.2778  0.55671    8.4753   2.06585  R 

306  25.0000  13.2789  0.39713   11.7211   2.84419  R 

310  25.0000  14.1914  0.55021   10.8086   2.63404  R 

338  23.9012  14.8121  0.36462    9.0891   2.20391  R 

356  22.8272  13.1812  0.39920    9.6460   2.34076  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs     TRST      Fit 

 21  3.11111  4.24744  R 

 34  2.22222  3.80745  R 

 51  4.55556  3.90869     X 

 60  1.00000  3.10930  R 

 68  2.11111  3.61701  R 

 70  2.22222  3.74605  R 

 80  4.61111  3.54993  R 

128  1.77778  3.35971  R 

145  5.00000  3.67576  R 

153  5.00000  3.82789  R 

162  3.33333  3.18873     X 

167  3.00000  2.70213     X 

168  3.00000  2.80560     X 

173  2.55556  2.73323     X 

186  3.33333  2.98526     X 

215  5.00000  3.49365  R 

243  2.44444  3.79300  R 

251  4.00000  4.24233     X 

255  4.00000  2.77456  R 

267  4.88889  3.65155  R 

268  3.83333  4.24284     X 

269  4.55556  3.50397  R 

306  5.00000  3.64402  R 

310  5.00000  3.76714  R 

338  4.88889  3.84865  R 

356  4.77778  3.63059  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.90242 
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Appendix (5): Regression models for integrity 

1. First degree polynomial between integrity and seven significant 

factors 

 

General Regression Analysis: INTG versus CONT, SEC, ADAP, COMT, ASRT, 
ICT, REGU  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 1.46663 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.105, 1.845) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

INTG^1.46663  =  -0.534747 + 0.20146 CONT + 0.225683 SEC + 0.0135526 ADAP 

+ 

                 0.382328 COMT + 0.23415 ASRT + 0.304014 ICT + 0.668417 

REGU 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term           Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant  -0.534747  1.10694  -0.48309  0.629 

CONT       0.201460  0.21956   0.91757  0.359  1.24705 

SEC        0.225683  0.19109   1.18103  0.238  1.23975 

ADAP       0.013553  0.19426   0.06976  0.944  1.55652 

COMT       0.382328  0.17040   2.24368  0.025  1.35722 

ASRT       0.234150  0.18099   1.29376  0.197  1.39365 

ICT        0.304014  0.16170   1.88014  0.061  2.56103 

REGU       0.668417  0.16503   4.05020  0.000  2.63620 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 1.90520      R-Sq = 25.11%        R-Sq(adj) = 23.62% 

PRESS = 1334.83  R-Sq(pred) = 21.32% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression       7   426.03   426.03  60.8618  16.7672  0.000000 

  CONT           1    21.64     3.06   3.0561   0.8419  0.359476 

  SEC            1    23.58     5.06   5.0630   1.3948  0.238392 

  ADAP           1    44.49     0.02   0.0177   0.0049  0.944421 

  COMT           1    54.28    18.27  18.2728   5.0341  0.025478 

  ASRT           1     4.89     6.08   6.0756   1.6738  0.196603 

  ICT            1   217.60    12.83  12.8310   3.5349  0.060920 

  REGU           1    59.54    59.54  59.5436  16.4041  0.000063 

Error          350  1270.43  1270.43   3.6298 

  Lack-of-Fit  341  1269.54  1269.54   3.7230  37.5969  0.000001 

  Pure Error     9     0.89     0.89   0.0990 

Total          357  1696.46 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs  INTG^1.46663      Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 15        1.5249  5.36684  0.274163  -3.84195  -2.03776  R 

 21        2.7637  8.35072  0.234843  -5.58697  -2.95501  R 
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 34        3.4649  6.08484  0.539268  -2.61999  -1.43381     X 

 51       10.5957  6.59501  0.500397   4.00065   2.17626  R  X 

 60        1.0000  4.76567  0.300378  -3.76567  -2.00155  R 

 68        2.1153  6.30603  0.241415  -4.19074  -2.21750  R 

 70        2.1153  6.38451  0.213336  -4.26923  -2.25501  R 

131        9.5760  5.10843  0.354959   4.46755   2.38671  R 

138        7.6383  5.27878  0.504029   2.35953   1.28422     X 

153       10.5957  6.72961  0.325769   3.86605   2.05954  R 

155        2.7637  6.65938  0.446083  -3.89563  -2.10320  R 

157       10.5957  5.77541  0.354298   4.82025   2.57496  R 

168        5.0091  4.59633  0.565235   0.41275   0.22686     X 

173        2.7637  4.60254  0.554081  -1.83879  -1.00874     X 

198        2.7637  7.39447  0.198479  -4.63073  -2.44386  R 

215       10.5957  5.33394  0.234931   5.26172   2.78300  R 

255        9.5760  4.28625  0.276961   5.28973   2.80627  R 

267       10.5957  6.23848  0.289465   4.35717   2.31385  R 

269       10.5957  6.15095  0.446508   4.44471   2.39977  R 

296        2.7637  6.89804  0.294275  -4.13429  -2.19636  R 

310       10.5957  6.55229  0.257983   4.04337   2.14201  R 

324       10.5957  5.61486  0.353044   4.98079   2.66039  R 

345       10.5957  6.80697  0.246026   3.78869   2.00539  R 

351        2.7637  5.08245  0.558100  -2.31870  -1.27287     X 

358        2.7637  6.94355  0.169675  -4.17980  -2.20264  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs     INTG      Fit 

 15  1.33333  3.14448  R 

 21  2.00000  4.25075  R 

 34  2.33333  3.42555     X 

 51  5.00000  3.61885  R  X 

 60  1.00000  2.89981  R 

 68  1.66667  3.50997  R 

 70  1.66667  3.53970  R 

131  4.66667  3.04044  R 

138  4.00000  3.10921     X 

153  5.00000  3.66905  R 

155  2.00000  3.64290  R 

157  5.00000  3.30579  R 

168  3.00000  2.82915     X 

173  2.00000  2.83176     X 

198  2.00000  3.91249  R 

215  5.00000  3.13132  R 

255  4.66667  2.69758  R 

267  5.00000  3.48429  R 

269  5.00000  3.45088  R 

296  2.00000  3.73142  R 

310  5.00000  3.60285  R 

324  5.00000  3.24285  R 

345  5.00000  3.69776  R 

351  2.00000  3.02989     X 

358  2.00000  3.74819  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.93058 
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2. First degree polynomial between integrity and three significant 

factors from the previous model 

 
General Regression Analysis: Intg versus Comt, ICT, Regu  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 1.44203 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.075, 1.815) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

Intg^1.44203  =  1.67474 + 0.549659 Comt + 0.272571 ICT + 0.644997 Regu 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term         Coef   SE Coef        T      P      VIF 

Constant  1.67474  0.596963  2.80543  0.005 

Comt      0.54966  0.142716  3.85143  0.000  1.03942 

ICT       0.27257  0.154240  1.76718  0.078  2.54421 

Regu      0.64500  0.155063  4.15959  0.000  2.54097 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 1.82334      R-Sq = 23.70%        R-Sq(adj) = 23.06% 

PRESS = 1203.68  R-Sq(pred) = 21.97% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression       3   365.61   365.61  121.870  36.6575  0.000000 

  Comt           1   106.30    49.31   49.315  14.8335  0.000139 

  ICT            1   201.79    10.38   10.382   3.1229  0.078059 

  Regu           1    57.52    57.52   57.522  17.3022  0.000040 

Error          354  1176.89  1176.89    3.325 

  Lack-of-Fit  277   964.85   964.85    3.483   1.2649  0.110424 

  Pure Error    77   212.05   212.05    2.754 

Total          357  1542.50 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs  Intg^1.44203      Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 17        5.6755  6.06856  0.349380  -0.39305  -0.21964     X 

 21        2.7170  7.68106  0.165260  -4.96404  -2.73375  R 

 34        3.3934  5.31222  0.425652  -1.91884  -1.08228     X 

 60        1.0000  4.79094  0.207097  -3.79094  -2.09266  R 

 68        2.0889  6.21496  0.158449  -4.12609  -2.27153  R 

 70        2.0889  5.91406  0.123856  -3.82519  -2.10277  R 

101        3.3934  4.94990  0.338504  -1.55653  -0.86877     X 

131        9.2199  4.51385  0.231461   4.70603   2.60205  R 

145       10.1843  6.37285  0.103579   3.81150   2.09378  R 

153       10.1843  6.43986  0.153432   3.74449   2.06095  R 

155        2.7170  6.88269  0.308674  -4.16567  -2.31810  R 

157       10.1843  5.68578  0.172715   4.49857   2.47836  R 

198        2.7170  6.83276  0.135197  -4.11574  -2.26349  R 

215       10.1843  4.99650  0.202641   5.18785   2.86299  R 

243        3.3934  7.24388  0.168886  -3.85050  -2.12090  R 
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255        9.2199  4.42450  0.213540   4.79538   2.64823  R 

267       10.1843  5.71074  0.199336   4.47361   2.46832  R 

269       10.1843  6.39442  0.180746   3.78992   2.08885  R 

296        2.7170  6.87368  0.261801  -4.15666  -2.30357  R 

310       10.1843  5.89359  0.151084   4.29076   2.36136  R 

312        5.6755  5.76990  0.383312  -0.09439  -0.05295     X 

324       10.1843  5.32236  0.262473   4.86199   2.69460  R 

345       10.1843  6.44322  0.165337   3.74112   2.06029  R 

358        2.7170  6.64768  0.144602  -3.93066  -2.16256  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs     Intg      Fit 

 17  3.33333  3.49177     X 

 21  2.00000  4.11161  R 

 34  2.33333  3.18388     X 

 60  1.00000  2.96381  R 

 68  1.66667  3.54997  R 

 70  1.66667  3.42988  R 

101  2.33333  3.03166     X 

131  4.66667  2.84386  R 

145  5.00000  3.61227  R 

153  5.00000  3.63857  R 

155  2.00000  3.81030  R 

157  5.00000  3.33751  R 

198  2.00000  3.79111  R 

215  5.00000  3.05142  R 

243  2.33333  3.94787  R 

255  4.66667  2.80470  R 

267  5.00000  3.34767  R 

269  5.00000  3.62075  R 

296  2.00000  3.80684  R 

310  5.00000  3.42164  R 

312  3.33333  3.37168     X 

324  5.00000  3.18809  R 

345  5.00000  3.63988  R 

358  2.00000  3.71960  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.92953 
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Second degree polynomial for integrity  
General Regression Analysis: INTG versus CONT, SEC, ADAP, COMT, ASRT, 
ICT, REGU  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 1.54592 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.175, 1.935) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

INTG^1.54592  =  7.29579 - 0.360865 CONT - 5.84007 SEC + 2.68669 ADAP + 

                 0.948753 COMT + 0.521999 ASRT + 0.00531747 ICT + 0.118529 

REGU 

                 + 0.0730233 CONT*CONT + 0.736843 SEC*SEC - 0.329713 

ADAP*ADAP 

                 - 0.0828816 COMT*COMT - 0.0272766 ASRT*ASRT + 0.0645174 

                 ICT*ICT + 0.116347 REGU*REGU 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term           Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant    7.29579  7.14800   1.02068  0.308 

CONT       -0.36087  2.81036  -0.12841  0.898  152.869 

SEC        -5.84007  2.28287  -2.55821  0.011  132.382 

ADAP        2.68669  1.91715   1.40140  0.162  113.423 

COMT        0.94875  1.66893   0.56848  0.570   97.406 

ASRT        0.52200  1.99565   0.26157  0.794  126.779 

ICT         0.00532  0.74708   0.00712  0.994   40.903 

REGU        0.11853  0.71323   0.16619  0.868   36.839 
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CONT*CONT   0.07302  0.33522   0.21783  0.828  153.408 

SEC*SEC     0.73684  0.27595   2.67018  0.008  132.098 

ADAP*ADAP  -0.32971  0.23929  -1.37786  0.169  114.043 

COMT*COMT  -0.08288  0.21791  -0.38035  0.704   97.463 

ASRT*ASRT  -0.02728  0.24949  -0.10933  0.913  127.619 

ICT*ICT     0.06452  0.13553   0.47605  0.634   46.689 

REGU*REGU   0.11635  0.12915   0.90089  0.368   41.357 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 2.20260      R-Sq = 27.59%        R-Sq(adj) = 24.63% 

PRESS = 1834.50  R-Sq(pred) = 20.17% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression      14   633.98   633.98  45.2841   9.3341  0.000000 

  CONT           1    29.63     0.08   0.0800   0.0165  0.897904 

  SEC            1    32.31    31.75  31.7502   6.5445  0.010950 

  ADAP           1    60.30     9.53   9.5279   1.9639  0.162000 

  COMT           1    73.34     1.57   1.5678   0.3232  0.570081 

  ASRT           1     6.69     0.33   0.3319   0.0684  0.793812 

  ICT            1   295.42     0.00   0.0002   0.0001  0.994325 

  REGU           1    81.78     0.13   0.1340   0.0276  0.868108 

  CONT*CONT      1     0.11     0.23   0.2302   0.0475  0.827687 

  SEC*SEC        1    30.64    34.59  34.5903   7.1299  0.007942 

  ADAP*ADAP      1     9.19     9.21   9.2106   1.8985  0.169144 

  COMT*COMT      1     0.51     0.70   0.7018   0.1447  0.703921 

  ASRT*ASRT      1     0.01     0.06   0.0580   0.0120  0.913005 

  ICT*ICT        1    10.12     1.10   1.0994   0.2266  0.634344 

  REGU*REGU      1     3.94     3.94   3.9374   0.8116  0.368281 

Error          343  1664.05  1664.05   4.8515 

  Lack-of-Fit  334  1662.78  1662.78   4.9784  35.2456  0.000002 

  Pure Error     9     1.27     1.27   0.1412 

Total          357  2298.03 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs  INTG^1.54592      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 15        1.5601  6.44101  0.46186  -4.88094  -2.26637  R 

 21        2.9199  9.71283  0.33526  -6.79293  -3.12040  R 

 39        2.9199  4.70413  0.80374  -1.78423  -0.87005     X 

 51       12.0379  8.92784  0.99849   3.11006   1.58411     X 

 68        2.2027  6.79567  0.32875  -4.59295  -2.10886  R 

 70        2.2027  7.06621  0.35030  -4.86348  -2.23653  R 

101        3.7056  5.15104  0.81970  -1.44541  -0.70701     X 

128        2.2027  6.71643  0.71576  -4.51370  -2.16686  R 

131       10.8201  6.15641  0.54037   4.66365   2.18408  R 

137        7.4528  5.19313  0.84921   2.25963   1.11185     X 

138        8.5258  5.02980  0.82512   3.49600   1.71187     X 

139       12.0379  7.23000  0.41192   4.80790   2.22203  R 

145       12.0379  7.60439  0.29887   4.43350   2.03163  R 

148       10.8201  6.38357  0.46990   4.43649   2.06167  R 

157       12.0379  7.03590  0.51608   5.00199   2.33597  R 

162        5.4650  6.54297  0.97009  -1.07796  -0.54512     X 

167        5.4650  4.44504  1.03264   1.01996   0.52425     X 

168        5.4650  4.43049  1.47939   1.03451   0.63396     X 

173        2.9199  5.05171  1.05338  -2.13181  -1.10206     X 

198        2.9199  8.37553  0.33644  -5.45563  -2.50631  R 

215       12.0379  6.32684  0.37777   5.71105   2.63186  R 

220        8.5258  7.43847  0.88374   1.08734   0.53894     X 

255       10.8201  4.93634  0.48989   5.88372   2.73988  R 

267       12.0379  7.21321  0.40754   4.82469   2.22893  R 
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269       12.0379  6.51633  0.97737   5.52156   2.79731  R  X 

296        2.9199  7.56003  0.56720  -4.64013  -2.18018  R 

306       12.0379  7.53643  0.43837   4.50147   2.08542  R 

310       12.0379  7.34095  0.38180   4.69694   2.16522  R 

324       12.0379  5.85918  0.57827   6.17871   2.90716  R 

338       12.0379  7.62516  0.31997   4.41273   2.02490  R 

345       12.0379  7.63464  0.31255   4.40326   2.01955  R 

351        2.9199  4.70803  1.13802  -1.78813  -0.94819     X 

358        2.9199  7.38457  0.26261  -4.46467  -2.04156  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs     INTG      Fit 

 15  1.33333  3.33644  R 

 21  2.00000  4.35190  R 

 39  2.00000  2.72272     X 

 51  5.00000  4.12102     X 

 68  1.66667  3.45416  R 

 70  1.66667  3.54249  R 

101  2.33333  2.88735     X 

128  1.66667  3.42805  R 

131  4.66667  3.24032  R 

137  3.66667  2.90259     X 

138  4.00000  2.84321     X 

139  5.00000  3.59539  R 

145  5.00000  3.71475  R 

148  4.66667  3.31717  R 

157  5.00000  3.53266  R 

162  3.00000  3.37051     X 

167  3.00000  2.62475     X 

168  3.00000  2.61919     X 

173  2.00000  2.85121     X 

198  2.00000  3.95425  R 

215  5.00000  3.29807  R 

220  4.00000  3.66211     X 

255  4.66667  2.80892  R 

267  5.00000  3.58999  R 

269  5.00000  3.36163  R  X 

296  2.00000  3.70072  R 

306  5.00000  3.69324  R 

310  5.00000  3.63099  R 

324  5.00000  3.13824  R 

338  5.00000  3.72131  R 

345  5.00000  3.72430  R 

351  2.00000  2.72418     X 

358  2.00000  3.64493  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.88627 
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Appendix (6): Regression models for benevolence 

1. First degree polynomial between benevolence and ten 

significant factors 

 

General Regression Analysis: BEN versus CONT, PREST, SEC, PRI, ADAP, 
COMT, ...  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 1 

The 95% CI for lambda is (0.955, 1.695) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

BEN  =  0.676956 + 0.115256 CONT + 0.0728545 PREST + 0.136531 SEC - 

0.126784 

        PRI + 0.0808874 ADAP + 0.210815 COMT + 0.00854843 NW + 0.0395701 

ASRT + 

        0.0024084 ICT + 0.251877 REGU 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term           Coef   SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant   0.676956  0.434254   1.55889  0.120 

CONT       0.115256  0.090219   1.27751  0.202  1.47223 

PREST      0.072854  0.088986   0.81871  0.414  1.60327 

SEC        0.136531  0.075129   1.81729  0.070  1.33987 

PRI       -0.126784  0.084051  -1.50841  0.132  1.63001 

ADAP       0.080887  0.076376   1.05907  0.290  1.68224 

COMT       0.210815  0.064880   3.24931  0.001  1.37566 

NW         0.008548  0.038384   0.22271  0.824  1.14449 

ASRT       0.039570  0.069373   0.57039  0.569  1.43168 

ICT        0.002408  0.062410   0.03859  0.969  2.66750 

REGU       0.251877  0.064255   3.91994  0.000  2.79412 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 0.720520     R-Sq = 22.31%        R-Sq(adj) = 20.07% 

PRESS = 191.817  R-Sq(pred) = 17.27% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression      10   51.719   51.719  5.17194   9.9623  0.000000 

  CONT           1    6.848    0.847  0.84726   1.6320  0.202278 

  PREST          1    1.652    0.348  0.34798   0.6703  0.413511 

  SEC            1    4.495    1.715  1.71452   3.3026  0.070035 

  PRI            1    0.000    1.181  1.18122   2.2753  0.132360 

  ADAP           1    7.738    0.582  0.58229   1.1216  0.290306 

  COMT           1    9.908    5.481  5.48118  10.5580  0.001270 

  NW             1    1.212    0.026  0.02575   0.0496  0.823892 

  ASRT           1    0.177    0.169  0.16890   0.3253  0.568781 

  ICT            1   11.713    0.001  0.00077   0.0015  0.969239 

  REGU           1    7.977    7.977  7.97721  15.3659  0.000107 

Error          347  180.145  180.145  0.51915 

  Lack-of-Fit  341  179.395  179.395  0.52608   4.2087  0.036053 

  Pure Error     6    0.750    0.750  0.12500 
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Total          357  231.864 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations 

 

Obs      BEN      Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 21  2.33333  4.18706  0.109899  -1.85373  -2.60322  R 

 34  1.66667  3.21289  0.208156  -1.54622  -2.24156  R 

 36  2.00000  3.62319  0.127037  -1.62319  -2.28866  R 

 46  1.66667  3.32456  0.106170  -1.65790  -2.32636  R 

 51  5.00000  3.66982  0.226630   1.33018   1.94485     X 

 52  2.00000  3.58124  0.136151  -1.58124  -2.23485  R 

 60  1.00000  3.24077  0.169844  -2.24077  -3.20011  R 

 67  2.33333  3.87332  0.100433  -1.53998  -2.15839  R 

131  5.00000  3.08996  0.144997   1.91004   2.70628  R 

153  5.00000  3.57531  0.125520   1.42469   2.00801  R 

168  3.00000  2.63507  0.226733   0.36493   0.53359     X 

173  2.66667  2.90337  0.230444  -0.23670  -0.34673     X 

198  2.33333  3.98175  0.084553  -1.64842  -2.30374  R 

203  5.00000  3.51953  0.140167   1.48047   2.09474  R 

209  1.33333  3.30443  0.136951  -1.97110  -2.78646  R 

214  5.00000  3.48110  0.121030   1.51890   2.13845  R 

215  5.00000  3.29700  0.100516   1.70300   2.38691  R 

251  4.00000  4.35182  0.535605  -0.35182  -0.73000     X 

272  2.00000  3.65120  0.111573  -1.65120  -2.31966  R 

351  2.66667  2.79492  0.220536  -0.12825  -0.18697     X 

356  5.00000  3.49086  0.152325   1.50914   2.14295  R 

358  2.33333  3.87340  0.076439  -1.54007  -2.14957  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.95139 
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2. First degree polynomial between benevolence and three 
significant factors from previous model 

 

General Regression Analysis: Ben versus Sec, Comt, Regu  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 1 

The 95% CI for lambda is (0.915, 1.665) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

Ben  =  1.16302 + 0.169948 Sec + 0.254866 Comt + 0.257208 Regu 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term         Coef   SE Coef        T      P      VIF 

Constant  1.16302  0.328967  3.53536  0.000 

Sec       0.16995  0.067994  2.49947  0.013  1.09720 

Comt      0.25487  0.058891  4.32774  0.000  1.13317 

Regu      0.25721  0.039103  6.57772  0.000  1.03454 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 0.720601     R-Sq = 20.72%        R-Sq(adj) = 20.05% 

PRESS = 187.964  R-Sq(pred) = 18.93% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 
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Regression       3   48.044   48.044  16.0146  30.8408  0.000000 

  Sec            1    9.318    3.244   3.2440   6.2474  0.012890 

  Comt           1   16.259    9.726   9.7255  18.7294  0.000020 

  Regu           1   22.467   22.467  22.4668  43.2664  0.000000 

Error          354  183.820  183.820   0.5193 

  Lack-of-Fit  268  130.931  130.931   0.4886   0.7944  0.914082 

  Pure Error    86   52.889   52.889   0.6150 

Total          357  231.864 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations 

 

Obs      Ben      Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 18  5.00000  3.54430  0.101777   1.45570   2.04058  R 

 21  2.33333  4.12477  0.074985  -1.79144  -2.49960  R 

 34  1.66667  3.09945  0.105464  -1.43279  -2.00996  R 

 36  2.00000  3.54893  0.073449  -1.54893  -2.16074  R 

 46  1.66667  3.22571  0.085528  -1.55905  -2.17894  R 

 51  5.00000  3.52764  0.168734   1.47236   2.10167  R  X 

 52  2.00000  3.67407  0.063561  -1.67407  -2.33225  R 

 60  1.00000  3.20446  0.074337  -2.20446  -3.07560  R 

 67  2.33333  3.80151  0.078394  -1.46817  -2.04959  R 

 96  2.33333  3.82508  0.046336  -1.49174  -2.07443  R 

128  2.00000  3.03507  0.136527  -1.03507  -1.46289     X 

131  5.00000  3.03456  0.103399   1.96544   2.75601  R 

162  3.00000  2.69523  0.152948   0.30477   0.43281     X 

167  3.00000  2.65452  0.141329   0.34548   0.48892     X 

169  2.00000  3.48292  0.064288  -1.48292  -2.06614  R 

198  2.33333  3.93128  0.057424  -1.59795  -2.22459  R 

203  5.00000  3.50647  0.054672   1.49353   2.07861  R 

209  1.33333  3.31125  0.069733  -1.97791  -2.75775  R 

214  5.00000  3.54605  0.065187   1.45395   2.02599  R 

215  5.00000  3.31066  0.079533   1.68934   2.35876  R 

220  3.33333  3.12177  0.137449   0.21156   0.29909     X 

272  2.00000  3.56960  0.047088  -1.56960  -2.18284  R 

283  4.66667  3.22569  0.079034   1.44098   2.01183  R 

356  5.00000  3.35373  0.076961   1.64627   2.29771  R 

358  2.33333  3.82391  0.058079  -1.49057  -2.07526  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.95234 
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Second degree polynomial 
 

General Regression Analysis: BEN versus CONT, PREST, SEC, PRI, ADAP, 
COMT, ...  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 1 

The 95% CI for lambda is (0.965, 1.735) 

 

 

Regression Equation 
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BEN  =  0.370191 + 1.04124 CONT + 0.125164 PREST - 0.314844 SEC + 0.195968 

PRI 

        + 0.616049 ADAP - 0.217465 COMT + 0.050441 NW - 0.855796 ASRT - 

        0.0841666 ICT + 0.330058 REGU - 0.111002 CONT*CONT - 0.00666686 

        PREST*PREST + 0.0529586 SEC*SEC - 0.0396139 PRI*PRI - 0.0673768 

        ADAP*ADAP + 0.0561321 COMT*COMT - 0.00270281 NW*NW + 0.112562 

ASRT*ASRT 

        + 0.013352 ICT*ICT - 0.0132651 REGU*REGU 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term             Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant      0.37019  2.57003   0.14404  0.886 

CONT          1.04124  0.97215   1.07107  0.285  167.835 

PREST         0.12516  0.88630   0.14122  0.888  156.156 

SEC          -0.31484  0.79478  -0.39614  0.692  147.226 

PRI           0.19597  0.83208   0.23552  0.814  156.845 

ADAP          0.61605  0.65000   0.94777  0.344  119.628 

COMT         -0.21746  0.56064  -0.38788  0.698  100.856 

NW            0.05044  0.08869   0.56871  0.570    6.000 

ASRT         -0.85580  0.66269  -1.29139  0.197  128.270 

ICT          -0.08417  0.25135  -0.33486  0.738   42.481 

REGU          0.33006  0.24159   1.36619  0.173   38.782 

CONT*CONT    -0.11100  0.11546  -0.96136  0.337  166.991 

PREST*PREST  -0.00667  0.10616  -0.06280  0.950  155.458 

SEC*SEC       0.05296  0.09583   0.55262  0.581  146.174 

PRI*PRI      -0.03961  0.10124  -0.39130  0.696  158.848 

ADAP*ADAP    -0.06738  0.08114  -0.83039  0.407  120.304 

COMT*COMT     0.05613  0.07332   0.76554  0.444  101.252 

NW*NW        -0.00270  0.00528  -0.51228  0.609    5.578 

ASRT*ASRT     0.11256  0.08299   1.35627  0.176  129.575 

ICT*ICT       0.01335  0.04534   0.29447  0.769   47.951 

REGU*REGU    -0.01327  0.04383  -0.30267  0.762   43.699 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 0.727153     R-Sq = 23.15%         R-Sq(adj) = 18.59% 

PRESS = 402.349  R-Sq(pred) = -73.53% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression      20   53.675   53.675  2.68373  5.07559  0.000000 

  CONT           1    6.848    0.607  0.60658  1.14719  0.284904 

  PREST          1    1.652    0.011  0.01055  0.01994  0.887780 

  SEC            1    4.495    0.083  0.08298  0.15693  0.692253 

  PRI            1    0.000    0.029  0.02933  0.05547  0.813951 

  ADAP           1    7.738    0.475  0.47497  0.89828  0.343923 

  COMT           1    9.908    0.080  0.07955  0.15045  0.698346 

  NW             1    1.212    0.171  0.17102  0.32343  0.569930 

  ASRT           1    0.177    0.882  0.88179  1.66768  0.197454 

  ICT            1   11.713    0.059  0.05929  0.11213  0.737939 

  REGU           1    7.977    0.987  0.98690  1.86646  0.172792 

  CONT*CONT      1    0.166    0.489  0.48868  0.92421  0.337063 

  PREST*PREST    1    0.004    0.002  0.00209  0.00394  0.949962 

  SEC*SEC        1    0.075    0.161  0.16147  0.30539  0.580892 

  PRI*PRI        1    0.062    0.081  0.08096  0.15312  0.695820 

  ADAP*ADAP      1    0.076    0.365  0.36460  0.68955  0.406904 

  COMT*COMT      1    0.299    0.310  0.30987  0.58604  0.444489 

  NW*NW          1    0.204    0.139  0.13876  0.26243  0.608794 

  ASRT*ASRT      1    1.013    0.973  0.97263  1.83948  0.175920 

  ICT*ICT        1    0.008    0.046  0.04585  0.08671  0.768582 

  REGU*REGU      1    0.048    0.048  0.04844  0.09161  0.762327 
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Error          337  178.189  178.189  0.52875 

  Lack-of-Fit  331  177.439  177.439  0.53607  4.28857  0.034418 

  Pure Error     6    0.750    0.750  0.12500 

Total          357  231.864 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations 

 

Obs      BEN      Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

  4  3.00000  3.41960  0.373047  -0.41960  -0.67225     X 

 21  2.33333  4.14246  0.144233  -1.80913  -2.53839  R 

 34  1.66667  3.27096  0.231176  -1.60429  -2.32699  R 

 36  2.00000  3.69516  0.161454  -1.69516  -2.39091  R 

 46  1.66667  3.29853  0.166626  -1.63187  -2.30553  R 

 51  5.00000  3.67428  0.416243   1.32572   2.22349  R  X 

 52  2.00000  3.71575  0.173956  -1.71575  -2.43011  R 

 60  1.00000  3.13775  0.224232  -2.13775  -3.09049  R 

 67  2.33333  3.93190  0.133177  -1.59856  -2.23621  R 

131  5.00000  3.18327  0.194073   1.81673   2.59245  R 

162  3.00000  2.76671  0.333101   0.23329   0.36092     X 

167  3.00000  2.61378  0.376113   0.38622   0.62061     X 

168  3.00000  2.44179  0.500966   0.55821   1.05912     X 

173  2.66667  2.95542  0.415687  -0.28875  -0.48397     X 

198  2.33333  4.02566  0.127287  -1.69233  -2.36384  R 

209  1.33333  3.29747  0.178023  -1.96413  -2.78591  R 

214  5.00000  3.42727  0.150722   1.57273   2.21087  R 

215  5.00000  3.29115  0.142676   1.70885   2.39664  R 

220  3.33333  2.90948  0.331101   0.42385   0.65470     X 

251  4.00000  4.07119  0.725324  -0.07119  -1.38115     X 

269  4.66667  3.79341  0.327900   0.87326   1.34550     X 

272  2.00000  3.58400  0.156782  -1.58400  -2.23083  R 

332  2.66667  3.09731  0.313734  -0.43064  -0.65648     X 

351  2.66667  2.69843  0.396450  -0.03176  -0.05211     X 

356  5.00000  3.57398  0.306630   1.42602   2.16280  R  X 

358  2.33333  3.92786  0.105938  -1.59453  -2.21649  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.92698 
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Appendix (7): Regression models for ability 

1. First degree polynomial between ability and eleven significant 

factors 

General Regression Analysis: ABL versus CONT, INTER, PREST, SEC, PRI, 
ADAP, ...  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 2 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.425, *) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

ABL^2  =  -8.8007 - 0.0848824 CONT + 0.485381 INTER + 0.803631 PREST + 

1.88071 

          SEC - 0.331168 PRI - 1.09681 ADAP + 0.159654 COMT + 0.193369 NW 

+ 

          2.2306 ASRT - 0.113073 ICT + 1.92329 REGU 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term          Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant  -8.80070  3.05739  -2.87850  0.004 

CONT      -0.08488  0.64308  -0.13199  0.895  1.54354 

INTER      0.48538  0.41030   1.18300  0.238  1.26108 

PREST      0.80363  0.62789   1.27989  0.201  1.64715 

SEC        1.88071  0.52400   3.58911  0.000  1.34500 

PRI       -0.33117  0.58951  -0.56177  0.575  1.65458 

ADAP      -1.09681  0.53200  -2.06169  0.040  1.68421 

COMT       0.15965  0.45243   0.35288  0.724  1.38039 

NW         0.19337  0.26757   0.72268  0.470  1.14766 

ASRT       2.23060  0.48330   4.61533  0.000  1.43385 

ICT       -0.11307  0.43462  -0.26017  0.795  2.66945 

REGU       1.92329  0.44755   4.29741  0.000  2.79711 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 5.01583      R-Sq = 24.35%        R-Sq(adj) = 21.94% 

PRESS = 9408.43  R-Sq(pred) = 18.24% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression      11   2801.9  2801.88  254.716  10.1244  0.000000 

  CONT           1    206.7     0.44    0.438   0.0174  0.895067 

  INTER          1     89.8    35.21   35.209   1.3995  0.237621 

  PREST          1    134.1    41.21   41.213   1.6381  0.201442 

  SEC            1    527.9   324.09  324.086  12.8817  0.000380 

  PRI            1     10.6     7.94    7.940   0.3156  0.574638 

  ADAP           1     41.4   106.94  106.938   4.2506  0.039984 

  COMT           1    102.6     3.13    3.133   0.1245  0.724392 

  NW             1    115.8    13.14   13.139   0.5223  0.470366 

  ASRT           1    543.4   535.91  535.909  21.3012  0.000006 

  ICT            1    564.9     1.70    1.703   0.0677  0.794890 

  REGU           1    464.6   464.62  464.622  18.4677  0.000022 

Error          346   8704.9  8704.87   25.159 

  Lack-of-Fit  341   8704.9  8704.87   25.527        *         * 

  Pure Error     5      0.0     0.00    0.000 

Total          357  11506.7 
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Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs    ABL^2      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 18  25.0000  14.0988  0.83590   10.9012   2.20417  R 

 33   2.7778  13.0544  1.00211  -10.2766  -2.09099  R 

 40  25.0000  14.7017  0.73509   10.2983   2.07557  R 

 60   1.0000  13.0127  1.18298  -12.0127  -2.46448  R 

 80  25.0000  13.2155  0.85292   11.7845   2.38419  R 

162  16.0000   5.6940  1.22478   10.3060   2.11883  R 

163   2.7778  12.9062  0.51006  -10.1284  -2.02982  R 

173   9.0000   8.8527  1.62373    0.1473   0.03103     X 

182   2.7778  16.2649  0.64640  -13.4871  -2.71152  R 

186  13.4444  14.6341  3.88304   -1.1897  -0.37470     X 

215  25.0000  13.6051  0.71129   11.3949   2.29499  R 

251  16.0000  21.3600  3.74284   -5.3600  -1.60522     X 

256  21.7778  11.6533  0.55104   10.1244   2.03079  R 

265  25.0000  13.9693  0.76558   11.0307   2.22525  R 

306  25.0000  14.8067  1.01566   10.1933   2.07522  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs      ABL      Fit 

 18  5.00000  3.75484  R 

 33  1.66667  3.61308  R 

 40  5.00000  3.83428  R 

 60  1.00000  3.60731  R 

 80  5.00000  3.63531  R 

162  4.00000  2.38621  R 

163  1.66667  3.59252  R 

173  3.00000  2.97535     X 

182  1.66667  4.03298  R 

186  3.66667  3.82546     X 

215  5.00000  3.68850  R 

251  4.00000  4.62169     X 

256  4.66667  3.41370  R 

265  5.00000  3.73755  R 

306  5.00000  3.84795  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.93931 
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2. First degree polynomial between ability and four significant 

factors from the previous model  

 
 
General Regression Analysis: Abl versus Sec, Adap, Asrt, Regu  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 2 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.415, *) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

Abl^2  =  -5.98847 + 2.06396 Sec - 0.846288 Adap + 2.33612 Asrt + 1.82882 

Regu 
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Coefficients 

 

Term          Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant  -5.98847  2.44767  -2.44661  0.015 

Sec        2.06396  0.48740   4.23463  0.000  1.16959 

Adap      -0.84629  0.49552  -1.70787  0.089  1.46864 

Asrt       2.33612  0.46419   5.03263  0.000  1.32946 

Regu       1.82882  0.27434   6.66630  0.000  1.05636 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 5.00309      R-Sq = 23.21%        R-Sq(adj) = 22.34% 

PRESS = 9091.82  R-Sq(pred) = 20.99% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F          P 

Regression       4   2670.8  2670.83   667.71  26.6753  0.0000000 

  Sec            1    817.0   448.86   448.86  17.9321  0.0000292 

  Adap           1    102.2    73.01    73.01   2.9168  0.0885403 

  Asrt           1    639.2   633.97   633.97  25.3274  0.0000008 

  Regu           1   1112.4  1112.36  1112.36  44.4395  0.0000000 

Error          353   8835.9  8835.92    25.03 

  Lack-of-Fit  313   8154.5  8154.49    26.05   1.5293  0.0516849 

  Pure Error    40    681.4   681.43    17.04 

Total          357  11506.7 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs    Abl^2      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 18  25.0000  13.6093  0.70493   11.3907   2.29968  R 

 33   2.7778  12.9923  0.56754  -10.2146  -2.05492  R 

 40  25.0000  14.9809  0.57071   10.0191   2.01574  R 

 51  13.4444  11.7431  1.13935    1.7014   0.34924     X 

 60   1.0000  11.9338  0.68690  -10.9338  -2.20629  R 

 80  25.0000  13.0772  0.36840   11.9228   2.38958  R 

128   2.7778   9.4226  1.17415   -6.6448  -1.36630     X 

138  25.0000  16.6654  1.12947    8.3346   1.71004     X 

148  21.7778  11.7148  0.52841   10.0630   2.02266  R 

162  16.0000   5.4109  1.08171   10.5891   2.16778  R  X 

163   2.7778  13.2559  0.32930  -10.4781  -2.09889  R 

167   9.0000   8.6608  1.03407    0.3392   0.06929     X 

173   9.0000  10.1223  1.10875   -1.1223  -0.23005     X 

182   2.7778  16.2349  0.46911  -13.4572  -2.70167  R 

204  16.0000   9.0582  1.04539    6.9418   1.41881     X 

215  25.0000  13.3555  0.59136   11.6445   2.34388  R 

256  21.7778  11.6975  0.41631   10.0803   2.02183  R 

265  25.0000  13.7540  0.50494   11.2460   2.25934  R 

291  16.0000  20.7883  1.04076   -4.7883  -0.97848     X 

306  25.0000  14.3293  0.66482   10.6707   2.15190  R 

351   9.0000  14.0606  1.42124   -5.0606  -1.05496     X 

356  25.0000  14.7012  0.60912   10.2988   2.07392  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs      Abl      Fit 

 18  5.00000  3.68908  R 

 33  1.66667  3.60449  R 

 40  5.00000  3.87052  R 

 51  3.66667  3.42682     X 

 60  1.00000  3.45453  R 
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 80  5.00000  3.61624  R 

128  1.66667  3.06962     X 

138  5.00000  4.08232     X 

148  4.66667  3.42269  R 

162  4.00000  2.32614  R  X 

163  1.66667  3.64087  R 

167  3.00000  2.94293     X 

173  3.00000  3.18156     X 

182  1.66667  4.02926  R 

204  4.00000  3.00969     X 

215  5.00000  3.65452  R 

256  4.66667  3.42016  R 

265  5.00000  3.70864  R 

291  4.00000  4.55942     X 

306  5.00000  3.78541  R 

351  3.00000  3.74975     X 

356  5.00000  3.83421  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.93340 
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Second degree polynomial 

General Regression Analysis: ABL versus CONT, PREST, INTER, SEC, PRI, 
ADAP, ...  
 
Box-Cox transformation of the response with rounded lambda = 2 

The 95% CI for lambda is (1.475, *) 

 

 

Regression Equation 

 

ABL^2  =  3.0705 - 3.12022 CONT + 4.0986 PREST + 0.730901 INTER - 2.98621 

SEC - 

          1.88733 PRI + 2.20783 ADAP + 4.13125 COMT + 0.864564 NW - 2.9575 

ASRT 

          - 1.98326 ICT + 0.487153 REGU + 0.355237 CONT*CONT - 0.41736 

          PREST*PREST - 0.0214659 INTER*INTER + 0.582345 SEC*SEC + 

0.164498 
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          PRI*PRI - 0.410437 ADAP*ADAP - 0.549394 COMT*COMT - 0.0493986 

NW*NW + 

          0.660127 ASRT*ASRT + 0.351102 ICT*ICT + 0.221519 REGU*REGU 

 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term             Coef  SE Coef         T      P      VIF 

Constant      3.07050  17.7729   0.17276  0.863 

CONT         -3.12022   6.7310  -0.46356  0.643  169.652 

PREST         4.09860   6.1208   0.66962  0.504  157.034 

INTER         0.73090   1.2685   0.57621  0.565   12.093 

SEC          -2.98621   5.5079  -0.54216  0.588  149.088 

PRI          -1.88733   5.7385  -0.32889  0.742  157.297 

ADAP          2.20783   4.4846   0.49231  0.623  120.072 

COMT          4.13125   3.8808   1.06454  0.288  101.893 

NW            0.86456   0.6150   1.40580  0.161    6.083 

ASRT         -2.95750   4.5725  -0.64680  0.518  128.762 

ICT          -1.98326   1.7319  -1.14510  0.253   42.529 

REGU          0.48715   1.6640   0.29276  0.770   38.792 

CONT*CONT     0.35524   0.8012   0.44336  0.658  169.551 

PREST*PREST  -0.41736   0.7322  -0.57004  0.569  155.918 

INTER*INTER  -0.02147   0.0857  -0.25047  0.802   10.607 

SEC*SEC       0.58234   0.6634   0.87787  0.381  147.682 

PRI*PRI       0.16450   0.6982   0.23561  0.814  159.308 

ADAP*ADAP    -0.41044   0.5597  -0.73326  0.464  120.722 

COMT*COMT    -0.54939   0.5069  -1.08390  0.279  102.018 

NW*NW        -0.04940   0.0365  -1.35216  0.177    5.639 

ASRT*ASRT     0.66013   0.5725   1.15299  0.250  130.021 

ICT*ICT       0.35110   0.3124   1.12395  0.262   47.988 

REGU*REGU     0.22152   0.3019   0.73384  0.464   43.711 

 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 5.00768      R-Sq = 26.99%          R-Sq(adj) = 22.20% 

PRESS = 35002.0  R-Sq(pred) = -204.19% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS        F         P 

Regression      22   3106.0  3106.00  141.182  5.62996  0.000000 

  CONT           1    206.7     5.39    5.389  0.21489  0.643266 

  PREST          1    178.9    11.24   11.244  0.44839  0.503562 

  INTER          1     44.9     8.33    8.326  0.33202  0.564861 

  SEC            1    527.9     7.37    7.371  0.29394  0.588065 

  PRI            1     10.6     2.71    2.712  0.10817  0.742447 

  ADAP           1     41.4     6.08    6.078  0.24237  0.622821 

  COMT           1    102.6    28.42   28.418  1.13325  0.287849 

  NW             1    115.8    49.56   49.559  1.97627  0.160711 

  ASRT           1    543.4    10.49   10.491  0.41835  0.518204 

  ICT            1    564.9    32.88   32.882  1.31126  0.252985 

  REGU           1    464.6     2.15    2.149  0.08571  0.769885 

  CONT*CONT      1     20.3     4.93    4.929  0.19657  0.657790 

  PREST*PREST    1      0.5     8.15    8.149  0.32495  0.569032 

  INTER*INTER    1      3.5     1.57    1.573  0.06273  0.802379 

  SEC*SEC        1     24.7    19.33   19.326  0.77065  0.380644 

  PRI*PRI        1      0.0     1.39    1.392  0.05551  0.813881 

  ADAP*ADAP      1      3.7    13.48   13.483  0.53767  0.463914 

  COMT*COMT      1     27.9    29.46   29.461  1.17484  0.279188 

  NW*NW          1     43.6    45.85   45.849  1.82834  0.177236 

  ASRT*ASRT      1     47.1    33.34   33.337  1.32939  0.249735 

  ICT*ICT        1    119.2    31.68   31.679  1.26327  0.261838 

  REGU*REGU      1     13.5    13.50   13.505  0.53853  0.463557 

Error          335   8400.8  8400.75   25.077 
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  Lack-of-Fit  330   8400.8  8400.75   25.457        *         * 

  Pure Error     5      0.0     0.00    0.000 

Total          357  11506.7 

 

 

Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations for Transformed Response 

 

Obs    ABL^2      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

  4   5.4444  10.2474  2.60996   -4.8029  -1.12382     X 

 14  25.0000  15.1048  1.01695    9.8952   2.01805  R 

 17   5.4444  15.5654  1.38214  -10.1210  -2.10277  R 

 18  25.0000  14.4803  1.12069   10.5197   2.15539  R 

 40  25.0000  14.2726  0.99407   10.7274   2.18569  R 

 51  13.4444  13.8311  2.86910   -0.3866  -0.09421     X 

 60   1.0000  13.8908  1.55697  -12.8908  -2.70845  R 

 80  25.0000  13.5086  1.31047   11.4914   2.37760  R 

138  25.0000  15.1312  1.99501    9.8688   2.14860  R 

146  25.0000  15.2837  1.40713    9.7163   2.02174  R 

148  21.7778  11.7614  1.24131   10.0163   2.06463  R 

162  16.0000   9.5809  2.30834    6.4191   1.44446     X 

167   9.0000   5.3668  2.62859    3.6332   0.85241     X 

168   9.0000   9.5985  3.46758   -0.5985  -0.16565     X 

173   9.0000  11.1011  2.87356   -2.1011  -0.51231     X 

182   2.7778  15.7200  0.91667  -12.9422  -2.62890  R 

186  13.4444  13.4081  4.99807    0.0363   0.11718     X 

215  25.0000  14.7832  0.99912   10.2168   2.08210  R 

220   7.1111   9.1975  2.30938   -2.0864  -0.46955     X 

251  16.0000  16.7983  4.99511   -0.7983  -2.25120  R  X 

256  21.7778  11.7916  0.74732    9.9862   2.01676  R 

265  25.0000  12.9483  0.99835   12.0517   2.45594  R 

269  16.0000  11.5146  2.26579    4.4854   1.00441     X 

304  25.0000  14.8749  0.93293   10.1251   2.05795  R 

306  25.0000  14.3985  1.16526   10.6015   2.17680  R 

351   9.0000  12.6050  2.73055   -3.6050  -0.85880     X 

356  25.0000  15.9322  2.13673    9.0678   2.00218  R 

 

 

Fits for Unusual Observations for Original Response 

 

Obs      ABL      Fit 

  4  2.33333  3.20115     X 

 14  5.00000  3.88649  R 

 17  2.33333  3.94531  R 

 18  5.00000  3.80529  R 

 40  5.00000  3.77790  R 

 51  3.66667  3.71902     X 

 60  1.00000  3.72704  R 

 80  5.00000  3.67541  R 

138  5.00000  3.88989  R 

146  5.00000  3.90943  R 

148  4.66667  3.42950  R 

162  4.00000  3.09531     X 

167  3.00000  2.31663     X 

168  3.00000  3.09814     X 

173  3.00000  3.33183     X 

182  1.66667  3.96485  R 

186  3.66667  3.66171     X 

215  5.00000  3.84489  R 

220  2.66667  3.03274     X 

251  4.00000  4.09857  R  X 

256  4.66667  3.43389  R 

265  5.00000  3.59838  R 

269  4.00000  3.39331     X 

304  5.00000  3.85679  R 

306  5.00000  3.79453  R 

351  3.00000  3.55035     X 
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356  5.00000  3.99152  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

Durbin-Watson Statistic 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.93282 
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 ب 
 

 اىع٘اٍو اىَإثشة عيٚ ثقت اىَشخشِٝ فٜ اىخجاسة االىنخشّٗٞت فٜ فيسطِٞ

 اعذاد

ساّٞت ادَذ عبذهللا   

 اششاف 

 د. ٝذٞٚ صاىخ

 

 اىَيخص

رٙذف ٘زٖ  ١ٓ.فٍغطِٚٓ ث١ٕٙب دبسح اإلٌىزش١ٔٚخ ٟ٘ ِفَٙٛ خذ٠ذ ٔغج١ب فٟ اٌجٍذاْ إٌب١ِخ اٌز

إٌٝ رسذ٠ذ اٌؼٛاًِ اٌّسزٍّخ اٌزٟ رؤثش ػٍٝ ثمخ اٌّشزش٠ٓ فٟ اٌزدبسح اإلٌىزش١ٔٚخ ِٓ  اٌذساعخ

اٌىّٟ. اشزٍّذ ٘زٖ اٌذساعخ ػٍٝ خّغخ ػٛاًِ وؼٛاًِ ِسزٍّخ  ارجبع ٔٙح اٌزس١ًٍخالي 

ػٍٝ ثمخ اٌّشزش٠ٓ فٟ اٌزدبسح االٌىزش١ٔٚخ. رؼُ ٘زٖ اٌؼٛاًِ رظ١ُّ اٌّٛلغ ِٚؤثشح 

، اػزجبساد األِبْ ٚاٌخظٛط١خ اٌّزٛفشح فٟ اٌّٛلغ، ثبٌّٛلغ االٌىزشٟٚٔ، دسخخ اٌّٛثٛل١خ

 خ.دسخخ إسػبء اٌضثبئٓ، ٚ ِذٜ ادسان رؤث١ش اٌؼٛاًِ اٌسى١ِٛ

ح طّّذ ٌٙزا اٌغشع، ٚرُ رٛص٠ؼٙب رُ خّغ اٌج١بٔبد اٌؼشٚس٠خ ٌٍذساعخ ثبعزخذاَ اعزّبس

اعزّبسح وبٔذ وبف١خ  358ثظٛسر١ٓ ٚسل١خ ٚاٌىزش١ٔٚخ. ثٍغ ػذد االعزّبساد اٌظبٌسخ ٌٍزس١ًٍ 

ٌزس١ًٍ اٌج١بٔبد  Minitab 16.1ثشٔبِح  اعزخذَِٓ اخً رؼ١ُّ إٌزبئح ػٍٝ ِدزّغ اٌذساعخ. 

 ِٓ اخً اٌٛطٛي ٌٍٕزبئح. 

اٌخظٛط١خ اٌّزٛفشح فٟ اٌّٛلغ، دسخخ إسػبء اٌضثبئٓ، اْ اػزجبساد األِبْ ٚأظٙشد إٌزبئح 

ثبإلػبفخ خ رؤثش فٟ ِغزٜٛ اٌثمخ ثبٌزدبسح االٌىزش١ٔٚخ. ٚ ِذٜ ادسان رؤث١ش اٌؼٛاًِ اٌسى١ِٛ

ٌّفَٙٛ اٌثمخ ٟٚ٘  ٌزٌه، رُ اعزخذاَ االٔسذاس اٌخطٟ ٌزسذ٠ذ اٌؼٛاًِ اٌّؤثشح فٟ االثؼبد اٌثالثخ

 ٚاٌمذسح.إٌضا٘خ، إٌضػخ ٌٍخ١ش، ٚاٌىفبءح. 

رؼزجش ٘زٖ إٌزبئح ِف١ذح ٌٍّّبسع١ٓ اٌز٠ٓ ٠خططْٛ ٌٍذخٛي فٟ ث١ئخ اٌزدبسح اإلٌىزش١ٔٚخ، 

 ٚاٌجبزث١ٓ اٌّٙز١ّٓ فٟ اٌثمخ فٟ اٌزدبسح اإلٌىزش١ٔٚخ.



 ج 
 

خش االٌىزش١ٔٚخ اٚ ٘زا ٚرُ الزشاذ ثؼغ اٌزٛط١بد ٌٍدٙبد اٌشع١ّخ ٚوزٌه ٌّبٌىٟ اٌّزب

 .اٌمبئ١ّٓ ػ١ٍٙب ِّب ٠ؼًّ ػٍٝ سفغ ِغزٜٛ اٌثمخ ث١ٓ اٌّشزش٠ٓ فٟ فٍغط١ٓ


